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PREFATORY MEMORANDUM.

i. In their " Suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers,"

published in 1905, the Board of Education emphasised the value of

Physical Training as an integral part of education. Subsequent
experience has demonstrated the necessity of such intimate asso-

ciation, and in issuing a new and revised edition of the Syllabus

of Physical Training, the Board have had in view not only the

improvement of the system of physical education in the schools,

but also its value in relation to the health of the people as a whole.

2. The past ten or twelve years have been marked by the pro-

gressive recognition of the vital interest of the State in securing the

physical well-being of children and young persons. The Education
(Provision of Meals) Acts of 1906 and 1914 were intended to secure

that no child should be prevented by want of food from profiting by
the education given in Public Elementary Schools. The Education
(Administrative Provisions) Act, 1907, empowered Local Education
Authorities to provide vacation schools, vacation classes, play centres,

or other means of recreation for children attending Public Elementary
Schools, it imposed upon the Authorities the duty of undertaking
the medical inspection of children, and empowered them also to

make such arrangements as might be sanctioned by the Board for

attending to the children's health and physical condition. The
Education Act of 191 8 not only extended the powers and duties in

regard to medical inspection and treatment, but gave new powers
to Local Education Authorities to supplement and reinforce the

instruction and social and physical training provided by the system
of education by means of (a) holiday or school camps, especially for

young persons attending Continuation Schools ;
(b) centres and equip-

ment for physical training, playing fields, school swimming baths;

and (c) other facilities for social and physical training in the day
or evening.

3. Thus the place, scope and conception of physical education have
broadened and it has gradually assumed a meaning entirely different

from that implied by the old term " school drill." It is now re-

cognised that an efficient system of education should encourage the

concurrent development of a healthy physique, keen intelligence

and sound character. These qualities are in a high degree mutu-
ally interdependent, and it is beyond argument that without
healthy conditions of body the development of the mental and moral
faculties is seriously retarded and in some cases prevented. In

a word, healthy physical growth is essential to intellectual growth.

4. But proper nourishment, effective medical inspection and
treatment, and hygienic surroundings, however excellent, will not

of themselves build up a sound physique. Physical exercise also is



required. Many and various are the forms which it may take.

Undirected, indiscriminate exercise, however, suggested by the whim
or fashion of the moment, cannot take the place of a scientific system
of physical training, which is indispensable as much for the normal
healthy development of the body, as for the correction of inherent

or acquired defects. Especially is this true in these days of close

industrial application in more or less restricted environment, cramped
positions and, confined atmosphere. At the same time it is essential

that physical training should be carefully adapted to the needs and
capacities of varying ages and should possess the elements of freedom,

refreshment and elasticity.

5. The Official Syllabus was first issued in 1904 and was the

outcome of the report of an Interdepartmental Committee jointly

appointed by the Board of Education and the Scotch Education
Department. The Syllabus was reprinted with slight alterations in

1905, and entirely revised and expanded in 1909. It was based,

broadly, on the Swedish system of education exercises, which had
been widely adopted on the Continent as well as in the British Navy
and Army.

6. This new edition of the Syllabus follows generally the arrange-

ment of the 1909 edition, though important additions and modifica-

tions have been made as a result of the experience gained during

the past ten years, in peace and in war, in the gymnasium and in

the battle zone. Experienced teachers in all parts of the country
have been consulted. As far as possible, the formal nature of the

lessons has been reduced to a minimum and every effort has been
made to render them enjoyable and recreative. It is suggested that

not less than half the lesson should be devoted to active free move-
ments, including games and dancing. The " Tables of Exercises

"

have been remodelled in such a way as to place increased respons-

ibility upon the class teacher and to allow scope for personal

initiative, freedom and enterpric c. One chapter deals especially

with the physical training of children under the age of seven years.

7. It must be admitted that the existing facilities for the proper
development of systematic physical training are still inadequate.

Much progress has, indeed, been made during the past ten years,

but much remains to be done. The Board trust that local Education
authorities will take steps to provide the necessary assistance and
guidance for class teachers through the appointment of competent
persons to organise and supervise physical training; they also hope
that the instruction in the schools and in the playing fields will not
be hampered through lack of time, equipment, or accommodation.

8. What the Board desire to secure is the careful and well-

balar.ced development of the physical powers of each individual,

not only in reference to his immediate bodily and mental growth,

but also with a view to encouraging the formation of habits

of recreation which will be of value in the future. Physical training

at school should form the ground work of healthy exercise and
recreation in after life. This result will be achieved not so much



by demanding the mechanical repetition of certain movements as by
the appropriate application to the class, and even to each member
of the class, of the method and spirit of true physical exercise as set

out in the Tables, which, though they call for attention and con-
centration of mind, have been so graded that they will suit varying
ages and varying physical and intellectual capacities. In order to

ascertain how far this end is in fact being secured, the teacher will

find it necessary to satisfy himself that the exercises and games are

having a beneficial effect, to observe whether individual movements are
correctly made, and, above all, to note whether a spirit of enjoyment
and exhilaration is pervading the whole. For the test of the successful

teaching of physical training, as in the case of the teaching of other
subjects, is to be found in the ultimate effect it has on the taught.
Unless the pupils are happy, alert and eager, the most scientific and
philosophic instruction has failed in its purpose.

9. In conclusion, the Board wish to record their conviction that
the development of physique is a matter of national importance,
vital to the welfare and even the survival of the race. At the
same time it is realised that before physical training can have its full

effect the following conditions must be presupposed :— (i) the ancestry
must have been sound; (ii) the child must have been carefully

nurtured; (iii) the laws of hygiene must be observed; (iv) nutrition

must be adequate; (v) environment must be satisfactory. Without
these five conditions much can undoubtedly be done, but unless

and until they are present the final goal will not be reached. Whilst
no one would be so foolish as to claim that the use of an Official

Syllabus of Physical Training will prove an effective remedy for all

ills, the Board believe that the principles on which this Syllabus is

designed are sound, and that it is an instrument which, if rightly and
faithfully used, wisely adapted and reasonably interpreted, will yield

an abundant harvest of recreation, improved physique and national

health.

-Ss^rtKA^cn^-jsiA*.

Whitehall,
August, 1919.



CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

The Object of Physical Education.

The object of Physical Education and Training is to help in the

production and maintenance of health in body and mind.
The conditions of modern civilisation with its crowded localities,

confined spaces, and. sedentary occupations; the increasing need
for study and mental application ; and the many social circumstances
and difficulties which restrict opportunities for natural physical

growth, all require that children and young people should receive

physical training by well-considered methods devised in a broad and
catholic spirit to promote and encourage the health and development
of the mind and body.

Physical Education includes all activities likely to minister to

physical health, not only gymnastics, games, swimming and dancing,

but sports, walking tours, school journeys, camps, and all forms
of occupation and exercise likely to create a love of open air and a
healthy way of living. The syllabus does not pretend to deal with
Physical Education in its widest sense, and it should be recognised

that Physical Training given at, or in connection with, the school,

is only a part, though a very important part, of the whole subject.

It is especially during the period of growth, when body, mind
and character are immature and plastic, that the beneficial influence

of Physical Training is most marked and enduring; and the highest

and best results of education cannot be attained until it is realised

that mental culture alone is insufficient, and that Physical Exercise
is necessary to the development not only of the body but also of

the brain and the character.

Physical Training should thus be commenced when the child

first attends school, and should be continued at least throughout the
whole of the growing period. The natural free movements of the
very young child supply all that is required at the beginning of life

in the way of physical exercise. When, however, the child first

comes to school, his natural desire for movement is necessarily

restricted for purposes of organisation and discipline. This restriction

must be compensated by frequent opportunities for free movement,
which should chiefly take the form of play. This constitutes the
first step in what may be considered as Physical Training. By
degrees a few simple exercises may be introduced into the curriculum,
which should still contain a large element of play, but play directed
by the teacher. The exercises should then be gradually increased
until they take the form of regular lessons on the lines indicated



hereafter. It is of the greatest importance that the recreative

element should never be omitted if the best results are to be gained.

Enjoyment is one of the most necessary factors in nearly everything

which concerns the welfare of the body, and if exercise is distasteful

and wearisome its physical as well as its mental value is greatly

diminished.

Effects of Physical Training.

Physical Training has, or should have, a twofold effect : on the

one hand a physical effect and on the other a mental and moral effect,

which for convenience may be termed educational in the popular
sense. The direct results upon the health and physique of the child

may be described as the physical effect. The teacher must clearly

recognise that the child is a growing organism whose powers for

physical work vary definitely and widely at different ages, and that

a scheme of exercises designed for men undergoing training is not
suitable for young boys and girls. To meet the special circumstances
of continuous growth and development, a course of graduated
exercises has been framed to suit children of all ages and both sexes,

which aims at training every part of the body harmoniously. Not
only can it be adapted to children of various ages, but under medical
supervision it can be used to counteract and remedy various physical

defects of weakly children.

Exercises, if rightly conducted, also have the effect, not less

important, of developing in the children a cheerful and joyous spirit,

together with the qualities of alertness, decision, concentration and
perfect control of brain over body. This is, in short, a discipline,

and may be termed the educational effect.

These two elements are obviously blended in varying degree in

every suitable exercise and, according to circumstances, now the

one aspect of the exercise, now the other, is to be regarded as the

more important. The difference consists rather in the stage at which,
and the manner in which, the exercise is taken than in actual difference

of movement.

PHYSICAL AND EDUCATIONAL EFFECT.

Exercise of the body may therefore be considered, according to

its effect, physical or educational.

I. The Physical Effect— ^<^^^
(a) On the General Nutrition. ') *&?? Zstt^Z
(b) Corrective. 0^n£ !̂ uT>

t
. ^6>r

(c) Developmental^ ^Cu
These are interdependent parts of one combined effect.

II. The Educational Effect—
On the formation of the character and the development of the

higher mental and moral qualities.
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—

Physical Effect.

(a) Effect on the General Nutrition.

Exercises having a beneficial influence on the general physique
produce a nutritive effect, that is, they contribute to the better

nutrition of the body. Such exercises consist chiefly of massive
movements, which are of two kinds : general and special.

General Massive Movements are those of the limbs and trunk which
involve the whole bony and muscular structure of the body, and
quickly and powerfully affect both respiration and the circulation.

Types of such exercises are to be found in the natural play movements
of children, such as running, leaping, and skipping, also in marching,
dancing, cycling, and games of all kinds, indeed the " General

Activity Exercises " described in the Syllabus. It is chiefly through
such movements, given a sufficient supply of suitable food and fresh

air, that the structure of the body is built up during the growing
period, and the artificial conditions of school-life make it of the first

importance that adequate provision should be made for such
exercises. Wherever opportunity offers, children should be encour-

aged and, if necessary, taught to take part in all manner of games
in which a considerable number can engage at the same time. The
value of organised games as an adjunct to physical training is very
great, though they should supplement and not supersede the regular

lessons in physical exercises.

Among the Special Massive Movements may be included the

various balance movements, shoulder exercises, and lunges. These
have a beneficial effect upon the nervous system, and strengthen the

control exercised by the nerve centres over the muscles.

(b) The Corrective Effect.

The term " corrective effect " is used here to denote the remedy
or adjustment of any obviously defective or incorrect attitude or

action of the body, or any of its parts. Exercises employed for their

corrective effect do not usually involve the whole body, but the trunk

or limbs taken separately, in order to encourage local development.

Special movements of the head, back, and arms, come under this

heading, and we may also include respiratory exercises. " Remedial
"

exercises also fall into this group, but are not, as such, within the

scope of the present Syllabus.

Breathing Exercises are used in particular to promote full develop-

ment of the chest and to stimulate the activity of the lungs and
circulation, and thus increase the supply of oxygen to the bod)'.

Unless the lungs are from time to time expanded to their maximum
capacity, they cannot attain their full development, and it is equally

necessary that the chest walls and the muscles controlling them
should be properly exercised. The object of such exercise is thus

to promote the healthy activity of the lungs, as well as to increase

the mobility of the chest. In this connection it is important to



note in estimating the effect of chest exercises, that the most
important measurement is not that of the chest when distended to

its maximum capacity, but the difference in measurement between
the full and empty chest. Respiratory movements have also a mental
effect in quietening and controlling a class, particularly after a
vigorous exercise, but they should not be attempted while the children

are actually " out of breath," or in a badly ventilated atmosphere.

These exercises are also valuable in the correction of " mouth
breathing." In a large number of cases this is originally due to a

faulty habit of breathing, and not to any obstruction or hindrance

to the free passage of air through the nose. In such instances the

habit can often be eradicated, with great advantage to the health

of the child, if breathing exercises with the mouth closed are efficiently

practised. Breathing exercises should be preceded by " Handkerchief
Drill."

Corrective exercises proper are designed to counteract the mal-
positions so often assumed by children in school, and also to correct

certain bodily defects, many of which, unless care is taken, are apt

to be intensified by the artificial conditions of school-life. For
instance, the Trunk movements are most useful in assisting chest

development and in strengthening the back and neck muscles in

children who have round shoulders and flat, ill-shaped chests, while

Arm Exercises are also useful for the same purpose. Such children

have often great difficulty in doing these exercises well. Again, Heel

raising corrects the tendency to flat foot.

(c) The Developmental Effect.

One of the aims of Physical Training is to promote the development
of the muscular system and the body as a whole, in order to attain

the highest possible degree of all-round physical fitness. Physical

Training has also an equally important influence on the development
and specialisation of the brain cells.

There are in the brain certain " centres " or masses of brain matter
which preside over co-ordinated movements of all kinds,. These
centres begin to perform their functions in early life, when the child

learns to stand, to walk, or to talk. As new movements are attempted
new centres become active, certain nerve impulses become more or

less habitual, and thus new nerve paths are opened up and established

and the connections between the centres in different parts of the

brain become increasingly well defined and co-related. It has been
found that within reasonable limits the greater the scope of the

physical education, the more complex and highly specialised and
developed do these centres become.

Massive movements, involving large groups of muscles, are acquired

earliest ; the finer movements—for instance, those involving the small

muscles of the hand, the balance exercises, and the more difficult

combined exercises—come later, and a premature attempt to develop
these more difficult movements results in unnecessary fatigue of the

nerve cells. Accuracy and precision of movement are not to be
expected from young children, because their brain centres are not
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sufficiently developed. As the centres are gradually educated, so
the exercises become more precise and exact.

There should, therefore, be no demand for accurate movements
in the infant school and but little in the lower standards. It is only
in the upper school, with children from 11-14 years of age, that real

precision and smartness of execution should be required.

II.

—

Educational Effect.

The Educational effect is common in greater or less degree to all

physical exercises which have a strong mental and moral influence
in addition to their direct effect upon the brain and body, and must
be recognised as a powerful factor in the formation and development
of character. The child unconsciously acquires habits of discipline

and order, and learns to respond cheerfully and promptly to the word
of command. For the correct performance of the exercises it is

essential that the response shah be ready, as this encourages activity

and alertness together with accuracy and precision.

Again, in the process of learning a variety of new movements and
exercises the memory is strengthened. As the exercises become
more advanced there is an increasing demand on the powers of

concentration and initiative, and also of endurance and determination.
The constant call for self-control and self-restraint, for co-operation
and harmonious working with others, needed for performing physical
exercises and for playing organised games, helps to foster unselfishness

and promotes a public spirit which is valuable in after life.

Rightly taught, Physical Exercises should serve as a healthy
outlet for the emotions, while the natural power of expressing thought,
feelings and ideas by means of bodily movements is encouraged and
brought out—a power which was in ancient times carefully and even
religiously cultivated, but which now tends to disappear under
modern conditions. This appeal to the aesthetic sense is very great
and extremely important, for in learning to appreciate physical
beauty in form and motion, the perception of all beautiful things is

insensibly developed, and the child gradually learns to seek beauty
and proportion not only in his external surroundings, but also in the
lives and character of those he meets.

While this educational effect is not wanting in such simple natural

movements as walking, running, or breathing, when performed with
intention it belongs in a higher degree to other and more difficult

exercises in the Syllabus. At first, each of these exercises requires

for its performance a certain concentration of mind and a certain

effort of will, and it is only by repeated, and at first laborious, efforts

that perfection of execution is attained. Some degree of fatigue

always accompanies the earlier performances, and the more immature
the structures put into action the more sensitive they are, and the
earlier do they show fatigue. In this connection it should not be
forgotten that those exercises which involve the two sides of the

body symmetrically are easier to learn, and entail less mental fatigue

than asymmetrical movements. An exercise, for example, in which
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the right arm and left leg move together requires much more thought
and concentration than one in which the two arms or legs are making
equal and similar movements. At the same time the effect of each
performance is stored up as a permanent memory, the repetition

becomes by degrees less fatiguing, and as a result of lessons repeated
week by week the exercise is eventually performed automatically.

At this 'stage its educational value to some extent ceases, but its

nutritive value and physical effect remain and are even increased.

It follows that in a school course, one and the same exercise may be
used for two quite different purposes : (i) During the process of

learning, for its educational effect; (2) when it has been mastered,
for its physical effect. Though, as has been pointed out, no hard-
and-fast distinction can be drawn in practice between these effects,

the matter is of importance when it is necessary to determine into

which group an exercise shall fall in arranging a table of exercises.

THE APPLICATION OF PHYSIOLOGY TO PHYSICAL
EXERCISES.

An important physiological effect of physical exercise is to promote
the functional activity of the various parts of the body, either directly

or indirectly. Increased activity will, within limits, produce increased

efficiency. It is necessary to a right understanding of this matter,
which lies at the foundation of the science of physical exercises, that
a brief consideration should here be given to the elements of physiology
which are chiefly concerned. A subsequent section will deal with
the application of this knowledge to the work of the Syllabus.

Preliminary Note on Physiology.
The Body Framework.

The framework of the human body is made up of a number of bones of
various shapes and sizes. Wherever two or more bones meet one another we
find a " joint." These joints may be " fixed," such as those between the bones
of the skull; or " moveable," such as the elbow or hip joint, and these moveable
joints are the important ones from the point of view of physical exercise.

Muscles.

The bones and joints are clothed with muscles. A muscle usually arises chiefly

from one bone ; it then passes over a joint, and is attached or inserted into
another bone by means of a tough, fibrous extension which is called a " tendon."
Each muscle is made up of a large number of muscle-fibres, arranged in separate
bundles, which in their turn are bound together to make up the entire muscle.
Each muscle-fibre possesses the property of contraction, and thus may become
shorter and thicker. When contraction occurs the muscle as a whole also be-
comes shorter and thicker. The tendon, which does not contract, is then pulled
upon, movement takes place at the joint on which the muscle acts, the bone to
which the tendon is fixed moves, and the limb is bent or straightened as the case
may be. Such muscles are known as " voluntary " muscles because they can be
made to contract at will. There are also muscles over which the will has no
control, and which are, therefore, called " involuntary " muscles. Such, for

example, are the muscles of the heart, the stomach, and the intestines. When a
muscle contracts, and so does work, certain changes occur; for example, some
substance in the muscle is used up to supply the energy necessary for performing
this work; and there remain also in the muscle as a result of the work certain
waste materials, which, if they are allowed to accumulate, exert a harmful and
poisouous effect.
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The Circulation.

Among the muscles and muscle-fibres, and in nearly all other parts of the body,
we find a network of blood-vessels. These blood-vessels start from and return to

the heart, which is placed in the chest, between the two lungs, and which acts as a
force pump to drive the blood along the vessels throughout the body. The blood
as it is received from the lungs and as it leaves the heart is " pure," and contains
nourishment for the body, derived from the air in the lungs and the food taken
into the digestive organs. As it passes along the blood-vessels it gives up to the
muscles and other tissues of the body the oxygen and the other nourishing sub-
stances that it contains, while at the same time it receives from the tissues on
its way back to the heart the carbonic acid gas and various waste products that
have resulted from the work done by the body. The blood, therefore, when it

returns to the heart from the system is " impure," and must be purified before
it is fit to be distributed to the tissues once more. This purification takes place
to a large extent in the lungs.

As the blood circulates through the smallest blood-vessels, some of it oozes
through their walls and thus carries nourishment direct to the tissues ; this fluid

is called lymph. The lymph absorbs from the tissues poisonous waste material
which has resulted from their activity and afterwards passes into lymph-vessels,
which are similar to small blood-vessels. They unite to form larger vessels, and
in the end join one of the large veins near the heart. In this way the lymph,
with the impurities which it has collected from the tissues, passes back into the
blood-stream and goes to the lungs for purification.

Respiration.

The lungs consist of innumerable tiny bags or sacs, the extremely thin walls

of which are covered with a network of the smallest blood-vessels. It is these

air-sacs, or air-vesicles, which, during respiration, become filled with air. Each
act of respiration consists of three parts : inspiration, expiration, and then a short

pause. In quiet inspiration the muscles between the ribs contract and pull the
ribs upwards and outwards, so that the chest as a whole becomes shorter and
wider than it was before. At the same time the diaphragm—a large, thin,

dome-shaped muscle which forms the floor of the chest and at the same time
separates it from the abdomen—also contracts and becomes flatter and less

curved. The floor is thus lowered while the sides of the chest are raised and
widened, and as a result of this the capacity of the chest is increased and there

is more room in it for additional air. As the diaphragm contracts and becomes
flatter, however, it enlarges the chest at the expense of the other portion of the
body cavity—the abdomen. Some pressure is therefore necessarily caused on the
organs contained in the abdomen, and to relieve this the muscles of the body
wall relax somewhat. The air that is breathed in is in this way able to pass

quite easily downward into the lungs, which at once expand. In ordinary quiet

expiration the muscles of the ribs and diaphragm simply relax and the chest

resumes its original shape, the abdominal muscles simultaneously acting. The
air is expelled partly by muscular action and partly by the general elasticity of

the lungs. In forced or hurried breathing other muscles are brought into action,

such as those of the upper part of the chest, neck and shoulder (for inspiration)

and of the abdominal wall (for expiration).

It will thus be seen that three groups of muscles are mainly concerned with
respiration :

(i) the muscles of the chest wall (or thorax)

;

(2) the diaphragm

;

(3) the muscles of the abdominal wall.

Breathing is, therefore, spoken of as " thoracic " or " abdominal," according to

which group of muscles is chiefly involved, the diaphragm being always used in

any form of respiration.

The normal, well-developed boy uses the chest and abdomen fairly equally,

and men also breathe in a similar way. As a little girl, however, grows up there

is a tendency for her to use the abdominal muscles less in breathing, and her
respiration therefore gradually becomes chiefly, and in some cases almost entirely,

thoracic in type. This is due partly to physiological changes, but it may also be
caused in great measure by the adoption of more tightly fitting garments, which
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tend to hinder the action of the muscles of the abdomen, and also prevent the
lower part of the chest from fully expanding, though the upper part is still able

to move freely. Thoracic breathing is, therefore, accentuated by any form of

tight clothing. It is obvious that, for healthy physiological breathing, it is

necessary to make full use of the cubic capacity of the chest. In quiet breathing

(14-17 times per minute and slightly more frequently in children) about 30 cubic
inches of air (say, nearly a pint) are taken into the chest : this is called the tidal

air. The chest can contain, in addition to this, about 120 cubic inches if the
inspiration is as deep as possible : this is the complemented air. After the tidal

and complemental air has been breathed out, another 100 cubic inches of air

can still be expelled from the lungs by forcible expiration : this is the supple-
mental air, which is held in reserve during ordinary breathing. There remains in

the lungs another 100 cubic inches, the residual air, which cannot be breathed
out. It is, therefore, never possible completely to empty the chest of air. We
thus have, in the adult chest, the following :

—

Tidal air - - - 30 cubic inches ") This constitutes the vital

Complemental air - - 120 cubic inches V capacity of the chest=
Supplemental air - - 100 cubic inches J approximately 250 c. ins.

Residual air - - - 100 cubic inches.

Air should be breathed in through the nose and not through the mouth. By
nasal breathing, the air, before passing into the lungs, is warmed, moistened and
filtered, and thus is less likely to injure or irritate the air vesicles.

Pure air, as it is breathed into the lungs, contains a large amount of oxygen
and only a small percentage of carbonic acid gas. When this air reaches the
air-sacs the oxygen passes through the thin wall of the air-sac and reaches the
blood which is contained in the network of blood-vessels covering it. This is

impure blood from the tissues, which is poor in oxygen but rich in carbonic
acid gas. The blood receives this fresh supply of oxygen from the air and it

gives up the carbonic acid gas, which passes into the air-sac to replace the oxygen
and is breathed out, while the blood returns to the heart purer and again in a
fit state to convey nourishment to the body. Thus expired air differs from
inspired air in that it contains less oxygen and much more carbonic acid gas and
other waste products. It is also warmer.

Excretion.

Besides the carbonic acid gas there are other impurities in the blood which
must be removed, and this removal, or excretion, as it is called, is accomplished
chiefly by the kidneys, and to some extent by the skin.

In the skin we find large numbers of sweat-glands which have minute openings
on the surface, the " pores." These sweat-glands separate from the blood in the
skin a watery fluid, the sweat or perspiration, and this contains some of the
impurities of the blood. It is constantly escaping on to the surface, where it

either evaporates or is absorbed by the clothing, and eventually the last traces
are removed by washing. The skin has also an important action in regulating
the loss of heat from the body, and so helps to maintain the body at an even
temperature. When the skin is flushed with blood and feels hot, heat is rapidly
lost from the surface of the body. When, on the other hand, the skin looks
pale and feels cold, the loss of heat from the body goes on much more slowly.

The kidneys act on a larger scale in a somewhat similar way to the sweat-glands,
and remove many other waste products or impurities from the blood. The watery
fluid they excrete is called the urine, and this is also expelled from the body. The
skin and kidneys act in harmony : when the skin is hot in the summer, for
example, the formation of perspiration goes on actively, while the urine is

diminished ; in the cold weather the excretion from the kidneys is increased,
while the sweat is reduced in quantity.

Digestion.

Digestion, which begins in the mouth and is continued and completed in the
stomach and intestines, is the process by which the nutritive portions of the food
are rendered soluble and fit for absorption into the blood. This is accomplished
by the various digestive fluids produced by the alimentary canal, aided by the
contractions of the muscles contained in the wall of the stomach and intestines.
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By means of these muscular contractions the food is vigorously moved about in

the stomach and thoroughly mixed with the digestive fluid, it is in due time
expelled from the stomach into the intestines, where it comes in contact with
other digestive fluids, and is similarly passed along the whole length of the bowel,
while the residue eventually leaves the body in the same way. It will thus be
seen that these muscular contractions play a most important part in the digestion
and absorption of nourishment. When the muscular activity is for any reason
decreased, the food is not sufficiently mixed with the digestive fluids, while the
useless part tends to accumulate in the intestine instead of passing onwards,
and so indigestion and constipation, with their attendant evils, are apt to result.

The Nervous System.

The nervous system, consisting- of the brain, spinal cord and nerves, has
control of all parts of the body ; it serves to link up and connect them and
ensures harmonious working between them. The brain, in which every portion
of the body is represented, is the central authority. It receives messages and
sensations from the skin or other parts by way of the nerves or the spinal cord.

It translates them, despatches the answering messages and controls and regulates

the resulting actions and co-ordinations. The nerves, which conduct messages
to and from the brain and cord, form a complete network among the tissues,

somewhat similar to the system of blood-vessels. The brain has also control over
involuntary muscles and movements, such as the heart and circulation, respira-

tion, and the processes of digestion, each of these systems being represented by
its " centre " or special portion of brain tissue.

We may now turn to the application of these facts to the teaching

of physical exercises :

—

The Work of the Muscles.

When a muscle is made to contract repeatedly, an increased

amount of muscle substance is used up to supply the energy required

for the work, and an increased supply of nourishment will therefore

be necessary to make up for the loss. Any additional work also

means an increase in the poisonous waste products which are taken

up and removed by the blood. The presence of these in the blood

rapidly affects and stimulates to greater activity the special centre

in the brain which controls the action of the heart, and consequently

the heart begins to beat more rapidly and sends an increased amount
of blood to the muscles and other parts of the body. In this way the

additional nourishment required by the muscles is provided. Muscles

which are regularly and suitably exercised become larger, stronger,

and more capable of work. This is partly due to the increased activity

of the muscle tissue itself, which becomes more capable of absorbing

and making use of the nourishment which is thus brought to it; it

is also due to the increased activity of the circulation, which provides

the muscles with an additional supply of blood and consequently

of food. Exercise not only increases the size of a muscle, it also

removes from it unnecessary fat and other tissue which is likely to

decrease its power to contract, and so properly regulated physical

exercise produces a better and more useful muscular system.

It is particularly important that the muscles should be properly

exercised and nourished during childhood and adolescence, otherwise

they will not develop fully and may remain permanently weak and
undersized and incapable of wholly fulfilling their proper functions.

This applies not only to the voluntary muscles of the limbs, but to

the involuntary muscles of the heart, digestive system, etc.
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The muscles are controlled by the nervous system, the development
of which must proceed simultaneously with that of the muscular
system if control and co-ordination of muscular movement is to be
satisfactory. The more skilled and finely-adjusted an action, the

closer and more effective the control which must be exercised by the

nervous system.

The bones increase in size with the muscles and for the same
reasons—increased supply of blood and increased tissue activity.

The skeleton as a whole, therefore, becomes bigger and heavier than
would have been the case had there been no physical training. The
joints also participate in these changes and are rendered more flexible

and supple as well as stronger by exercise.

Fatigue and Overwork.

In the animal body the performance of work depends on three

factors; first, the brain and spinal cord, which initiate and distribute

impulses, secondly, the nerves, which conduct the impulses to the

muscles, and thirdly, the muscles which, by contracting, actually

perform the work.

Fatigue has been studied in relation to each of these factors. All

fatigue, even when referred by the person himself to the muscles,

has been shown to be primarily nervous in origin. The conducting
nerve fibres do not become fatigued; but the nerve cells in the brain

and spinal cord, and the " end-organs," by means of which the nerve

fibres actually transmit their messages to the muscle tissue, become
tired long before the muscle fibres show signs of fatigue. Fatigue

is, in fact, present, and is shown by a diminished capacity for work,
before the individual realises that he is tired. When the muscles
begin to ache and respond more slowly, it is a sign that the nerve
cells and " end-organs " are becoming exhausted and less capable

of transmitting messages to the muscles.

Fatigue is caused by the accumulation within the body of the

waste material which results from muscular action. As the muscle
continues to work vigorously the waste products accumulate in the

muscle tissue and exercise a poisonous effect on the " end-organs,"

they are also absorbed into the blood stream by which means they
reach the nervous system and affect the nerve cells. If the muscle
is allowed to rest, the production of waste material ceases to a large

extent, and the blood is able to assimilate and dispose of the poisons

which have accumulated; when this has happened the sensation of

fatigue disappears. Fatigue, indeed, is not to be compared with the

failure of fuel in a steam-engine, but rather with the clogging of the

wheels of machinery by dirt. When the machine is cleaned it is

able to work once more with its accustomed efficiency.

In order to avoid unnecessary fatigue it is important that a
suitable " rhythm " should be established for the particular work
in question. Every part of the body has its own rhythm of activity,

the heart, for example, has one rhythm, the respiratory system
another. If the rhythm be correct, the balance between action and
repair may be maintained for long periods. There is time for the

x 17941 li
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heart muscle to recover from the effect of each contraction before

another heart beat is due. If the rhythm be disturbed, as may
happen in cases of heart disease, the burden placed upon the heart

muscle becomes increasingly heavy, and as no additional period of

rest is possible, the muscle becomes more and more exhausted until

it ceases to contract.

It is not possible to find so perfect a rhythm in the case of ordinary

muscular work, but the more successful the attempt, as, for instance,

in setting the pace for a long march, the more easily and untiringly

will the action be performed.

As has already been stated fatigue is present in fact before it is

manifested by muscular weariness. In the factory worker it is first

indicated by diminished output of work (often unconscious) or an
increased number of accidents. In the child it may be suggested by
inaccuracy, carelessness or failure to respond, and the teacher should

not be too ready to ascribe faults of this kind to naughtiness. It

should also be remembered that muscular exercise alone is not likely

10 cause serious fatigue in the child, it is rather moderate muscular

or mental exertion in association with debilitating agencies, such as

malnutrition, lack of sleep, ill-ventilation, an unhygienic environment,

etc., which weaken the body and cause a small accumulation of

poisonous waste material to exert an effect out of all proportion to

its amount.

If the muscle is allowed an adequate period of rest after exercise

it completely recovers its original strength and capacity. If, however,

the muscle is required to resume work before it is fully rested, it will

not be able to work so well or for so long a time as before. If this

occurs frequently, and the muscle is as a result almost continuously

subjected to the influence of these poisonous products, the efficiency

and capacity of the muscle sooner or later becomes seriously

impaired, and it is said to be " overworked." It has been well said

that " Overwork is nothing but fatigue pushed to an extremity.

Between fatigue and overwork there is simply a difference of dose in

the substances which poison the organism; the substances are the

same and have the same origin; they are always the waste products

of combustion produced by work." It must be remembered that

fatigue, of any degree, though it may begin locally, does not long

remain confined to the part of the body where it originates, but
gradually extends until the whole system is affected. Overwork,
therefore, especially if continuous or frequently repeated, not only

injures the muscles, but also the body and its functions as a whole,

rendering it less capable of mental or plrysical exertion, more liable

to illness and disease, and less able to resist illness if it does come.

The stiffness and local tenderness which follow unaccustomed
muscular exertion is probably also partly due to the action of these

waste products. When the muscle is trained to exercise they are

either formed in a smaller quantity or they are more readily removed,
and stiffness does not follow. The tenderness is also possibly due
to the actual injury of some of the muscle-fibres caused by the

unusual or violent contractions, and this would explain why the
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tenderness so often persists for several days and after other fatigue

effects have passed away.

The Circulation.

Increased exertion, as already explained, is followed by increased

activity of the heart, which beats more frequently to keep pace with
the demand of the tissues for a larger blood supply. Suitable exercise

affects the heart muscle just as it affects ordinary muscles, and renders

it more efficient and healthy. On the other hand, overwork, or

violent efforts, such as mountain climbing, or running a race when
not in training, entail a serious strain on the power of the heart,

which not unfrequently results in permanent damage or disease.

The return of blood to the heart from the muscles is partly brought
about by the relaxation and contraction of the muscle-fibres which
occurs during exercise. This aids the alternate filling and emptying
of the deep veins in the muscles, and so helps to maintain the

circulation, both in blood-vessels and lymphatics.

Respiration.

When the impure blood resulting from physical exertion reaches
the brain, it stimulates not only the centre controlling the heart,

but also that which governs respiration. In consequence the breathing
becomes deeper and more rapid, and a larger volume of air is breathed
in and out. This means that more oxygen enters the lungs, more
blood is purified, and more of the poisonous carbonic acid gas is got

rid of. Occasional deep, breathing, which causes the chest walls

and lungs to expand to their fullest capacity, is of the greatest use in

promoting their healthy and complete development. One of the

objects of special " breathing exercises " is to encourage a habit of

correct physiological breathing, and so secure a well-formed chest and
healthy lungs, capable of responding not only to the demands of the

body at rest, but of moderate and even severe exertion.

Breathlessness.

Certain violent exercises or efforts are liable to cause breathlessness.

This is characterised by a feeling of distress and inability to breathe
normally. It is usually produced by movements involving a con-
siderable number of muscles, when a large amount of work is done
in a short time, as for instance running, jumping, climbing. It is a

particular form of fatigue caused by large doses of waste products,

chiefly, perhaps, carbonic acid gas, which enter the blood in conse-

quence of the exertion. The heart and lungs are stimulated,

therefore both act more rapidly and the lungs become very full of

blood, containing much carbonic acid and little oxygen. The carbonic

acid gas is meantime being produced much more rapidly than it is

being removed from the body, and in the endeavour to cope with
this the respirations become increasingly irregular and excessive.

This really defeats its own ends ; the inspirations being comparatively
deep, while the expirations are shallow and difficult, less and not
more carbonic acid gas is eliminated, and less oxygen is introduced
into the blood. The centre controlling the heart is. soon injuriously

B 2
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affected by the excess of this gas, the heart becomes less able to force

the blood onward through the lungs, it beats more and more feebly and
rapidly in the effort to do so, and this strain greatly accentuates

the general feeling of distress. The breathlessness passes away
with rest, as the carbonic acid gas is gradually removed, oxygen is

supplied, and the body is then frequently able to adjust itself to the

continuation of the exertion, which originally produced the breath-

lessness, without further difficulty. This is known as gaining " the

second wind," and means that the heart and lungs are working in

harmony and that the carbonic acid gas is being rapidly and satis-

factorily eliminated.

When more or less in training, though temporary breathlessness

may occur, it is possible to gain the " second wind " without a rest,

as the heart and lungs are able to adjust themselves more readily

to the demand for the increased elimination of carbonic acid gas.

The Skin and Kidneys.

Another result of muscular exercise is the formation of heat ; the

more vigorous the exercise the more heat is produced. This heat

must be disposed of in some way if the body is to retain its usual

temperature. In consequence of the quickened circulation the

vessels in the skin become full of blood, the skin is flushed and hot,

while the excretion of the sweat goes on so actively that visible drops
of perspiration appear. The evaporation of this moisture causes

rapid cooling of the surface of the body, and the loss of a considerable

amount of heat, so that the excess of heat formed is gradually

dissipated. At the same time, by means of the increase in the

perspiration, additional impurities are removed from the body. It

is because of the cooling caused by evaporation from a moist surface

that it is necessary to change damp clothes and so avoid catching

cold after violent exercise. This loss of moisture from the body is

largely the cause of the thirst which is experienced after physical

exertion. The action of the skin shares to some extent in the work
of the kidneys, to which the duty of removing most of the remaining
impurities from the blood is allotted. The part played by the skin

in the removal of moisture and impurities from the body makes it

important first to choose underclothing of suitable type and material,

and secondly to maintain it in a condition of scrupulous cleanliness.

The Digestion.

The organs of digestion, in common with the rest of the body,
receive a more abundant supply of blood in consequence of physical

exercise, and the blood itself circulates more rapidly. The functional

activity is thus increased, and the appetite, digestion and absorption

of the food improved. But for this vety reason it is important that

physical exercises should not immediately follow a meal, because in

that case blood would pass to the muscular instead of to the digestive

organs, and a failure to digest the food properly might follow.

The more vigorous action of the muscles of the intestines which
accompanies the improvement in the general muscular tone, together

with the mechanical assistance given to the onward passage of the
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food by the contractions of the abdominal muscles, serves to prevent
accumulation in the lower part of the bowel, and constipation is thus

avoided. Constipation is a common and a disabling malady with
various disagreeable accompaniments, both immediate and remote.

It occurs in children as well as adults. One of the most valuable

effects of exercise is its influence on the muscles of the abdominal
wall and the intestines, by means of which a tendency to constipation

may be prevented and the condition itself actually cured.

The Nervous System.

The part played by physical exercise in the development of the

brain centres has already been referred to, but the general tone and
condition of the whole nervous system is also benefited in common
with the rest of the body. It must not be forgotten that the improved
quality of the muscular work, which always results from suitable

physical training, is due even more to the greater efficiency of the

nerve centres than to the actual growth and development of the

muscles themselves. Actions which appear to be the most simple

depend in fact upon an extremely Complex nervous and muscular
mechanism, and one of the objects of training is to ensure that every
action is carried out with as little fatigue and dissipation of energy as

possible.

The general physical training given in the school will thus prepare

the way for the more accurate and special training necessary in after-

life in learning any skilled trade or profession.

Summary.

To sum up : The chief effect of suitable physical exercise is to

improve the general nutrition of the body.
By the " nutrition " of the body is meant the general activity

and functions of the various tissues, including their power to absorb
and make use of the nourishment that is brought by the blood, and
their ability to eliminate and remove the waste products which are

constantly being produced in greater or less amount ; the processes, in

other words, which are necessary to the healthy life of the organism
as a whole, as well to its individual parts. Exercise serves to promote
all these activities, and by encouraging the harmonious co-operation

and working of the various organs, necessarily exerts a beneficial

influence on them all.

THE HYGIENE OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.

(i) The Relation to the Health of the Child.

The exercises in the syllabus have been carefully selected to suit

children under 14 years of age. It is probable that the physical

capabilities of these children have been under rather than over

estimated, so that the exercises, if rightly taught, may be safely

performed by children of comparatively weak physique. In many
schools, however, there is a certain proportion of scholars whose
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general physique, on account of illness, under-feeding, or an unsatis-

factory physical environment, is such that physical exercises of any
kind are likely to do harm rather than good. There are certain

conditions which the teacher should learn to look for and recognise

among the children, and in any case of uncertainty the child should
be submitted for medical examination as soon as possible.

One of the objects of Medical Inspection in the school is to discover

defects among the children, especially those, whether mental or

physical, which may interfere with school work, and so prevent the
child deriving full benefit from the curriculum, or which may cause
the child to suffer positive harm from the ordinary school course.

The teacher can do much to aid the doctor in this respect by noticing

and observing children who are in any way abnormal. Among the
conditions to be watched for, especially during physical exercise,

are

—

(i) Breathlessness.—Occasional short and violent efforts even to

the production of breathlessness are made by all healthy children

in natural play. They form an important factor in physical

development, and for such healthy children an occasional brief

period of hard running or skipping is entirely good. But the

regular appearance of breathlessness in a child during the perform-
ance of exercises in this syllabus is a danger signal, and indicates

either that the child is too tightly clothed or that the exercise is

causing undue physical strain.

(ii) Signs of General Fatigue should also be carefully noted. For
instance, a listless, languid way of performing the exercises ; inability

to give attention ; a tired attitude, with the head bending forward,
the shoulders stooping, and a general relaxation of the limbs. There
may be a puffy look about the eyes, due to want of tone of the small

muscles of the face; sometimes the child will frown and screw the

eyes up, and even make nervous grimaces and movements. The
general muscular tone is lowered because the poisonous waste
products which are formed in the body, and which cause the fatigue,

act largely on the nerve centres which govern the muscles.

.

(iii) Pallor.—The teacher should notice if a child is unusually pale

during the exercise, and especially if this paleness increases. It may
be due merely to a temporary cause," such as the heat, or fatigue,

and is often seen with anaemic children and when the ventilation is

inefficient. The pallor may, however, have a much more serious

origin, as, for instance, in heart disease.

(iv) Fainting may occasionally happen with any child, especially

in the hot weather, or if the child is under-nourished ; in such a case

it may be only necessary to allow him to rest for a time in the fresh

air. If the child is subsequent!}7 ill, or if the fainting should occur
again, especially after exercise, it is important that he should be
excluded from all physical work until he has been medically examined.

(v) Month Breathing.—All the children who habitually breathe
with the mouth open should be noted, and special attention given
to them during breathing exercises. Mouth breathing may be due
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to habit only, and can then often be corrected by the teacher; but

frequently there is some actual obstruction to nasal breathing, and

the child is unable to breathe in the correct way. Such children

keep their mouths constantly open, the nostrils are small and

contracted, and the expression is vacant and stupid. They are

often deaf, and consequently inattentive and dull. The voice is

thick and flat, they are very liable to constant colds, to sore throats,

and, especially the younger ones, to bronchitis. Such children

should always be presented for medical inspection, as the appropriate

treatment is usually followed by a very marked improvement, both

mental and physical.

(vi) Malpositions.—The teacher must remember that physical

training does not begin and end with the regular physical training

lesson. Exercises practised a few times in the week will be of little

avail unless care is taken at the same time to secure good positions

during other lessons, such as reading, writing, drawing, needlework.

Kneeling on seats, stooping over the desk, hunching up the shoulders

or twisting the body and limbs should not be allowed, as these

movements tend to produce malformation of the chest and encourage

the development of spinal curvature. It must also be remembered

that a child is incapable of remaining for very long in one attitude,

and therefore frequent change of position should be permitted.

Moreover, a child should never be expected to sit or stand in a

position of strain, and any placing of the arms, so as to interfere with

the movements of the chest, such as folding them behind or in front,

must be avoided.

Any posture which is likely to lead to early fatigue, and particu-

larly standing, should be carefully watched. Whenever standing is

essential, a good position and carriage of the body, head and chest

should be expected; but this cannot be maintained by a child for

more than a short time, and the faulty positions which are naturally

adopted when fatigue begins to appear may easily become habitual

if not corrected. All unnecessary standing should, therefore, be

discouraged, and the children allowed to sit instead.

The teacher should take pains to cultivate an appreciation of

good bodily positions, so as to notice readily and automatically faulty

attitudes and carriage; such watchfulness should not be limited to

the physical training lesson, but should be continued throughout the

school day. There should be a few minutes' interval between

sedentary lessons and occupations, during which children should be

allowed to move about freely or to carry out two or three brisk,

stimulating exercises. By this means children will be assisted to

maintain better positions than if no such intervals took place.

(2) School and Personal Hygiene,

There remain for consideration several points of importance

with regard to school and personal hygiene in relation to physical

exercises to which reference will now be made.
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Accommodation.—It is not practicable to provide a gymnasium
for all elementary schools, nor indeed is it desirable. A gymnasium
is chiefly required when exercises of a more advanced nature are

taught than is contemplated for elementary schools, and when use

is made of fixed apparatus. At the same time it is important that

better accommodation should be provided for physical exercises in

elementary schools than has hitherto been the case.

Before considering the nature of such accommodation it may
be well to emphasise the desirability of teaching both exercises and
games as far as possible in the open air. There are certain dis-

advantages in giving the lesson in the playground rather than in

the school hall (e.g., noise, publicity, surface of ground, absence of

piano, etc.), but whenever the weather permits these are more than
counterbalanced by the advantages of the fresh air. The air in the

classroom, or even in a large hall, is seldom entirely satisfactory for

ordinary breathing. The requirements in respect of fresh air of a
child taking active exercise are much greater than those of a child

at rest, while the stimulating effect of cool, moving air upon the

skin is valuable. One of the reasons for exercise is to supply the

body with an additional quantity of oxygen. Unless the air breathed

in is pure this purpose will not be fulfilled, and the breathing in of

large quantities of impure air may defeat in considerable degree the

object of physical exercises, and may even cause definitely injurious

effects. The advantages of open air and of good ventilation are

perfectly familiar in theory to most teachers, but unfortunately the

theory is often not translated into practice, and it is therefore

common to find the maintenance of ventilation seriously neglected.

Accommodation in the Playground.—Probably the most convenient

way of providing suitable accommodation for ordinary lessons in

physical exercises is to erect a simple covered shed in the playground.

Many of the existing sheds are built against the walls of school premises

and are ill-suited to lessons in physical exercises, as they are small,

dark, gloomy and have no effective cross-ventilation. If sheds of

sufficient size, properly floored, lighted and ventilated, and open to

sunshine, were provided in all playgrounds, exercises could be taken

out of doors in practically any weather. A floor and roof with some
protection from driving rain in the form of projecting eaves form, in

fact, sufficient accommodation for outdoor exercises.

Indoor Accommodation.—A hall or an empty classroom is necessary

if the lesson is to be effective. A competent teacher can give useful

lessons even in a classroom containing fixed desks, but the small

space available and the consequent limitation of free movement,
the impossibility of playing active games and the lack of sufficient

ventilation detract largely from the value of the exercises. If it is

necessary to take the lesson indoors, full use should be made of

available means of ventilation, windows and doors should be opened
in order to secure as good cross-ventilation as possible and a current

of constantly moving air.
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It is obvious that all accommodation used for physical exercises

should be kept thoroughly clean and free from dust and dirt. This

is an additional reason for the use of special shoes by the children.

Playing Fields.—If organised games are to be developed satis-

factorily, playing fields should be available in addition to playground
accommodation. Each playing field might be used by several schools

and visited regularly by the departments concerned. Fields are

desirable in connection with rural schools as well as with urban
schools, and should be as convenient of access as possible.

Dress.—It is most desirable that both boys and girls should be
provided with suitable clothing, and especially with suitable shoes,

for their lessons in physical exercises. It is not practicable to require

children in elementary schools to obtain a special costume for the

gymnastic lesson, and the exercises included in the course are simple

in character and can be carried out correctly in a modified school

dress. At the same time, unless the dress is reasonably suitable it is

impossible to expect either full freedom of movement or satisfactory

performance of certain exercises. Boys, for example, should remove
collars and coats and, when weather permits, waistcoats; they
should wear belts instead of braces. Girls should wear dark knickers,

and either a jersey or a tunic frock with no tight sleeves, bands, or

collars; their hair should be tied back. All children should have
shoes or slippers which permit free movement of the feet and ankles

(see Appendix A). It has been objected that the time occupied in

changing shoes and adjusting the dress cannot be spared from the

lesson, but if properly handled such changes are a valuable aid to

smartness and discipline and can be carried out in a very short time.

Teachers, both men and women, should as far as possible wear
a dress similar to that suggested for the children, partly because of

the excellent example thus given to their pupils, and partly to enable

them to demonstrate and teach exercises and games efficiently.

(3) The Relation of Lessons in Physical Training to School Lessons.

In order to obtain good results a daily lesson in physical exercises

is desirable in addition to time for organised games, swimming, etc.

If five 20-minute periods are available, three may well be devoted to

the more formal lessons and the remaining two to games or dances.

One or possibly two of these daily periods may, when necessary, be
included in a games or swimming period.

Learning physical exercises demands concentration of attention

and mental exertion comparable in aU respects to that required in

other school lessons. Performance of the exercises entails a certain

amount of fatigue, such as is necessarily involved in all profitable

efforts of an educational nature, and this point should be kept in

mind by teachers, who should not regard the physical training lesson

as a complete relaxation from school studies. There is, therefore,

the need for adjusting the length of the lessons to the age of the

children, and for observing a suitable progression of exercises so that

at each stage some effort wiU be required, but an effort which never
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amounts to strain, while a higher degree of precision and accuracy
may be insisted upon with increasing practice and advancing years.
Physical exercises, for this reason, should not be taken when the
children are suffering from mental or physical fatigue. If this should
ever be necessary, the lesson must be limited to simple, easy and
recreative movements.

In addition to the regular lessons certain well-known simple
exercises may be used in the classroom for their recreative effects.

The exercises -best suited to this purpose are those which can be
done quickly and without mental effort, their effect depending largely

upon the amount of energy put into muscular contraction in a given
time. For this reason massive, simple and rapid movements are
best. The effect being comparatively transient, such exercises require
frequent repetition to secure permanent benefit. They should be

performed in the classroom several times daily with open windows for
two or three minutes at a time. They may, if necessary, be taken by
the children while at their desks, and every considerable period during
which the children are confined to the classroom continuously should
be broken up by an interval of such exercises. Children who have
been for a long time at one task and are becoming listless and
inattentive are at once refreshed by a few minutes' exercise in such
quick and massive movements.

CONCLUSION.

To sum up, there are certain elementary necessities which are

required for a healthy life. The child must be fed, sufficiently and
suitably; it must be properly clothed, warmed and housed; it must
have enough sleep, rest and fresh air, and the needful attention to

personal hygiene and cleanliness. These in themselves, together with
the natural walking, running and jumping done by any ordinary
child, will often suffice to produce a healthy and a well-developed

body and brain, since even apparently simple actions, such as

standing or walking, require the combination and co-ordination of

many muscle groups. It is, however, always desirable, and in many
cases necessary, to give further aid to the physical development b}'

means of special training.

The training necessary may be divided roughly into three parts :

first, formal exercises and gymnastics; secondly, indoor and outdoor
games, sports, athletics, etc. ; and thirdly, dancing. These three

types of exercise will be discussed in different sections of this Syllabus

;

here it is only necessary to point out that all three are essential,

though in varying degree, to every complete scheme of physical

education. Each supplements the work of the other, and, if rightly

understood, they should together produce not the mechanical
precision of formal drill, but the love of vigorous exercise natural to

the healthy body, and the eagerness, enthusiasm, interest and
friendliness which we may look for in the happily occupied child.
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CHAPTER II.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS. *

The exercises described in this Syllabus are necessarily simple in

character and easy to perform. They serve to prepare the child for

more formal and advanced gymnastics in Secondary and Continuation

Schools, and are based upon the same principles as the difficult

exercises for which they are the foundation. There can thus be
continuity of principle and method in regard to physical education

throughout school-life, although the importance to be attached to

various details of application and teaching differ with the age of the

child and the type of school. It is desirable that the fundamental
principles underlying the whole scheme of physical training should

be clearly understood by the teacher, and therefore it will be useful

briefly to set out some general considerations before proceeding to

describe the methods of teaching the exercises themselves.

The Selection of the Exercises.

Exercises are selected first for their effect in promoting the healthy

and natural physical development of the child, and secondly for their

effect on the mind and character. In certain exercises the physio-

logical effect predominates, in others the recreative, but all possess a
greater or less influence in both directions.

Classification of Exercises.

As the exercises have been devised with a view to a definite effect

upon the body, it is convenient to classify them in groups according

to the particular action and function of each. An " Order of

Movements " enables the teacher to arrange his lesson in such a way
that the different parts of the body are exercised in turn and in

suitable degree. When we come to consider the construction of

actual lessons it will be found that a complete lesson includes one or

more exercises from each group.

Progression in the Exercises.

By " progression " is understood a series of changes in an exercise,

or in a table of exercises, which renders it gradually more difficult

to perform, though more effectual in its results. These changes are

made in accordance with certain rules which it is not necessary here

to discuss fully. An exercise can be made more difficult in various

ways, for example, by altering the position of the feet or arms, so

as to make the balance of the body harder to maintain. An exercise

which is first performed in the standing position may afterwards be
taken from another position of the body, such as " Trunk bending
forward." Another method of increasing the difficulty is to require

a greater amount of mental effort. " Arm bending and stretching,"

for instance, is first taken with both arms moving in the same
direction ; later the arms may be stretched simultaneously in different
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directions, and the brain has thus to control two movements instead

of one. Although strict " progression " is chiefly important in

teaching difficult advanced exercises, the exercises and lessons in this

Syllabus have been carefully graded in order of difficulty.

Adaptation of the Exercises for special Requirements,

The teacher should not only select the exercises from certain

groups and arrange them in a definite order, but should modify the

lesson so as to -make it suitable for the special needs of his class with

regard to age, sex, physique, weather conditions, etc. In adapting
a lesson for age both the physical and psychological needs of the

children in the different standards should be kept in view. For the

younger children the vigorous exercises which are indicated by their

natural activity and rapid growth take a prominent place. The
exercises for the lower standards therefore should allow plenty of

free and spontaneous movement, and are usually presented in such a

form as to appeal to the dramatic and imitative instincts of children

of that age. By degrees these exercises are to a large extent

substituted by those which require finer co-ordination and therefore

a higher degree of muscular control. During the adolescent period

these " control " exercises form an important feature of the training.

Due regard, however, should consistently be paid to maintaining the

recreative element in the lesson.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

The successful physical training lesson is one which produces good
physical results and is at the same time thoroughly enjoyed by the

children. In order to secure this the interest of the children must be
aroused; they must move vigorously and be alert and ready to

respond. A satisfactory lesson, indeed, depends largely on the

personality, capacity and intelligence of the teacher; he must have
the right attitude towards his class and to physical training, and he
must also have a knowledge of the way in which the subject should

be presented to the children.

In the first place the teacher's manner should be cheerful and
encouraging, otherwise he cannot expect a cheerful and happy
response from the children. An inspiring manner is not natural to

everyone, but may to a large extent be acquired. Some teachers

impose a rigid discipline; as a consequence they lose the sympathy
of the class, and the lesson deteriorates into mere " drill." Correction

is, of course, necessary, but willing endeavour and effort at improve-
ment on the part of the class should be rewarded by encouraging
words such as " That's better !

" " Quite good !
" " Well done !

" etc.

To ensure a brisk lesson without unnecessary interruption the teacher

should know his " Table " so well that he need not consult the

Syllabus during the progress of the lesson.

Although the exercises must be within the capacity of the children

they should always demand a certain effort. Nothing so quickly

discourages children as to give exercises too difficult for them, but,
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on the other hand, if the progress is too slow, they will lose interest

and become bored. It is comparatively easy to attract interest in

exercises which are new, and in the case of familiar exercises constant
fresh demands may be made for increased precision, accuracy and
vigour. The successful results of the lesson as a whole will be
reflected in the improved carriage and glowing appearance of the
children, who should give the impression when returning to the

classroom of having had a really good time. If the teacher once
appreciates the value of physical education, and is able to observe
the admirable results which follow vigorous, enjoyable lessons, he
will not grudge the time and trouble needed to perfect himself in the

necessary technique.

Methods of teaching may be divided into : (i) Commanding
;

(2) The teaching and demonstration of new exercises; and (3) The
correction of faults, and it will be convenient to deal with each of

these subjects separately.

I.

—

Commanding.

Exercises are carried out in obedience to distinctive words of

command. This is an essential feature in the development of control.

Every command should convey a definite meaning and suggest a
course of action about which there can be no doubt. The same
response should always be expected from the same command, other-

wise confusion will arise.

A command has a double role; it tells the pupil what to do and
it gives him the signal to begin the movement. It has, therefore,

two parts : (1) the explanatory part, which specifies the exercise to
be carried out, followed after a "pause by (2) the executive word, which
is the signal for the exercise to commence. For example :

—

Explanation. Pause. Executive word.

Head forward - bend

!

Heels ------- raise

!

Arms upward - stretch

!

Explanation.

The explanatory part of a command should concentrate the
attention of the class upon what they are about to do. It must be
given deliberately, impressively, and in a tone slightly higher than
that of ordinary conversation. The manner of speaking the words
can, with advantage, be made to indicate the character and speed of

the movement. Spoken briskly and energetically they give the
idea of a quick and vigorous movement; spoken deliberately and
evenly, that of a slow and calm movement. The explanatory words
should be spoken still more slowly when the exercise is new to the
class, or involves special mental effort. In this way the pupils are
given ample time to comprehend the meaning of the command.
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Executive word.

The executive word is delivered in such a way as to indicate the

kind of movement required. The delivery is quick, sharp, abrupt

for a quick and vigorous movement, the voice being pitched usually

in a rather higher key than that employed in giving the explanation.

For example : Arms upward—bend ! The delivery is smooth and
deliberate for a slow movement. For a very slow movement the

executive word may even be dwelt upon a little, but on no account

must it be drawled or droned. In this case the voic • is not pitched

so high.

Pause.

The pause made between the explanatory and executive words is

introduced in order to allow the pupils to make up their minds what
they have to do; in other words the pause provides time for mental

preparation. The right management of the pause is of great

importance, and seems to be one of the most difficult things for the

beginner to acquire. Almost invariably the tendency is to make the

pause much too short, in which case the pupils have not time to

concentrate their attention sufficiently, the executive word comes

more or less as a surprise, and the consequent uncertainty and
hesitation take the vigour and precision out of the performance.

The length of the pause must not always be the same. It should

be varied in order that the children may not know exactly when to

expect the executive word. If they do not know when it is coming,

their attention will necessarily be alert; but if the pauses are of the

same length, the commands tend to acquire a mechanical rhythm.

There is then a danger of the pupils failing to concentrate their

attention, and the result of this is slovenly, mechanical movement.
The class may fail to contract the habit of working simultaneously

and with precision on the executive word, some children commencing
before, others after, the command. The best way of overcoming

this is to exaggerate the length of the pause considerably—three or

four times the ordinary length is not too much—and to insist upon
exact timing, until the habit is broken and watchful attention to

commands is restored.

When commanding young children and beginners of any age, the

pauses should generally be longer than those suitable for a practised

class, because such pupils are unaccustomed rapidly to associate

definite movements with certain words. It is also found necessary

to make a longer pause than usual when taking an exceptionally

large class.

The commands must be sufficiently loud for all the pupils to hear

them distinctly; they should not require a strained attention.

Commands should not usually be louder than this. If the pupils at

the back of the class can only hear with difficulty (and their difficulty

will be greatly increased if the words are not pronounced distinctly)

they will not perform the movements properly. On the other hand,

unnecessary raising of the voice or continual shouting is fatiguing for

the teacher and trying for the class, the modulation of the voice

becomes difficult, and the teacher has nothing in reserve for occasions
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when a particularly rousing command is needed. Slight differences

in accent may be used to make the meaning clearer. For example :

—

Arms upward stretch and feet sideways—-place !

Left arm upward, fight arm downward—stretch

!

The teacher will be able to use his voice most effectively and spare

himself much fatigue if he maintains a good carriage of the body
while commanding. The body should be held erect and the head
high, and the whole attitude should be one of easy alertness, without
stiffness or rigidity.

It is often useful to add a word or two to the explanatory part

of a command as given in the Syllabus, in order to make clear to

the class exactly how the exercise is to be done; for example, such
words as " quickly," " slowly," " twice," " slightly," " by numbers,"
" without numbers," " counting for yourselves," etc. For example :

—

Arm stretching upward slowly by numbers—1-2, etc.

The Use of Numbers.

There are three ways in which numbers may be used in com-
manding :

—

(i) Some exercises consist of two distinct movements for which
only one command is employed; for example, " Feet astride place,"
" Arms upward stretch " (from attention), " Left turn." When
such exercises are being taught it is desirable for the sake of control

and correction that each movement should be commanded separately.

For this purpose it is usual to employ additional executive words in

the form of numbers. Thus :

—

Feet astride—place, 1-2.

Arms upward—stretch, 1-2.

To the left—turn, 1-2.

Emphasis must be laid on the executive word " place," " stretch,"

etc., as this word should start the movement. The word " one
"

follows immediately and marks the completion of the first movement.
The two words must not be run into one (" place one "), because this

destroys the force of both.

(2) In such exercises as " Prepare to jump," " Upward jump,"
" Astride jumping," " Marching," etc., numbers (in the case of

Marching, the commands—left, right), are employed to set and
control the rhythm and should follow the natural rhythm of the
exercise. Care must be taken that they do not check the movements
at any point.

(3) When several movements which have already been learned and
practised separately with their own proper commands are put together

in a series to form a combined exercise, the different commands are

merged into a single explanatory part, and numbers are employed
as the executive words for the several movements. Thus, after the
" Arm stretching " in different directions has been taught separately

with the appropriate commands the movement may be combined in
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a series of arm stretchings in two, three or four directions. The
commands then employed are :

—

Arm stretching upward, sideways, downward by numbers—1-2-3-4-

5-6.

The commands for " Heel raising " and " Knee bending " may be

given as follows :

—

Heel raising and knee bending—1-2-3-4. Repeat—1-2-3-4.

At first the counting should not be too rhythmical, or else the

movements will become mechanical and loss of executive control

will follow. When the class can perform the movements in good

style, they may be permitted to carry them out consecutively,

repeating the series either a stated number of times or continuously

until the command " stop," which should be given so as to arrest

the movement in the starting position. The executive word is then
" Begin " or " Go." Counting by the teacher may be employed to

indicate the rhythm and energy required. When an exercise is to

be continuously repeated, the word " rhythmically " is placed after

its name in the tables.

Examples :

(a) Reel raising and knee bending three times—begin !

Heel raising and lowering to 10—begin ! (i.e., io separate

movements).
(b) Arms—bend ! Arm stretching sideway—begin, 1-2, 1-2,

Stop !

A sense of the correct rhythm of an exercise may often be quickly

established by allowing the class to count aloud for themselves.

When this should be done the words " class counting " are placed

after the name of the exercise in the tables.

Examples :

Three steps forward, counting aloud to 4—march !

Heel raising and knee bending, counting aloud to 12—begin !

II.

—

Teaching and Demonstration of Exercises.

Under this heading are described the methods to be emplo3'ed in

teaching new movements or combinations of movements. The word
" teaching " in this connection is used first, to include the presenta-

tion of new matter in such a way as to give the pupils a clear

conception of the main points of the exercise to be carried out, and

secondly, the steps necessary to enable them to make the first efforts

towards a correct performance. The process of teaching an exercise

extends, of course, beyond this initial stage and, indeed, continues

as long as the exercise is employed. But it is more convenient to

consider the later steps under the head of " practice," though it

must be remembered that one stage passes insensibly into the other.

The division, however, is justifiable, since methods are employed in
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the later perfecting practice which are not needed, or are not of

primarj' importance, in the initial stages.

The main principles to be observed in teaching exercises are, first,

to use a familiar exercise or position as the basis of the new exercise,

secondly to teach the important points first, temporarily disregarding

minor details, and thirdly, to make sure that the children clearly

understand the purpose and direction of a movement before passing

on to one more advanced and difficult.

The process of teaching a new exercise falls naturally into three

parts :

—

(i) The class should stand " at ease." The teacher places him-
self where all can see him and faces in the direction that will afford

the best view of his movements. He then explains the essential

points of the new exercise with the necessary illustration, and after-

wards performs the complete exercise to his own commands, taking
care to emphasise the various stages.

In describing an exercise it is important to give essentials only,

to be concise and give the points systematically, and to avoid
wasting time on unnecessary detail. In commanding himself the

teacher should be careful not to make any movement until after he
has given the executive word for it. A common fault is to start the

word and the movement at the same time.

(2) After the teacher has demonstrated the exercise, the class

practise it while the teacher adds further suggestions and hints if

necessary. He commands slowly, allows plenty of time for response,

endeavours to stimulate the right kind of effort, and expects
important steps only to be properly carried out ; if the class go wrong
in these he corrects the fault, but for the time being overlooks

less serious faults. The class repeat the movement two or three

times. Every repetition should be preceded by necessary correction

and fresh suggestions, so that each successive performance should
show real improvement.

(3) In subsequent lessons the teacher adds detail, corrects minor
faults, and gradually obtains satisfactory performance.

III.

—

Correction of Faults.

However clear the teacher's explanation may be it is inevitable

that some faults will be made by the class during the practice of the

exercise. The teacher should aim at eliminating these faults as

quickly as possible, and mistakes may often be avoided by giving

suitable warnings beforehand. For example, in practising " Arm
stretching upward " the command may be preceded by such warnings
as "Bring the weight of the body forward"; "Press the knees
back." This emphasises the special cautions given when the exercise

was first taught, and is more effectual in securing correct performance
than allowing the faults to occur and attempting to correct them
afterwards.

Faults in exercises fall into two groups. First, those special to

each exercise, which result from a failure to understand and carry

% 17941 C
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out the essentials of the exercise. Secondly, general faults which
may appear when any exercise is being performed and at any stage

of the training, such for example as bad carriage, especially of the

head and chest; holding the breath in such exercises as "Head
pressing backward," or in vigorous arm movements, when the

abdominal muscles are strongly contracted; an incorrect starting

position which necessarily affects the correct performance of the

whole exercise; or a failure to carry out movements with sufficient

effort, or with correct speed, or in the right direction. However
frequently such faults occur they must be corrected, or the whole
purpose of the exercise may be lost.

Method of correcting Faults.

(i) The teacher should first place himself in a position from

\vhich he can readily see and criticise the performance of the exercise.

His ability to criticise depends on his knowledge of the exercise and

•of the kind of effort the children should be expected to make. He
"should endeavour to cultivate an appreciation of the correct form

of the exercises, and intelligent practice in correcting faults will lead

him to observe positions closely and enable him rapidly to see

mistakes.

(2) Corrections must be made quickly and concisely. If the

class is kept in a definite position while slow, laborious corrections

are made, other faults will probably develop as the result of fatigue.

(3) One fault at a time should be corrected and the most serious

fault should come first. Corrections which follow one another rapidly

always tend to confuse and obscure the main point, especially if they

relate to different faults.

The methods used in correcting faults may be applicable (a) to

the class as a whole, or (b) to individual children.

Class corrections may be given verbally or by demonstration.

In the first stages of learning a new movement general verbal

corrections should always be given to the class as a whole. The
advantages of this method are evident. It can be used when the

class is performing the movement, and time is thus saved, while

the definite mental effort which follows an endeavour to carry out the

instruction is likely tcr leave a lasting impression. These verbal

corrections should take the form of short, concise, affirmative

directions, such as " Knees back " in Trunk Forward Bending, or

" Elbows Under " in Arms Bend.

In correcting by demonstration no time must be wasted, and indeed

this method should only be used when serious faults are in evidence.

Such corrections may be given formally when the class is standing
" at ease," or informally before the repetition of a movement. The

formal method should be used for faults which require considerable

further explanation of the exercise for their remedy. It is occasionally

admissible to correct a fault by demonstrating the mistake and

comparing it with the right position. This method should be used

sparingly and the right position should always be shown last.
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Individual corrections are used when the serious faults made by
the class as a whole have been eliminated. They may be verbal or

manual. Usually there are one or two children in a class who have
special difficulties and need personal correction and help. If the

corrections are verbal they should be concise and to the point, as has
been previously explained. This method is preferable to manual
corrections, which are apt to lead to unnecessary handling or pulling

the child about unless skilfully applied.

Corrective exercises may be used for frequently recurring faults of

carriage and to secure a good starting position for exercises. For
example, " Feet close, Feet open " to correct the angle of the feet.
" Head backward press and upward stretch " to correct a hanging
head. These corrections are particularly suitable for use at the

beginning of the lesson, and before such movements as Balance
Exercises, as they help to produce not only a corrective but also a

steadying effect. Indeed they may be used at any time during the

lesson when the general carriage and posture of the class needs

correction.

c 2



CHAPTER III.

DESCRIPTION OF SIMPLE EXERCISES AND POSITIONS.

In order to render intelligible the general principles underlying

the exercises contained in this Syllabus, it is first necessary to describe

separately certain simple positions and movements of the arms, legs,

head and trunk.

It is from variations and combinations of these simple movements
that the more difficult and advanced exercises are derived. It will

therefore be understood that in order to be able to teach such

exercises, it is essential that the teacher should be thoroughly familiar

with the positions and movements set out in this chapter.*

PRELIMINARY FUNDAMENTAL POSITIONS.

Attention.

With a few exceptions all physical exercises used in elementary
schools are taken originally from the standing position. It is

therefore necessary that this position, the position of " Attention,"

should be described. A correct position of " Attention " is funda-
mental to a correct performance of nearly all exercises, and is

of particular assistance in acquiring an habitual good standing

position ; its importance will therefore readily be understood.

The following are the main points to be thought of :
—

Heels together, feet turned out at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees.

Knees straight.

Body erect. (This means the chest in its natural position, the

back not unduly hollowed at the waist, nor the abdomen pushed
forward. The body should be stretched well up, it should not lean

forward, neither should it hang back on the heels.)

Shoulders down, moderately drawn back, square to the front.

Arms hanging straight and easily from the shoulders, with the

Palms turned inwards towards the body, the fingers being together

and straight, the hands lightly touching the thighs.

* A few exercises described in the 1909 Syllabus have been omitted,
notably " Trunk Backward Bending." Some new ones have been added in

order to give greater variety, these are marked with an asterisk (+). The
commands for the lunges have been modified, and the command Hands—doivn .'

has been substituted for Attention ! in the return from " Hips Firm," " Neck
Rest," and " Arms Across Bend." The names of some positions have been
simplified, e.g., " Trunk forward Position " instead of " Trunk forward Bend,"
and a few new positions have been added such as " Under Bend " and " Head
Rest."
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Head erect, eyes looking straight to the front at their own level,

chin drawn slightly in. (Fig. i.)

Incorrect Position. Incorrect Position.

Fig. i. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

The position of "Attention" is one of readiness and alertness;

there should be no stiffness or strain.

Command :

Atten—Hon!

The correctness of the position as a whole mainly depends upon the effort

to lift the head as high as possible, and the stimulus to make this effort may be
usefully given by such directions as " Stretch up !

" " Make yourselves as tall

as possible," etc. This effort in itself corrects the common tendency to hang
back on the heels. (Fig. 2.)

While the shoulders should be moderately drawn back, care should be taken
that directions from the teacher do not result in a strained and rigid attitude,
with the shoulders drawn right back and more or less hunched up.

A common fault is to draw the hips back and hollow the small of the back,
usually in a mistaken effort to hold the body well. (Fig. 3.) If this is not
sufficiently corrected by the injunction to " stretch the body up," it may help the
child to understand the nature of the effort required if, in addition, he is directed
to contract (" make hard ") the muscles at the back of the hip.

Since the position requires a certain degree of effort, and must be maintained
with perfect stillness, the children should not be expected to remain at " Atten-
tion " for more than a brief period.

Standing at Ease.

This is a position which should be used when a rest is required,

and whenever it is necessary to give any explanation. It is not
necessary to give " Stand at ease " after each exercise. The left (or

right) foot is carried about a foot-length to the side, and the weight
of the body should be divided equally between both feet. The
position may be taken " with a jump."
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Commands

Stand at—Ease! or, Stand—easy!

Atten—Hon!

Kneeling Position.

The position is taken by kneeling down first on one knee, then
on both. The knees are a little separated to ensure the balance,

the thighs and body erect. The heels together and the toes either

stretched back or curled under. This position can also be taken from
the Knees Full Bend position by lowering the knees together.

Commands :

Kneel—down

!

Stand—up

!

+Kneel Sitting.

This is similar to the kneeling position, except that the children

sit back on their heels with body erect.

Commands :

Kneel—down! On the heels—sit!

Kneel ! Stand—up

!

rl !

+Cross-legged Sitting.

The child sits on the ground with the

legs crossed and knees bent outwards.

The back should be kept as straight as

possible. (Fig. 4.)

Commands :

With cross-legs—sit!

Stand—up

!

^3

ft'S
7

Fig. 4.

Crouching Position.

Bend the knees fully and place

the hands on the ground with the

elbows between the kn^es. (Fig. 5.)

Commands :

Crouching position—place

!

Stand—up

!

Fig.
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INTRODUCTORY EXERCISES.

Among these Introductory Exercises are included both Order
Movements and Preparatory Movements. Order Movements will be
considered in the chapter on " Class Arrangements." Preparatory

Movements, consisting of Head and Leg Exercises, are dealt with

here. Breathing Exercises, which may also fall into this group, will

be considered later.

(a) Head Exercises.

Head Bending Forward.

The head is bent forward, the chin is

drawn in and should not be allowed to rest

on the upper part of the chest. The back

is kept straight. (Fig. 6.)

Commands :

Head forward—-bend!

Head upward—stretch !

Fig. 6.

+Head Dropping Forward and Stretching Upward.

Keeping the body still, allow the head to drop forward with the

chin on the chest. The chin is then drawn in and the head lifted by
a strong stretching upwards of the neck.

Commands :

Head forward—drop

!

Head upward—stretch

!

Similarly, the head may be " dropped " backwards and stretched

upwards.
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Head Turning.

Keeping the shoulders still, the
head is slowly turned as far as possible

to the left or right with the chin drawn
slightly in. (Fig. 7.)

Commands :

Head to the left (or right)—turn

!

Head forward—turn

!

The movement may also be done quickly
to numbers in four counts :

Head turning quickly by numbers— 7,

2, 3, 4.

At 1 the head is turned to the left, at 2 for-

ward, at 3 to the right, at 4 forward.

The movement may also be done directly

from one side to the other in two counts or
to command.

Fig. 7.

(b) Exercises and Positions of the Feet and Legs.

Feet Closing and Opening. (Feet Close Position.)

The toes are raised slightly and moved
quickly inward so that the feet are

brought together and touch along their

inner borders. The body must be kept
straight and the knees must not be bent

during the movement. (Fig. 8.)

Commands :

Feet—close

!

Feet—open

!

Fig. 8.
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Feet Astride Placing. (Astride Position.)*

(i) With a jump : Separate the feet about two foot-lengths,

with a small jump.

Commands :

With a jump, feet astride—place

!

With a jump, feet together—place!

(2) In two movements

The left foot is placed one foot's

length to the left of the middle line, and

the right foot is then moved an equal

distance to the right. The body must

not sway, and its weight must be equally

divided between the two feet, and the

knees must be straight. The steps may
be slightly marked. (Fig. 9.)

The return movement also begins

with the left foot.

Commands :

Feet astride—place, 1-2.

Feet together—place, 1-2.

Note.—-The usual mistake made in

this and the following exercise is not to

move the feet far enough apart.

Foot Placing Sideways. (Astride Position.)

The foot is moved about two foot-lengths to the side, being kept
parallel with its original position. The weight of the body should

rest equally on both feet, and the knees should be kept straight. The
ultimate position is identical with the " Astride " position. (Fig. 9.)

Commands :

Left (or right) foot sideways—place I

Recover—place

!

Feet changing may be done by bringing the moved foot back to

position and then placing the other sideways.

Command :

Feet change—place, 1-2.

* The " Astride Position " may be reached by " Feet Astride Placing
" Foot Placing Sideways."
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Foot Placing Forward. (Foot Forward Position.

The foot is moved about two foot-

lengths straight forward and placed

parallel to its original position. The
weight of the body must be equally

divided between ' the two feet, and
the knees must be straight. In re-

covering, the toe presses the ground
while the heel is lifted and the leg is

brought back to the original position.

Care must be taken not to throw the

weight of the body backwards. (Fig.

10.)

Commands :

Left (or right) foot forward—place!

Recover—place

!

or, Feet change—place, 1-2.

Fig. io.

Toe Placing, Forward, Sideways, Backward. (Toe Forward, Side-

ways, Backward positions.)

These three positions are similar to " Foot placings." The toe,

however, alone rests on the ground, the heel being raised and the

foot and ankle stretched. (Figs, n and 12.) The whole weight of

the body rests on the stationary foot.

Commands :

Left toe forward (sideways)—place

!

Recover—place

!

Fig. ii. Fig. 12.
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Lunging Outward. {Lunge Outward Position.)

The feet are first turned out to form a right angle; then one foot

is moved in the direction it is pointing, a distance of three foot-lengths,

and the body and stationary leg, kept in one straight line, are inclined

towards the advanced foot by bending the knee. In recovering, the

body and stationary leg, still in one straight line, are swung back to

the erect position by a strong thrust of the forward leg, which is then

brought back to the original position. (Figs. 13 and 14.)

Commands :

Feet full—open

!

Leftfoot lunge outward—place

!

Recover—place ! or, Feet—
change

!

Fig. 13.

Outward Lunge (90 degrees).

Fig. 14.

Note.—The foot must be moved the correct distance ; the forward

knee must not be turned in ; the body must not be inclined too much
or too little.

Lunging outward may be taught in the following manner :

—

(a) Lunging Outward in Three Counts.

Commands :

Feet full—open

!

Left foot lunge outward by numbers—1-2-3.

At 1 the left foot is placed outwards three foot-lengths ; at 2 the body and

back leg are inclined by bending the knee ; at 3 the recovery is made. The
whole series should be repeated several times with one foot before repeating it

with the other, and the movements should be moderately quick.

(6) Lunging Outward with Toe pointing.

Command :

Left foot lunge outward with toe pointing- -1-2-3-4.

At 1 the left toe is placed outward ; at 2 the body and stationary leg are

allowed to fall outwards, the advanced leg moving outward at the same time,
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the toe close to the ground and the knee straight. When the moving foot has
gained the right distance it is placed down, the knee is bent and the fall of the
body arrested. At 3 the knee and ankle are vigorously stretched and position
1 is returned to. At 4 the advanced foot is brought back.

+Lunging Outward and Touching the Ground.

Lunge outwards, then quickly bend the trunk forward to touch
the knuckles on the ground each side of the advanced foot, then
spring back to the recover.

Command :

With touching and recovering, left foot lunge outward—place!

+Lunging Outward with Arm Punching ("War-Like Lunge").

This is a free form of lunging outward. Lunge out and at the
same time punch forward with one hand, then recover, lunge, and
punch in the opposite direction.

Commands :

{For punching, arms—bend!)

Warlike lunge to left—punch

!

To right—punch!

Toe Lunging Backward. (Toe Lunge Backward Position.)

The right knee is bent outwards, the left leg with knee and ankle
stretched is carried backwards, and the toe rested lightly on the
ground about three foot-lengths behind the other heel. The body
is kept in line with the leg as it moves backwards and comes to a
position inclined forward over the bent knee. (Fig. 15.)

Commands :

Left toe lunge backward—place!
Recover—place! or, Feet change—place!

Fig. 15.
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HEAD PRESSING BACKWARD AND TRUNK BENDING
FORWARD AND DOWNWARD.

The Exercise " Head Pressing Backward " has been substituted

for " Trunk Bending Backward " as experience has shown that the

latter exercise is seldom carried out correctly. " Head Pressing

Backward " is more easy to perform and teach, and its effects

are similar to those obtained from " Trunk Bending Backward

"

properly taught. The exercise is intended to produce a good
posture of the spine, chest and head, and, in common with " Trunk
Bending Forward " and " Downward," to strengthen the muscles

of the back and abdomen, to correct round shoulders and render the

body more supple.

+Head Pressing Backward.

The neck and head, with the chin drawn well in, are pressed

strongly backwards, and at the same time the chest is lifted. The
head is then raised to the erect position. With older children greater

emphasis should be laid upon the " Chest Lifting." (Fig. 16.)

Commands :

Head backward—press!

Head upward—stretch!

Note.—A common fault, especially with round shouldered
children is to tilt the chin up. (Fig. 17.)

The exercise may be done with the hands pressing against the front of the
thighs, this helps the child to control his muscles, and prevents undesirable
movement.

Incorrect Position.

/*^.>

Fig. 16.

T

Fig. 18.
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Without moving the shoulders or elbows forward,
loosely close the hands and move them forward until
the knuckles rest lightly against the front outer part
of the thighs, the thumbs being at the centre line of
the legs, elbows and wrists slightly bent. (Fig. 18.)

Commands :

Hands on thighs-

Hands—back!

-place

.

(Hands on Thighs.) Head Pressing Backward.

As the head is pressed backward the hands press
'

against the thighs, the chest is raised and the body
stretched strongly upwards. As the head is raised the
pressure is relaxed. (Fig. 19.)

Fig. 19.

Trunk Bending Forward. (Trunk Forward Position.

The body is inclined

slowly forward from the

hips as far as it will go,

keeping the chest raised.

The back must be kept

straight and must not be
rounded. The head should

not hang down, and young
children who have a tend-

ency to round the back
may be directed to lift

the head and look forward.

The knees must be

straight. (Fig. 20.)

Commands :

Trunk forward—bend

!

Trunk upward—stretch

!

When sufficient strength

has been gained in the

muscles of the back, the -t<IG
-
20 -

body may be pressed forward until it is nearly parallel with the

ground. This is easier to do with the feet astride than together.
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>-Trunk Bending Downward.

This exercise has been substituted for " Trunk bending Forward
and Downward," which is more difficult to perform correctly. The
back is bent as much as possible, while the legs are kept straight and
the muscles of the abdomen contract to pull the body down as far
as it will go.

Commands :

Trunk downward—bend

!

Trunk upward—stretch

!

The exercise may be taken from the Attention or the
Astride position and with the following variations :

—

a. (Astride.) Trunk bending down to grasp ankles ; later
pull with arms. (Fig. 21.)

b. Trunk bending down to touch the toes or floor (with
fingers, knuckles or palms of hands).

c. Trunk bending down with hands behind the thighs (try
to touch knees with forehead).

d. (Astride.) Trunk bending down with hands behind thighs
(try to put head between knees).

All these movements should be done fairly quickly, and
the downward bend position should only be held for a brief

FlG. 21. interval. Stretch up quickly.

Trunk bending downward may be taken from the " Trunk Forward
position."

Commands :

Trunk downward—bend!

Trunk forward—stretch

!

In stretching the trunk forward again, the movement should begin with the
head, and the back should be gradually straightened.

^•"Indians at Pow-wow."
This is a game form which has an effect similar to the group. Class form a
:le, sit down facing inwards. Draw the feet close into the body, knees
ther, hands clasped round legs, and sit up very straight with heads proudly
like Indian chiefs at Pow-wow. Then at a signal all spring up and do
ice round in circle with appropriate cries.

ARM BENDING AND STRETCHING.

Arm exercises strengthen the muscles of the head, neck and
shoulders and render the joints of the arms and shoulders flexible.

They improve the carriage of the shoulders and the chest.

The exercises should be taught slowly at first in order to secure
accuracy and completeness of movement. Afterwards the bending
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and stretching should be done rapidly and vigorously, a definite pause
being made when each position is reached, during which the effort

should be maintained.

Arm bending Upward.
Hon.)

(Upward Bend Posi-

The arms are bent upward at the elbow
and the fingers, slightly bent, placed on the

outer side of the shoulders. The elbows

must be kept close to the side and the wrists

pressed well back. (Fig. 22.)

Commands :

Arms upward—bend!

Arms downward—stretch!

The " Upward Bend " position is the

preliminary or commencing position for " Arm
Stretching," which are always taken in two
distinct movements, the arms being first bent
and then stretched in the given direction,

sideways, upward, forward, downward, or

backward. Fig. 22.

Arm Stretching Sideways. (Arms Sideways Position.)*

The arms are bent and then

fully stretched horizontally side-

ways in line with the shoulders.

The fingers and thumbs must

be straight and close together

and the palms turned down.

(Fig. 23.) In the return moj^
ment the arms arc first bent and

then stretched downward to the

position of Attention. jj»i

Commands :

Arms sideways—stretch, 1-2.

Arms downward—stretch, 1-2.

Fig. 23.

* The " Arms Sideways Position " may be reached by " Arm stretching side-

ways " or " Arm raising sideways."
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Arm Stretching Upward. (Arms Upward Position.)'

1 1
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Arm bending and stretching may also be done slowly, putting
considerable pushing and pulling efforts into the movements, and
paying careful attention to correctness of form throughout.

+Single Arm stretching.

Commands :

(Arms—bend !)

Left arm sideways—stretch

!

Left arm—bend!
Right arm sideways—stretch!

Right arm—bend!

•^-Alternate Arm stretching.

Commands :

A rms—bend

!

Left arm upward, right arm sideways—stretch

!

Arms—change, 1-2.

At i the arms are bent ; at 2 they are stretched in the reverse directions.

+Alternate Arm punching forward (upward).

The arms are bent upwards with the clenched fists level with the shoulders
and the elbows to the sides. The arms then punch forward or upward alter-

nately, one arm punching while the other is withdrawn. The shoulders are

kept still; the movements are made with the utmost speed and vigour.

Commands :

(For punching, arms—bend!)

Punching forward (upward)—begin ! stop

!

+Double Arm punching.

Both arms punch at the same time.

Command :

Double punching forward (upward)—begin!

Starting Positions taken with Combined Arm and Leg Movements.

Starting positions involving movements of both arms and legs

may be taken by young children by moving the legs first and then

the arms. Later, the movements and their commands should be

combined in the following ways :

(a) One movement of the arms and one of the legs are taken

simultaneously. Example

:

Feet close and hips—firm! (Fig. 8.)

(b) One movement of the arms and two movements of the legs

(or vice versa) ; the arms move with the second movement of the

legs. Example

:

Feet astride and arms—bend, 1-2.

Feet close and arms upward—stretch, 1-2.
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(c) Two movements of the arms and two of the legs, the first

movements and the second movements are each taken simultaneously.

Example :

Feet astride and arms upward—-stretch! (Fig. 24.)

BALANCE EXERCISES.

The Balance Exercises and exercises of the legs and feet strengthen

and develop the muscles and joints of the feet, legs and hips. Those
which require an effort of balance, demand mental concentration and
good muscular co-ordination; they therefore help to develop a sense

of posture.

Balance Exercises should be taken slowly, and the commands
should suggest quiet effort. In exercises which involve standing on
one leg it is essential to maintain the body erect and still, and the

other leg should not be raised beyond the point at which this is

possible.

Heel Raising. (Heels Raise Position.)

The heels are kept together and slowly raised as high as possible

from the ground. The knees must be straight and the body erect.

(Fig. 26.)

Commands :

Heels—raise!

Heels—lower

!

Fig. 26. Fig 27.



Heel Raising and Knee Bending. (Knee Bend .Position.)

The heels are first raised, and the knees are then bent half-way
outwards, the heels being kept together. The head and body must
be kept erect throughout the movement. (Fig. 27.)

Commands :

Heels—ra ise ! Knees—bend !

Knees—stretch ! Heels—lower

!

Heel Raising and Knee Full Bending. (Knee Full Bend Position.)

This is a continuation of the preceding movement, the knees being

bent as far as possible. The head and body must be erect. (Fig. 28.)

Commands :

Heels—raise! Knees full—bend

!

Knees—stretch ! Heels—
lower !

"Knee Bending" and "Knee
Full Bending " may sometimes
be taken without the preliminary
movement of " Heel Raising."
The Commands are then : Knees

.

—bend! Knees—stretch! etc.,

and the heels are raised as the
knees are bent and lowered as
the knees are stretched.

Fig. 28.

(Astride.) Heel Raising.

The heels are raised as high as possible, the body resting

of the feet and big toes. The ankles must not turn outwards.
mainly on the balls

(Astride.) Heel Raising and Knee Bending.

Heel raising as in preceding exercise. The knees are bent outwards as far

as possible, while keeping the body erect. The hips must not be pushed back.
The knee bending allows the heels to be raised still higher. This exercise is

more suitable for boys than girls.

Commands :

(Feet astride—-place!)

Heels—raise ! Knees—bend

!

Knees—stretch ! Heels—lower

!

(Astride, Heels Raise.) Alternate Knee Bending.

One knee is slowly bent, the other leg kept straight, the body carried over
to the bent leg. The knee is then stretched. The body must be kept erect

and the heels well raised throughout.

Commands :

Left knee—bend! Left knee—stretch!

Right knee—bend! Right knee—stretch!
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The change from one leg to the other can be done in one continuous movement
on the

Commands :

Left knee—bend!

Knees—change! etc.

Knee Raising. (Knee Raise Position.)

The knee is raised slowly upward until the thigh is at right angles

to the body, the leg at right angles to the thigh, and the toe pointing

downward. The standing leg must be kept perfectly straight and
the body must be erect. (Fig. 29.)

Incorrect Position.

Fig. 29. ^~^

Commands : Fig. 30.

Left (or right) knee—raise!

Knee—lower

!

Note.—The tendency is to bend the standing leg and incline the

body backward (Fig. 30.) " Knee raising " can also be done
from the " Toe forward " position. A game form is to raise the

knee as high as possible with the hands, " Hug the knee."

(Knee raise.) Foot bending and stretching.

The foot is bent up as high as possible and then stretched down.

Commands :

Foot upward—bend!
Foot downward—stretch

!

(Knee raise.) Leg stretching forward.

The knee is first raised, then the leg is stretched forward until the knee is

straight. The knee must be lowered slightly in order to straighten the leg.

Commands :

Leg forward—stretch

!

Knee—bend

!
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The leg is raised forward with

a straight knee and pointed toe.

The body must be kept erect.

(Fig. 31.) The same position may
be reached by Leg stretching for-

ward from the " Knee raise
"

position.

Commands :

Left (or right) legforward-

Leg—lower I

-raise .

The exercise may be taught with the
following progressive steps, and similar

steps may be used in teaching " Leg
Raising Sideways " :

—

(a) (Toe forward.) Tapping the toe on the ground.

The leg is raised slightly to tap the toe on the ground.

Commands :

(Left toe forward—place
!)

Tapping—begin ! stop

!

(b) (Toe forward.) Leg raising and lowering.

The leg is raised, then the toe is gently placed on the ground.

Commands :

(Left toe forward—place!)

Leg—raise! lower! etc.

Leg raising sideways.

The leg is raised sideways
with a straight knee and pointed

toe. The body must be kept
upright and must not be inclined

towards the side of the standing
leg. (Fig. 32.)

Commands :

Left (or right) leg sideways—
raise!

Leg-Slower

!

Note.—The body may be
kept upright by a slight move-
ment of the hips in the opposite

direction to that in which the

leg is raised.
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With young children the exercise may be taken quickly. It can

be taught in the form of a game, " Kick the hand"; one hand is

held out level with the shoulder and at the command Kick! an

endeavour is made to kick it without lowering the hand.

(Toe lunge backward.) Leg raising.

The back leg is raised slightly at first, until the balance is secure; then the

foot mav be raised fo the level of the body.

Commands :

• Leg—raise!

Lev—lower!

+Leg circling.

Command :

Leg circling- -1-2-3.

At i the leg is raised forward, at 2 it is carried sideways, and at 3 it is lowered

to the position of Attention. The movements should be smooth and continuous,

and the body should be held perfectly still.

SHOULDER BLADE EXERCISES.

Shoulder blade exercises have a marked effect on the expansion

of the chest, and at the same time they help to flatten the shoulder

blades and to bring them into the correct position. Their corrective

action is of great importance. Large numbers of children have round
shoulders or unduly prominent shoulder blades, and these exercises

tend to counteract such defects. Care must be taken not to over-

correct this defect, thereby producing " hollow-back."

Hips firm.

The hands are placed on the hips.

The fingers should be together in front,

and directed forward and upward, the

thumbs being at the back. The palms
should rest firmly on the hips, and the

wrists must be well dropped. The
elbows must not be pressed either for-

ward or backward, as such positions

tend to fix and make rigid the upper
part of the chest. (Fig. 33.)

Commands :

Hips—firm

!

Hands—down

!

Fig. 33.

Note.—The hands should not be too

far back. (Fig. 34.)
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Arm bending across. (Across bend position.)

The elbows are raised to the level of the shoulders and the arms
are bent sharply, bringing the hands in front of the shoulders. The
hands, wrist, and forearm should all be kept in line. The shoulders

must not be raised, and the elbows must be drawn back, bringing

the hands well apart. (Figs. 35 and 36.)

Incorrect

Position.

Fig. 34.

Commands :

Arms across—bend!

Hands—down

!

Fig. 35.

Note.—The position may be taught first from " Arms sideways,"

the arms being bent slowly forward without altering the position of

the elbows.

View from above.

Fig. 36.

•^•(Across bend.) Arms stretching forward.

The arms are stretched quickly forward from the Across Bend position,

turning the palms inwards, and are bent again quickly, turning the palms
downwards.
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Neck rest.

Without moving the head or body the hands are placed at the
back of the neck with the wrists and fingers straight and the finger

tips just meeting if possible. The elbows must be well drawn back,

the chest raised, and the head kept erect. (Figs. 37 and 38.)

Commands :

Neck—rest

!

Hands—down

!

Note.—The po-

sition may be
taught first from
" Arms sideways

"

and later from
" Attention." The
tendency is to

bring the head or

elbows forward, and
it is the effort to

resist this which
gives the position

its value.

Fig. 37. Fi(

--Head rest.

The finger tips are brought together on the
top of the head, the elbows being pressed back,
the wrists and fingers straight and the head
erect. (Fig. 39.)

Commands :

Head—rest

!

Hands—down

!

Note.—The position may be taught first from
" Arms sideways " with the palms directed up-
wards and later from " Attention."

Fig. 39.
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+Under bend.

This is an informal posi-

tion, to be used when " Hips
firm " is not altogether con-

venient or suitable.

The closed hands are

placed lightly against the

sides of the chest, just below
the arm-pits, elbows side-

ways, wrists slightly bent
and turned forward. (Figs.

40 and 41.)

Commands :

Hands under arms—
place !

Hands—down

!

Fig. 40. Fig. 41.

Arm turning outward.

This is done from the position of Attention. The arms are rotated
outwards as far as possible so as to press the shoulder blades together,

the stretched elbows remain at the sides. The children should try to
point the thumbs backward. The arms are then turned inwards to
the original position.

Commands :

Arm turning outward by numbers—1-2.

Arm raising sideways. (Arms sideways position.)

The arms are kept quite straight and raised slowly sideways
until they reach in one movement the " Arms sideways " position.
(Fig. 23.) In the return movement they are gradually lowered in
one movement, without bending, to the sides.

Commands :

Arms sidewavs—raise!

A rms downward—lower

!

Arm raising forward. [Arms forward position.)

The arms are kept straight and raised slowly forward until they
reach in one movement the " Arms forward " position. (Fig. 25.)
In the return movement they are gradually lowered to the sides.

Commands :

A rms forward—raise

!

Arms downward— -lower

!
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Arm raising sideways and upward. (Arms upward position.)

The arms are kept straight and raised slowly sideways and upward

until they reach in one movement the " Arms upward " position.

(Fig. 24.) When the arms reach the " Arms sideways " position,

the palms are turned upward as the arms are being raised, and

downward as they are being lowered slowly to the sides.

Commands :

Arms sideways and upward—raise!

Arms sideways and downward—lower

Arm raising forward and upward. (Arms upward position.)

The arms are raised slowly forward and then upward until they

reach in one movement the "Arms upward" position; they are

lowered slowly forward and downward to the sides.

Commands :

Arms forward and upward—raise!

Arms forward and downward—lower!

Arm parting.

This may be taken (a) from the " Arms forward " position. The
arms are slowly separated and take the " Arms sideways " position,

the palms being, however, directed forward instead of downward.

Commands :

Arms forward—raise!

Arm parting by numbers—1-2.

Arms downward—lower!

On 1 the arms are separated ; on 2 they take th£ " Arms forward
"

position.

(b) Arm parting may also be taken from " Arms upward," the

arms being lowered sideways to the shoulder-line with the palms

turned up.

Arm flinging.

This is a quick movement. The elbows are rapidly bent and
extended between the " Arms sideways " and " Across bend

"

positions. The movement may be commenced from either position.

The elbows must be kept well drawn back.

Commands :

(Arms sideways—raise!) Arms—bend! Arms—fling! or Arm
flinging—1-2.

Arm swinging.

The movements are the same as Arm raising, lowering, and parting,

but are done quickly instead of slowly, e.g., Arm swinging sideways.
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Commands :

Anns sideways—swing! Arms downward—swing!

The arms may be swung down to the sides either quietly or with
a slap on the leg.

The arms may be swung simultaneously in opposite directions
;

for example :

(Single arm upward). Arm changing with forward swing.

Commands :

(Left arm forward and upward—swing!)

A rms—change

!

+Arm circling.

Command :

Arm circling—1-2.

At i the arms are raised forward and upward, at 2 they are

lowered sideways and downward.

The exercise may also be done in the following ways :

—

(a) (Arms sirleways.) Arm circling spirally.

The arms, beginning the movement forward and upward, describe a small
circular path which is gradually extended until the arms move slowly in wide
circles.

Commands :

(Arms sideways—raise!)

Ann circling, small to large—begin I Stop!

(h) Elbow circling.

The arms are raised sideways with the elbows loosely bent forward and hands
closed. The elbows are then carried round in a large circle. Precise definition
is not required. Free practice.

Commands :

Elbow circling—ready! begin! Stop!

(c) Free arm circling.

This is ordinary arm circling, done slowly or quickly, and without a pause
in any position.

Command :

Free arm circling slowly (quickly)—begin! Stop!

TRUNK TURNING AND BENDING SIDEWAYS.

These exercises develop the flexibility of the spine. They cause
free movements of the lower ribs and so tend to increase the capacity
of the chest. They strengthen the muscles of the body wall.
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Trunk turning.

Fig. 42.

The body is turned
slowly as far as pos-

sible to the left or

right, without moving
the legs, the head and
arms making no sepa-

rate movement, but
keeping their relative

position to the shoul-

ders. Both knees must
be quite straight and
both feet must be kept
firmly on the ground.
The body should be
well stretched up be-

fore the turning is

done. (Fig. 42.)

Commands :

Trunk to the left (or

right)—turn !

Trunk forward—
turn I

(i
1

Note.—Among the common faults are moving the feet, bending
the knees and bending the body sideways.

The exercise may sometimes be taken rather more quickly, and with
young children the head may be turned as well as the body; the
command " look right behind " calls forth vigorous effort. (Fig. 43.)

Trunk bending sideways.

The body is bent slowly to the left

or right as far as possible without
altering the position of the legs. The
shoulders must be square to front, the

knees must be kept straight, and both
feet kept firmly on the ground throughout
the exercise. The head makes no sepa-

rate movement. (Fig. 44.)

Commands :

Trunk to the left (or right)—bend!

Trunk upward—stretch

!

Note.—The movement is not a mere
hanging over of the body to one side,

but involves fuU stretching of the oppo-
site side. A common fault is to twist

the shoulders. The " Under bend

"

position may be used for this exercise

because the pressure of the hand on the

side helps to secure a correct performance. Fig. 44.
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+(Astride.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel raising.

Commands :

{Feet astride—-place!)

With right heel raising, trunk to the left—bend!
With heel lowering, trunk upward—stretch!

This exercise may be taken as a continuous slow rocking movement from
side to side beginning to the left.

Commands : .

Rocking—begin ! Stop

!

Trunk Enercises for Young Children.

The following freer forms of these exercises are suitable for younger children.
All these movements are done fairly quickly.

+' Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp one ankle.

Commands :

{With a jump, feet astride—place!)

Grasp the left ankle—down! tip! Right ankle—down! up!

At " down " the body is bent forward and the ankle is grasped with both
hands. At " up " the body is straightened up again. The knees are kept
straight. (Fig. 45.)

^-(Astride.) Trunk bending downward to touch opposite foot.

Fig. 46.

Fig. 45.

Commands :

{With a jump, feet astride—place!)

Right hand touch the left toe—down! up!

At " down " the body is bent forward and turned so that the hand touches
the opposite toe, the upper arm being raised behind. At " up " the body is

raised to the erect position. (Fig. 46.)
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+(Astride.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

Commands :

(With a jump, feet astride—place!)

Touch the floor to the left—down ! up

!

To the right—down! up!

At " down " the body is bent to the side, the knee on that side is allowed to
bend, and the opposite heel is raised ; the fingers touch the floor outside the
foot. The free arm is raised behind. At " up " the body is raised, knee
straightened and heel lowered. The change from one side to the other may be
done in one movement. (Fig. 47.)

Fig. 47. Fig. 48.

Commands :

Touch to the left- -1. To the right—2, etc. Up!

-^•(Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

Commands :

(Feet astride and arms sideways—stretch!)

Touch the floor, trunk to the left—bend! Trunk upward—stretch!

The body bends direct to the side and the fingers touch the floor outside the
foot. The arms are kept in line with the shoulders. The knee on the side of

the touch is bent. The opposite heel is not raised. This is a slow movement.

+ (Astride, Single head rest.) Trunk bending sideways to touch knee.

Commands :

(With a jump, feet astride—place! Left hand on the head—place!)

Touch the knee with the elbow—bend! Stretch! etc. Arms—change!

(Repeat to other side.)
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At " bend " the body is .bent sideways
to touch the elbow on the knee, which is

slightly bent. At " stretch " the body
is raised and knee straightened. (Fig. 48.)

+ (Astride.) Arm punching forward with
quick trunk turning.

Commands :

(With a jump, feet astride—place!
For punching, arms—bend!)

Punching forward with trunk
turning—begin, 1-2, etc. Stop!

As the left arm punches forward the
trunk is turned to the right, the head
remaining turned forward. Then the
right arm punches forward and the
position of the body is reversed. The
knees must be kept straight and the body
must not lean forwaid. (Fig. 49.)

+Tug-of-War with one hand. (Fig. 50.)

Fig. 49.

Fig. =so.

BREATHING EXERCISES.

A Breathing Exercise consists of a combination of movements,
partly of the body muscles and partly of the lungs themselves, the

first result of which is a deeper inspiration and a more complete

expiration than occurs in ordinary breathing. It may be said that

in a certain sense every physical exercise, and particularly every

active exercise, is a Breathing Exercise. The term " Breathing

Exercise "
is, however, here restricted to certain definite movements,

of which the exercises described below may be taken as examples.

Breathing Exercises serve to correct the ill-effects on the chest

and lungs of tight clothing, stooping postures, habits of shallow

breathing and mouth breathing. They promote free movement of

the chest wall, and healthy and full development of the lungs.
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(i) Breathing (for rhythm and control).

Starting position " Stand at ease."

Command :

Breathe to numbers—1-2.

The breathing in on i and out on 2 must be done freely and
naturally; a short pause is made between the inspiration and expira-

tion, and again before the succeeding inspiration. No emphasis

should be laid on breathing deeply, but definite rhythm and control

should be looked for. The counting is only intended to suggest to

the class a rhythm, which need not be adhered to closely. The
chief difficulty is to get the movements natural. Directly little

children " pay attention " to their breathing they tend to assume
a strained position. If the rhythm of breathing exercise is first

taught without reference to trying to breathe deeply, the movements
will be carried out naturally.

Modifications for young children.

(i) Breathing out through the mouth may be allowed at first.

(2) Breathing out may be done with humming (the teacher setting

the note) or with blowing with the lips as for whistling.

(3) Breathing may be done through one nostril at a time.

(2) Breathing (for greater expansion of the chest and lungs).

Starting position " Stand at ease."

Command :

Deep breathing to numbers—1-2.

The movement is rhythmical and controlled as before. As
somewhat deeper inspiration is aimed at, the counting must be

slightly slower. The deeper inspiration must not be obtained at the

expense of ease of movement.

Arm movements may be combined with deep breathing and
produce good expansion of the chest. They should be thoroughly

familiar to the class before being used in this way, otherwise the

attention of the children may be concentrated on the arm exercise,

instead of, as it should be, on the breathing.

The following may be taken as examples of arm movements which

may be combined with Breathing Exercises :—
Arm raising sideways.

Arm parting.

Arm raising forward and upward, lowering sideways and
downward.

Arm raising sideways and upward, lowering sideways and
downward.
t 17941 E
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The movements of the arms must be slow and must correspond

with inspiration and expiration.

For example :

With deep breathing, arms sideways—raise!

Arms downward—lower!

The class breathe in as the arms are raised, and breathe out

as they are lowered.

Head Movements.—A slight head pressing backwards is one of the

most effectual movements for combining with a breathing exercise.

The head is pressed slightly back during inspiration and is raised

. again during expiration. The backward pressing lifts and expands

the upper part of the chest.

On the whole, simple deep breathing is, perhaps, the mcst satis-

factory form of breathing exercise, and is the only type which should

be used for young children. The hands may be by the side or in
" Hips firm " or " Under bend " position. With children below the

age of seven years better results may be obtained by developing

the breathing power through the use of vigorous exercise, in which

increased activity of the lungs is induced spontaneously, than ii> any
other way, though the habit of keeping the mouth closed when
breathing quietly is one which must be carefully encouraged.

Essential points in the performance of all breathing exercises are

as follows :

—

(i) The mouth must be kept closed so that the breathing in and
out is done through the nose. The nasal passages must be clear,

it is therefore advisable to precede the introductory Breathing

Exercise with " handkerchief drill."

(2) The movements must be free and unforced. The starting

position for the exercises must be unstrained; " Stand at ease," for

example, may be better than " Attention," as the latter attitude is

necessarily somewhat rigid. The body should be held upright in

order to place the chest in the best position for free movement.

(3) The rhythm of the breathing must be modified to suit the

age of the class. Children naturally breathe more quickly than
adults, and the rhythm also varies with individuals. Some breathing

exercises should always be taken in the children's " own time."

(4) The expiration should be as deep and vigorous as the

inspiration, a point which is often overlooked. Both inspiration and
expiration may be audible, but not noisy or forced.

Deep breathing should never be given immediately after vigorous

exercise. If the children are " out of breath," the jumping or

running should be followed by marching or some simple exercise, and
the breathing exercise should only be commenced when the class are

again breathing quietly.

It is most important that the air should be fresh and free from
dust, and when possible Breathing Exercises should be taken out of

doors.
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CHAPTER IV.

GENERAL ACTIVITY EXERCISES.

This group of exercises includes marching, running, jumping,
together with games and recreative exercises of various kinds which
demand agility, speed, skill and co-operation with others. The
purpose of the exercises is to provide vigorous, active, enjoyable

movement, to encourage the bodily skill and aptitude which give

zest to play and create the desire to keep fit in order to do well. To
the children this will be the most enjoyable part of the lesson. The
exhilaration, the freedom, the putting forth of effort and pitting

oneself against a difficulty, always appeal to youth, and the sense of
" good sportsmanship " and all that this connotes—love of fair play,

modesty in victory, cheerfulness and good temper in defeat, loyalty

to one's side, generosity to an opponent, pluck, determination and
perseverance—which is gained through competitive play, is of

inestimable value in after life.

PART I.—MARCHING, RUNNING, JUMPING.

I.—MARCHING.

Good marching calls for alertness, a sense of rhythm, and control

of posture; and the standard of marching attained by a class is

therefore a good indication of the value of the general physical

training it has received. The head and body are held erect without

stiffness, the arms swing freely, the leg movements spring from the

hip, the legs are well stretched as they swing forward, and the foot

placed down with the knee straight. The body advances with the

foot, and must not hang back ; the shoulders and hips should not turn

much. The marching should be brisk and purposeful.

Marching is commenced with the left foot, and the first step may
be marked, i.e., may be sounded with a light stamp.

Command :

Forward—march! left! right! etc.

At first the class can halt informally immediately at the command,
but when the step and rhythm have been mastered, halting in two
movements should be taught.

Command :

Class—halt, 1-2.

E 2
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The command " halt " is given as the right foot is placed down,

on i a marching step is taken, on 2 the right foot is brought up to

the left in the position of attention with a light stamp.

Halting in this manner may be taught in two movements from the position

of Attention.

Commands :

Right foot forward—-place

!

Class—halt, 1—2:

At i the left foot takes a step forward ; at 2 the right foot is brought up

to it.

Marking time.

Commence with the left foot, raise the feet alternately in marking

time by bending the knee upward. Keep the body steady.

Commands :

Mark—time

!

Class—halt, 1-2.

Turning about on the march.

This is usually done to the right. At first the class can turn about

informally immediately on the command. Later, turning about

can be taught in four counts.

Commands :

Right about—turn, 1-2-3-1.

The command is commenced as the left foot comes to the ground,

thus : Right (left foot), about (right foot), turn (left foot). The word
" turn " should be stressed. On I and 2 two more steps forward are

taken with the right and left feet. The last step should be quite

short, and as the left foot is placed down the count 3 is given for

raising the heels and turning right about on the toes; at 4 a step

forward is taken with the left foot in the new direction.

This movement can be taught from the position of Attention.

Commands :

Left foot forward—place! Two steps forward and right about-
turn, 1-2-3-4.

At " turn " a step forward is taken with the right foot (1), then a short step

with the left foot (2), then heel raising and turning about (3), then left foot is

placed forward (4).

Marching; halt with a turn right or left.

Command :

Turning left {right), class—halt, 1-2.

If turning to the left the command " halt " is given as the left

foot is being placed down; on 1 another step is made with the right
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foot, turning to the left at the same time, and on 2 the left foot is

closed up to the right.

Marching ; halting with a turn about.

Command :

Turning about, class—halt, 1-2-3.

The command " halt " is given as the right foot is being placed

down; on i the left foot takes another short step forward on the

ball of the foot ; on 2 turn about to the right is made on left foot, and
on 3 the right foot is brought back to the left.

Note.—In the early stages of training, halting from marchings and
runnings, turning about on the march or run, and changing from one

kind of marching to another, should be done instantly and without

formality on wThistle or command

—

stop! or change!

Marching Variations.

It is desirable to teach a variety of marching steps, and to practise

them frequently. As a guide to selection, the exercises given below

are grouped according to type.

Commands.—The explanatory words of the command should

clearly indicate the nature of the step, e.g. :

Four steps with knees high, four slow steps on the toes—march!

The executive word should generally be followed by counting or

words to set the rhythm of the march. The counting should be
dropped as soon as the class has caught the rhythm, and suggestions

and corrections given.

Halting should first be done informally on the command stop:

Later, the halting in two movements may be taught, as in ordinary

marching.
Changing from a marching variation to ordinary marching may

be done at first informally, and later on the command Marching—
change! The executive word change should usually fall on the right

foot, ordinary marching being resumed with the left foot.

In order to make the learning of a step easier, the class may be

allowed to count for themselves, e.g., in " marching with change of

step " they may say : Left—2-3, right—2-3, etc.

The marching steps learnt should be frequently revised, and short

speUs of marching are better than long ones.

Many of the marching variations can be done " on the spot."

This is sometimes an advantage in teaching, either for observation

purposes or if time is limited, as ranks need not be closed.

(i) Varied Formations on the March.

Wheeling.

Command :

Right (left)
—wheel!
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The leader of the file changes his direction 90 degrees to the right

(or left).

Command :

Right (left) about—wheel!

The leader changes direction 180 degrees.

Counter-marching.

The class should be in two or more open files. At the command
counter-march to the left (right)—march! each file immediately wheels

left or right about, and wheels about again at the point where the

end of the file stood.

Marching with change of step.

This consists of consecutive changes of step made on the toes.

COMMi* nds :

With change of step, forward—march! Left—2-3, right—2-3.

On 1 an ordinary marching step is taken ; on 2 a short step which
brings the instep of the rear foot up to the heel of the forward foot

;

on 3 an ordinary marching step is taken with the forward foot. Thus
on 1 and 3 the same foot moves forward.

Marching with a single change of step.

This movement may be taken occasionally to give variety to the

ordinary march, or to correct individual children who are " out of

step."

Command :

Change—step, 1-2-3.

Figure Marching, Maze, and Zig-zag.

Follow the leader.

The leader marches " at will," wheeling zig-zag, etc., followed by
the class.

(2) Rhythm Variations, Marked Beats, etc.

Slow marching.

This is ordinary marching taken in slow time. The body should
be erect but not stiff ; the rhythm may be indicated as follows :—

-

Commands :

Slow marching—begin, left 2, right 2, left 2, etc.
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Marking named steps.

With the' toe, emphasise every 3rd, 5th, etc. step with a marked
beat.

Command :

Marking every 3rd step—begin!

Light steps, heavy steps.

Taken in groups of 3, 5, etc., these are useful in emphasising the

difference between light and heavy marching, and help to prevent
heavy stepping in ordinary marching.

Marching with long steps.

Marching with Tort steps.

(3) Marching on the Toes.

Marching on tho toes.

The heels aro raised as high as possible, and the steps are some-'

what shortened. Each step should be light, the arms swinging

easily.

Commands :

Heels—raise ! Forward—march I

Class—halt, 1-2-3.

On 1 a step is taken with the left foot on the toe, on 2 the right

foot is brought up to the left, and on 3 the heels are lowered to the

position of attention.

In changing from ordinary marching the command is :

Heels—raise !

The first step on the toes is taken as the left foot moves forward

after the command.

In changing from marching on the toes to ordinary marching, a
marked step should be made with the left foot after the command
Heels—lower! has been given.

Slow march on the toes.

Steps taken should be very short, with knees and arms well

stretched.

Slow march backwards on the toes.

March sideways on the toes.

The leading foot takes a step, and the other is brought up to it,

and so on.
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(4) Marking Time and Marching with Knee Raising.

Marking time with knee raising.

Beginning with the left leg, the knees are raised alternately until

the thigh forms a right angle with the body, the toes being pointed

downward. In raising the leg the foot should not be carried forward

in advance of the knee nor the leg tucked back.

Commands :

With knee raising, mark—time! (left, right).

Class—halt, 1-2.

Marching with knee raising.

The knees are raised alternately until the thigh is at right angles

to the body with the toe pointing downward, and the class move
forward rather more slowly than in ordinary marching.

Commands :

With knee raising, forward—march

!

or, taken from ordinary marching :

Knees—raise !

The Knee raising is commenced as the first complete step is made
after the command raisz has been given.

Stork march.

Commands :

" Stork march," left foot—begin, 1-2-3-4.

On i the knee is raised ; on 2 the leg is

stretched forward; on 3 the raised foot is

brought to the ground ; on 4 there is a short

pause with the whole weight on the front leg

and the back heel raised.

"War Dance." March with high knee raising

and a little hop on the other foot, or one knee is raiser),

the opposite arm, bent at the elbow anr1
fist clenched,

is swung forward until the upper arm is about
horizontal. (Fig. 51.)

Fig. 51.

(5) Hop Marches.

In Hop Marches count two beats for each foot, 1 for the step,

2 for the hop; then repeat for the other foot, counting 3, 4.
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Let the class stand in a ring and after taking " Heels raise," begin.

(a) Hop on one foot till " Stop " is said.

(b) Start on either foot and change to the other foot when com-
manded without pause.

(c) Hop four times on the left foot, four times on the right.

(d) Hop twice on the left foot, twice on the right.

The free leg should hang easily with straight knee.

The exercises should be taught in this order, then (d) may be

taken moving forward ; after this, any of the following variations :—

Hop march with knee raising.

A step forward is taken with the left foot. The right foot is

then raised, with the knee turned slightly out and the -toe pointed,

while a hop is made on the left foot. The same movements are

then repeated, beginning with the right foot.

Commands :

Hop march, with knee raising—begin! left hop, right hop, etc.

Marching—change! left, right, etc.

Hop march with high knee raising.

Performed as in preceding exercise, but the knee is raised

directly up to the chest. The body must be kept erect and not

bent forward to meet the raised knee.

Commands :

Hop march with high knee raising—begin! left hop, right hop.

Hop march with leg raised forward.

During the hop the raised leg is stretched forward with a straight

knee and pointed toe, the body being kept erect.

Commands :

Hop march with leg raising forward—begin

!

Marching—change! left, right, etc.

Hop march with foot raised behind.

The foot is raised behind with the knee bent and well turned

out. The raised foot should be on a level with supporting knee.

Commands :

Hop march with foot raised behind—begin

!

(6) Spring Marches.

Spring march.

This is similar to " Hop march with leg raised forward," but

the movement is more rapid and vigorous, no hop or rebound being
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taken between the changes of feet. The leg with knee kept straight

should be well thrown up, and a good spring made each time as the

feet change. The exercise should not be kept up long as it is tiring.

It can be done " on the march," " on the spot," or moving forward
and backward.

Swinging step.

Similar to the above, but the leg is thrown out sideways; it can
be done also moving forward or backwards.

(7) Skipping Step.

This is done with a light tripping motion, the arms swinging
freely and naturally. It may be used in various ways :

Skipping step.

(1) In single file, turning about on whistle.

(2) In two files holding hands, partners swinging inside hands.

(3) With high knee raising (slower rhythm).

(4) In a skipping maze, etc.

Galop Step.

Galop Step.

A step is taken directly forward or sideways with the right (left)

foot, the other foot is drawn up with a little spring and the step
repeated. The same foot leads throughout.

Galoping Sideways.—Form one or more circles holding hands and galop to
the left and right alternately.

Partners stand behind each other, front child takes " Hips firm " position,

rear child (who should be the taller) places hands on partner's shoulders

—

continue as in galoping sideways.

Galop in a Circle. Four steps facing in, four steps facing out.—Count to eight.

The movement is continued in the same direction throughout, turning in and
out, with a jump on four.

Galoping Forward. Four steps with the left foot, four with the right.

Various Combinations of the preceding Marches.

A considerable amount of variety can be obtained by combining
the marches described above. Some examples of such combinations
are given below; it can be indefinitely extended. The command
should clearly name the combination, and the executive words

:

" Begin " and " Stop " or " Marching—change " suffice.

4 marching steps, 4 with " knee raising." Count to 8. The class

should bring the feet together on the fourth count and commence
the knee raising on the fifth : this principle applies generally
throughout.

4 marching steps, 4 jumps forward with feet together,

4 marching steps, 2 astride pimps.
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8 marching steps, tapping step 4 left, 4 right.

8 marching steps, 8 jumps on the spot with quarter turns to the left

on every second jump.

4 steps on the toes, 4 marching steps, 4 steps on the heels.

Skipping with hand clapping alternately in front and behind.

II.—RUNNING.

Commence with the left foot, and run lightly on the toes. The heels

may be raised previous to stepping off. The arms swing naturally,

the hands are loosely closed, the elbows somewhat bent. The
shoulders should swing moderately if the running is natural; they

should not be kept rigidly square to the front. While running,

the body is inclined slightly forward.

Commands :

Forward—run !

Class—halt, 1-2-3-4.

On 1, 2, and 3, the steps become gradually slower; on 4, the

rear foot is brought to " Attention " with a marked step.

In changing from running to ordinary marching, the command
is :

Change—march, 1-2-3-4.

The steps become gradually slower on 1-2-3 and 4, and after 4,

marching is at once continued, the left foot beginning with a marked

step.

Running with knee raising.

With each step the knee is raised until the thigh forms a right

angle with the body, the toe pointing downward. The body must

be kept erect, and the running is taken with shortened steps.

Commands :

With knee raising, forward—run!
Class—halt, 1-2-3-4.

Running with knee raising should as a rule only be continued

for eight or ten consecutive steps. It is often taken during running,

the commands being :

—

Knees—raise

!

Change—run

!

Running on the spot.

This is a variation of the preceding movement. It is taken

in a similar way, but instead of moving forward, the class remain

stationary.

Commands :

Running on the spot, left {right) foot—begin I

Class—halt, 1-2-3-4.
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Run like a wooden man.

Run forward with straight legs and arms, swinging the arms
high forward. A short spell only should be given, as the exercise
is tiring.

Other forms of running are as follows :

Counter-running.

This is similar to Counter-marching,

Zig-zag running.

Chalk a number of spots on the floor, or place books, chairs, etc. to act as
marks, and, having formed the class into single file, let them follow the leader
in and out round the marks.

Running maze.

This is similar to the above, but no fixed points are necessary.

III.—JUMPING.

Jumping exercises as described in this syllabus may be divided
into three main groups : (i) exercises which cultivate spring and
flexibility, such as "Astride jumping"; (2) the more formal jumps,
such as " Upward jump "

; and (3) the recreative and in some cases
practically useful jumps, such as " Jumping over a rope," or the
" Broad jump." Vaulting may be added to this group if opportunity
permits.

The exercises in group (1) are most conveniently taught in the
introductory group of the Tables; they stimulate respiration and
circulation, and establish a sense of rhythm at the beginning of

the lesson. Formal instructional jumps have much of the localised

effect of Leg Exercises, and may be included with Leg and Balance
Exercises in the tables.

In jumping the body is propelled into the air by a strong contraction
of the leg and thigh muscles. The knee and ankle joints are bent
and immediately extended with the utmost rapidity and force. If

there is any pause between the bending and stretching, much of the

spring will be lost. In the air the whole body should be well

stretched, the toes pointing downwards before the landing takes
place, or, in jumping over an object, immediately the object is

surmounted. The landing is made on the toes with the knees
slightly bent, the knee and ankle joints then yield easily to break
the impact. It is essential that this correct style of landing should
be acquired before high jumping or broad jumping, except of a very
easy character, is attempted. Injury may result from a " hard

"

landing, in which the muscles are kept tense and the legs do not
yield, owing to the shock or jar. The ability to land well is of use

in every-day life.

All jumping should be taken from the ball of the foot, and this

applies also to running. In jumping, the spring should not be
restricted or hampered in any way, the arms therefore should be
allowed to take part in the] movement. Even in the astride and
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skip jumps it is not advisable to use a fixed position for the arms.

Hips firm should not be adopted for any kind of running or jumping
proper.

The " free " forms of instructional and recreative jumping exercises

are suitable for the younger children, from whom precision and style

are not to be looked for. The aim should be to teach the children to

jump vigorously and to land with plenty of knee bending (at first they

may be allowed to land with "knee full bending " and place their

hands on the floor).

(i) Astride and Skip Jumps.

All forms of astride and skip jumps should be taken from the

beginning in their natural rhythm, as this is one of their essential

features. It is not desirable to teach the movements slowly at

first. Variation of rhythm will occur naturally with the height of

the jump, the higher it is the slower will be the rhythm. In these

jumps the counts coincide with the landing, so that after the executive

word which starts the jump, a pause should be made for the first

landing to occur.

The rebound consists of a slight and rapid yielding and extension

of the knees, the toes do not leave the ground. When this occurs

it is expressed in the command by the word " and." {See Variation

(2) below.)

Skip jump.

Spring lightly up and down on toes without pause between the

movements, either with the feet close together or with heels only

touching. The body and legs should be stretched in the air. The
knees give gently on landing.

Skip jump can be high or low.

Commands :

Heels—raise !

Skip jump—begin! (Using numbers to mark the appropriate

rhythm.)

Variations :

1. Alternate high and low, i.e., jump, and rebound with feet just

leaving the ground.

2. Different combinations, e.g., two high jumps with rebound then

three low and a rebound.

Commands :

—1 and 2 and 1-2-3 and, etc.

3. Moving forward, backward, sideways. .

4. With turns, e.g., alternate high and low skip jump, making a

quarter turn at each high skip jump.
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Astride Jump.

This is taken in the same rhythm as skip jump, alighting with the

feet astride and together alternately.

Commands :

Heels—raise !

Astride jumping—begin, 1-2, 1-2, 1-2. Class—halt, 1-2.

Heels—-lower !

Astride jumping may be taken to a given number, for example,

to 8.

Variations

:

1. Increase the height of the jump by taking a little more slowly.

2. With double beat, i.e., repeat each movement.

3. Moving forward or backward.

4. With turns, e.g., astride jump twice, i.e., to four counts facing

front, then spring and make a quarter turn left or right and land

in astride position facing new direction and continue to four. This

can be repeated until a whole turn has been made and the class again

faces front.

5. Combined with arm movements, e.g., with arm swinging sideways

and downward in the same rhythm as the jumping.

6. With heel clicking. This jump is started from the astride

position and the rhythm is different. At 1 spring up, click heels

together in the air and bring feet back into the astride position. Later,

several consecutive jumps can be taken, but not more than four or

five at a time.

7. Combinations of skip jumps and astride jumps, e.g., astride

jump to four, skip jump to four, etc., etc.

(2) Formal Jumps.

Prepare to Jump.

Commands :

Prepare to jump—1-2-3-4.

At 1 the legs are bent and straightened as in upward jump, but

with sufficient force only to raise the body on to the toes (Heels raise)
;

at 2 the legs are bent again as in landing from the jump; on 3 the

knees are stretched, at 4 the heels are lowered. This exercise is of

great value in teaching the correct leg action for jumping. The
rhythm is the same as in Upward jump.

Upward jump.

This is at first taught by numbers on the commands :

By numbers upward jump—1-2-3.

At 1, keeping the body erect, the knee and ankle joints are bent

(knees turned outwards and about half bent, heels raised) and
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immediately extended with the utmost rapidity and force, so that

the spring is made directly upwards; the body is stretched, head
lifted, toes pointed downwards; landing is done on the toes, the

knee and ankle joints yielding to bring the body gently to rest in the
" Knee bend " position, the body erect. At 2 the knees are stretched.

At 3 the heels are lowered. In taking the jump, the bending of the

legs and the spring are one continuous action. The main object of

the exercise is to jump as high as possible.

It will be observed that the method of teaching is somewhat
different from that described in the 1909 Syllabus. The intention

is to concentrate the vigour of the movement on the jump in the
air, and to avoid dissipating energy on the preliminary heel-raising

and knee-bending.

After being taught by numbers the exercise is performed at the
command :

Upward jump—go

!

~

Variations of upward jump.

1. Upward jump with turns.

During the jump a quarter or half turn is made, landing facing in the new
'direction.

Commands :

With a half turn to the left, upward jump—go!

2. Twice upward jump.

Two consecutive jumps are to be taken without pause.

Commands :

Twice upward jump—go ! 1-2-3-4.

The jump is made in 1 and 2.

3. Upward jump with arm movements.

Upward jump with arm swinging sideways, or forward, or forward and upward.
The arms are swung up as the spring is made, and are brought down to the sides
in landing.

Commands :

With arm swinging sideways, upward jump—go !

4. Upward jump with leg parting.

The straight legs are swung out sideways as the feet leave the ground, and
are brought together again before landing.

Commands :

With leg parting, upward jump—go

!

5- " Star jump."

This is upward jump with leg parting and arm swinging sideways to a position
between " Arms upward " and " Arms sideways."

Commands :

Star jump—go I
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6. Upward jump with knee lifting.

After the spring is taken the knees are quickly lifted as high as possible and
the legs then stretched down for the landing ; the body may be allowed to come
forward a little as the knees are lifted.

Commands :

With knee lifting, upward jump—go

Forward jump.

Commands :

By numbers, forward jump—1-2-3.

Forward jump—go

!

The leg action is the same as in Upward jump, but as the knees

are bent for the spring the body is inclined a little forward; the

straightening of the body in the air brings the legs forward so that

landing can be done in full balance and without any tendency to

pitch forward. Balance is greatly assisted by keeping the head
back and eyes up. This is the type of all landing from running jumps
when the landing is on both feet. The arms may be flung forward

to assist the spring, and pulled sharply back in landing to assist the

balance. The effort should be made to jump high rather than far,

and this applies to all the following Forward Jumps.

(Foot forward.) Forward jump.

Commands :

(Left {right) foot forward—place!)

Forward jump—go ! 2-3.

The left foot is placed forward about i\ foot-lengths, the back heel is a little

raised. At go ! the knees are quickly bent and a jump forward is taken,

landing on both feet; at 2 the knees are stretched; at 3 the heels are lowered.

With one step, Forward jump.

Commands :

With one step, forward jump, left (right) foot—go ! 1-2-3.

At a quick step forward is taken on the ball of the left foot, and
immediately the spring forward is made as in the preceding exercise.

With two (three) steps, Forward jump is commanded in the same way, counting

i, 2, (r, 2, 3,) for the steps and spring, and 3, 4, (4, 5) for the knee
stretching and heel lowering.

(3) Recreative Jumps.

Running with Free Jumping.

The children, at wide intervals in single file, run in their own
rhythm, and at a given signal jump as high as possible and then go

on running. Vigorous jumping, with lightness and ease of movement,
especially in landing, must be encouraged.
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Variations :

i. Land on both feet, the knees yielding, then continue running. The landing
should cause no appreciable pause.

2. Jumping up to touch an object with head or hand, e.g., a ball held by the
teacher in the hand or suspended from a stick.

3. Jumping across a space marked by chalk lines or over an object such as
a mat, or two children can stand to mark the distance, which can be increased
slightly each round. In gravel playgrounds a piece of white paper, weighted
with a stone, makes a good mark.

4. Jumping over a low rope or other small obstacle.

Two or more of these variations can be arranged in the course to be taken
by the class.

Ladder jumps.

These consist of jumping on and between a series of parallel lines;

variation may be obtained by changing (a) the distance between the

lines, or (b) the method of jumping.

The lines may be

—

(1) At equal short distances.

(2) At equal longer distances.

(3) The distance between the lines progressively increased.

(4) At irregular distances.

The jumping may be

—

(1) On to each line and into the spaces between, on to lines or

into spaces only, over two lines, etc.

(2) Jumping from one foot to the other (with free run to begin
with).

(3) Jumping off both feet.

(4) Hopping.

Seven jumps.

A special form of this exercise, called " Seven jumps," is used to teach the
correct footwork in the run for a high or broad jump, i.e., to increase the speed
and length of the steps progressively up to the taking-off point, and to use either

foot indifferently in jumping.
Eight lines are marked on the ground, the second is one foot-length from the

first, the third two foot-lengths from the second, and so on, increasing the distance
between the lines by one foot-length each time. The quickest way to get the
marks laid out is for one child to step out the distances and another to make the
marks. The exercise consists in running over the lines, setting a foot on each,
and increasing the speed from start to finish so as to have sufficient momentum
for the last long jump. A final jump can be made off the last line to land
with both feet in a circle. To begin: one foot is placed on the first line;

practise alternately with the left and right foot.

Stepping Stones.

Two lines are drawn to represent the opposite banks of a river, and circles

are drawn between them to represent stepping stones across the river. The
children have to get across without " falling in," i.e., without stepping out -

side the circles. A great deal of variety can be obtained (a) by placing the
stones in an uneven zig-zag and by increasing the distance between them, and
(b) by changing the method of crossing, e.g.

:

—
(i) Jumping from one foot to the other.

(ii) Hopping on one foot,

(iii) Jumping off both feet,

(iv) " Go as you please."

sr 17941
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Two sets of stepping stones similarly arranged marked out, and one half

of the class can compete against the other half to see which can get the largest

number across by any chosen method without " falling in."

Jumping the brook.

Two parallel lines are marked. The class in single file jump across the space,

jumping either direct or sideways. The leader may follow a zig-zag course*

jumping from side to side.

Jumping the. widening brook.

This is the same as the preceding exercise, but the lines are diverging.

Jumping may be commenced either at the narrow or broad end.

Hop, step and jump.

The child toes a line, raises one foot, and hops as far as possible ; on landing
from the hop a long step forward is taken with the other leg, and then a jump
forward, landing on both feet. The object is to see how far these actions will

take the child from the starting line. Mark the place where the heels finally

land.

Giant strides.

The class is formed up against one wall of the pla3^ground, or toeing a line,

and each child tries to reach the opposite wall or another line in as few springs

as possible. The crossing may be made either with long running strides or by
jumping off both feet or hopping on one foot. This, if played as a game, is

strenuous exercise. Care should be taken to see that there is no danger of

slipping.

Jumping the swinging rope.

A rope is needed about 20 feet long, with a small bag stuffed with

horsehair or tow attached to one end.

The children are arranged in a circle. The teacher stands in the

centre, shortens the rope and swings it round, gradually letting it

out until it passes under the feet of the children as they jump. For
some time this jump should be practised with the rope low, the bag
touching the ground.

Variations.

1. Swing slow, swing fast.

2. The children can run round in a circle to meet the rope, jumping it in

their r^un.

3. Gradually let the rope come off the ground.

Running high jump (over rope).

A short run is taken, increasing the speed rapidly as the point

for taking off is approached. The jump is taken from one foot, the

knees are bent well up for the feet to clear the rope and are stretched

out before landing. The direction of the jump is at right angles to

the rope. The children may be directed to jump off either foot;

the jumping then should all be done off the left foot at one lesson,

and off the right loot at the next lesson, and so on.

With a well-trained class of elder boys, the boys may run in file

and jump one after the other as closely as possible, landing and
running on without a pause. For this exercise the rope must not be
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too high. Two files can race to see which can jump and re-form the
quickest.

Running oblique high jump (over rope).

The child stands towards one end of the rope, runs obliquely

towards it, and arrives at the taking-off point turned sideways to the
rope ; the jump is taken with the foot farthest from the rope, the leg

nearest the rope is swung straight forward and over the rope,

followed by the other leg. Landing is on one or both feet.

The exercise may be introduced by standing with one side close

to one end of the rope, taking one, two or three steps forward and
jumping as in the corresponding exercises in the formal group of jumps,
but jumping sideways over the rope as well as forwards. Counting
may be used as in the exercises referred to.

Standing high jump (over rope).

The jump is taken when standing facing the rope; the action is

similar to that in " Upward jump with knee lifting "
(p. 78). An

upward swing of the arms in taking the jump is a great assistance in

gaining height.

Running broad jump.

The running start is usually longer than that required for a

high jump, as it is speed in the run and height in the jump which
determine the distance covered. This jump is unsuitable if there is

any danger of a slip in landing. On smooth floors and playgrounds
it is best to fix the limit of the jump by chalk lines and not to permit
any endeavour to jump " as far as possible "

; with the latter object

the run also should be limited as to length.

Standing broad jump.

This is taken from a line on the ground. After toeing the line

the child rises on the toes, stretches the arms above the head,

pauses here a moment in full balance, then inclines slowly for-

ward and in doing so quickly swings the body and arms forward
and downward, bending the knees, then without pause swings the

body and arms forward and up, and at the same moment makes the

spring. The jump can be over a marked space, or " as far as possible,"

in which case a mark should be made where the heels land. In this

jump also the chance of injury from falling backwards in landing

must be considered in respect to surface and foot covering.

Class Arrangements for High and Broad Jumps.

Running with free jumping.

A circular track should be followed. It should be large enough for each
child to run and jump with freedom, and yet not too large for the teacher to

supervise.

Running high jump over rope.

For this exercise it is advisable to have jumping stands, with the rope
so arranged that it will fall readily if the foot catches it in the jump. It is

not necessary to have expensive apparatus; the stands may be made in the

F 2
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woodwork class. It is not satisfactory to let children hold the rope, except

for very low jumps; time is often wasted in getting them to hold it evenly,

or to alter the height to the right amount; and there is always the danger

that when a jumper catches his foot in the rope they will not let it go sumcientlj'-

quickly to prevent his falling.

It is not advisable to practise for height unless the children wear proper

shoes (this applies to all high jumping, including high leap-frog).

Mats are not necessary when correct landing is taught.

For low jumps two, three, or four children can jump together over the

same rope, or the teacher can easily supervise two sets of jumping stands.

For higher "jumps the children should come out one at a time.

Running jumps.

The class should be formed in two ranks, the ranks facing each other, one
on either side of the course. Marks may be made from which the performer
is to start the run. The following commands are then given :

—

First—ready ! The first child in each rank moves forward on to the starting-

mark, one or two from each side moving up one step.

Go! Those on the marks run and jump and stand at attention after

landing, those now at the head of the ranks move out on to the marks, the
remainder closing forward.

Next—go! Those on the marks run and jump, those who have just jumped
run round and form up at the end of their ranks. If four are jumping together,

they should turn outward in pairs to regain their places in the ranks.

The same arrangement may be used for Standing high and Broad jumps.

Broad jumps can also be practised in extended ranks {see " Order Move-
ments ") without definite marks; or the rank can toe a line; or, if the available

line is short, one or more ranks can be formed behind the one on the line, the
first rank then jumps and moves forward to make room for the next to jump.

Leap frog.

This is a vaulting exercise, in which a child takes the place of

vaulting apparatus. With elder boys, well trained in jumping, and
with good control of their movements, the jump can be considerably

higher, even to the " back " standing almost erect, with folded arms
and head dropped forward. A jump of this height, however, should
not be attempted until the boys have acquired a powerful spring

and a good style in the jump and landing; the teacher should always
stand facing the " back " in readiness to save a fall.

The feature of this exercise, which differentiates it from free

jumping, is that the arms assist to secure right execution. To clear

the obstacle the body must be projected forward, and in order to

restore the erect position for landing, the arms must thrust down on
the obstacle as the body passes over it in order to check the movement
of the trunk and allow the legs to swing forward. The correct

action is to get up speed in a short preliminary run (as for Running
high jump), to jump forward off both feet together, and as the
body rises, to place the hands on the " back " and thrust quickly
downwards, at the same time swinging the legs apart. If sufficient

forward momentum has been gained in the preliminary run, the
hands will only need to remain on the " back " for a moment, and
the thrust will be directly downwards, without any tendency to

upset the " back." As the " back " is cleared the body is stretched
strongly up, head lifted, and legs brought together for landing.
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The usual faults with beginners are

—

(i) Jumping more with one leg than the other, swinging one

leg up sideways before the other leaves the ground ; this tends to

push the " back " over sideways. The proper action may be taught

by using " Seven Jumps " (see above)
;

jumping off last line into

circle landing on both feet, jumping again with both feet as high as

possible into another circle.

(2) Not separating the legs quickly enough and sufficiently

widely. This is corrected by the use of " Upward jump with leg

parting."

(3) Arriving at the point for the jump with insufficient speed for

clearing the "back" in the manner described above; an effort is

then made to pull the body over with the arms, which may result

either in pulling the " back " over, or in the jumper landing on the
" back " and both falling.

m

Leap-frog is a fine vaulting exercise when well done, demanding
skill and some little nerve, but it requires careful leading up to.

The simpler form, however, with a very low " back," in which speed

and form are not required to the same extent, may be introduced

early.

The " back " should stand with his back towards the jumper,

and for all but the most advanced jumps with one foot advanced
about two foot -lengths, with the leg well braced, and grasp the

forward leg with both hands either above or below the knee, according

to the height required. He tucks his head well down.
An objection to this position of the " back " is that a bad jumper

may fail to clear the head and land on the neck of the " back."

Another position is to stand sideways, feet astride, head down and
hands clasped round the back of the leg. This is more steady but

necessitates a broader jump.

Leap-frog may be taken as follows :

—

(1) Class in two concentric circles, children working in couples

and jumping in turn alternately towards and away from the centre.

(2) Class in two extended ranks, the ranks alternately jumping,

advancing five or six paces, and making a " back."

Commands :

Rear rank—go!
Five (six) paces forward—march ! Make backs

!

Next rank—go! etc.

Skipping exercises.

Skipping will be found particularly valuable when only a limited

amount of time can be spent in vigorous movement. It has the

advantage of giving exercise to all parts of the body at the same time.

The rope should be turned backwards, and the arms kept fully

extended on a level with the shoulders, so that the chief movement
takes place at the shoulder joint and not at the wrist. Children

should not be allowed to turn the rope forwards, or to bend the elbows
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and so keep the arms close to the body, because such methods tend

to constrict and narrow the chest. The skipping should be done

with flexible knees and there should be a small rebound between

each skipping step to prevent any jarring. Most children enjoy

skipping and will readily practise it out of school in their free time.

PART II.—GAMES.*

The Organisation of Play.

The art of good play organisation lies in grasping the opportunities,

limitations, and peculiarities of the conditions under which the play

is to take place, and in selecting the right game for the particular

occasion. Teachers and play leaders need to realise how large a

variety of indoor and outdoor games exists apart from the recognised

athletic games, and the wider the knowledge they have of these

games, and the better they adapt them to the conditions which

obtain, the more valuable will be the effects of the games.

The following are some of the chief points to which consideration should

be given when choosing a game :

—

The Age, Ability, and Physique of the Players.

School children may be divided broadly into three age-groups, namely,

those from 5-7, those from 8-10, and those of n years of age and upwards.

It will be useful to describe briefly the types of games best suited to these age-

groups.

Children aged 5-7 years approximately.—These games should be simple and
mainly imitative in nature, i.e., the children pretend to be dogs, trains, cobblers,

farmers, etc. ; there is not much in the game itself, and it is quickly over, but
the child of this age finds enjoyment in repetition. Easy games of chase,

running and jumping, are also appreciated if not too complicated. Many little

song games will also be useful, and, as before, the actions should be illustrative

of the words or rhythm. Nursery rhymes can be taught in this way provided
there is trie activity desirable for physical training.

In the case of young children, special care must be taken that no undue
strain is placed on the physique nor too much sustained effort and vigorous

movement expected. (See " Classification 1," p. 86.)

Children aged S-10 years approximately.—These children are likely to

prefer a more advanced form of chase, racing and similar games in which the

spirit of rivalry and contest is introduced ; also easy games of skill requiring

the throwing and catching of bean bags or balls. Not only does the child

strive for his own success, but by forming one of a group, all, perhaps, aiming
to achieve the same thing, the instincts of co-operation and social responsibility

begin to develop. (See " Classification 2," p. 88.)

Children aged 11 years and upivard^.—At this age there appears a desire

for more advanced, purposeful, and organised play. The boy or girl strives

to excel individually, and the social or team instinct expresses itself more
strongly. In the case of the girls, little attention has been given to training

this instinct, and while it has been recognised in boys, the popular games of

football and cricket have usually been considered the only ones worth playing.

Where arrangements can satisfactorily be made the recognised athletic games

* It has not been possible to describe the games mentioned in this chapter

on account of limitation of space. A description of typical games has been
published separately, together with a number of additional exercises requiring

agility and skill. (See " Suggestions in regard to Games.")
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are excellent, and among them net-ball for girls is much to be encouraged.

Far more frequently, however, the strong, healthy and gifted children have
been given the opportunity of play, the more delicate children have been
left out, and the fact has been overlooked that these less familiar games are

suitable for all children and develop them physically and mentally in the same
way as the more popular team games. (See " Classifications 3 and 4,"

pp. 90 & 91.)

The following Classification has been arranged to assist teachers

and play leaders in the selection of games from three aspects, the

age of the child, the amount of space required in 'different games, and
the amount of activity desirable under different conditions. Games
should be chosen from these lists for the regular lessons in physical

training, and also for use in play centres, training colleges, etc.

The games in Column I are vigorous, and will be found particularly

useful when several classes are taking gymnastics or play at the

same time, because the activity can be restricted within certain

limits and can, in every case, be introduced quickly and without

loss of time. They are therefore some of the best games for the

20 minutes' physical training period when active movement is

possible for a short time only.

The games in Column II are more informal and give greater scope

for activity and for physical and mental development than those in

Column I. The interest and vigour of the game depend largely on

the players' initiative, skill, enterprise and control, and they can

therefore only be used when the children have learnt to obey the

whistle and have shown a capacity for energetic, well-ordered, and
purposeful play.

The games in Column III may be used when particularly

energetic movements are desired. They are suitable, for example,

in cold weather, when the children need frequent activity to keep

warm ; for large numbers, to give all the children something to do at

the same time, as otherwise waiting for turns would become irksome

;

or at the beginning of the play period, to rouse the children from

the dulness produced by a long spell in a crowded or ill-ventilated

classroom.

The games in Column IV include both active and less active

games, with little change of floor position, and will be found specially

suitable for undisciplined classes, large numbers, and indoor teaching,

where much moving about might lead to waste of time and even

disorder.

The games in Column V are not sufficiently active to justify

their regular use in a physical training lesson where a short quick

game is required. They will be of use chiefly for play between the

more active games in a special play period of an hour or 30 minutes,

at school or play centre, in summer weather when excessive activity

is undesirable, or when the children are excitable and untrained

and a good deal of activity might lead to unruliness.

Games for " advanced " pla}rers are by no means confined to

the fourth group (4), for in each list there are many that can

be suitably played by students, athletes, and teachers whatever

their capacity and training.
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The Surface, Size, and Shape of Playground.

The nature of the playground is an important factor in modifying

the type of game to be selected. For uneven, hard or rough surfaces

it is preferable to choose a game in which speed and dash are not

the essential factors, and where there is little need to cover much
ground. If a baU game is chosen, and windows or lights are in close

proximity, arrange and umpire the game so that any tendency to kick

or throw the ball wildly is checked. All ball games, however, need not

be avoided under these circumstances. Should the accommodation be
small and the numbers large, modify the activity, and incidentally the

amount of space used, either by walking or hopping instead of running,

or by throwing the ball instead of running with it. If, on the other

hand, the playing space is considerable, it will be necessary to limit

the area for the different sets with chalk lines, " living bases," or

other means for the purpose of boundaries and goals, etc. The
most suitable apparatus should be selected. In circumscribed spaces,

bean bags are frequently more satisfactory than baUs or footballs, and
the use of them requires almost the same skill and judgment.

Games Suitable for Cold Weather.

In cold weather it is important to arrange that all the children

should be kept moving, and games should be avoided in which
some children are stationary for any length of time. A number of

games for children of different ages will be found below.

Children aged 5-7 years.

Animal and bird games; Elephants, etc.; Follow my leader;

The sea; Trains; Giants, dwarfs; Bouncing balls; Running maze,
etc. ; Running clapping ; Running stamping

; Jumping ; Dancing steps

;

Hopping ; Galloping, etc. ; Jumping the stream ; Seven-leagued

boots ; Birds come home ; Chasing teacher ; Racing the rolling ball

;

Running races (individually).

Children aged 8-10 years.

Follow my leader (more advanced movements)
; Jumping on the

spot in file ; Running maze ; Galoping, cantering ; Skipping (long rope,

all in together) ; Dancing steps ; Running catch in circle
; Jumping

games ; Black Peter ; Hopping touch (several he's and no homes)

;

Double jump touch; Running twos and threes; Jump the shot;

Individual races or file races, such as Running; Hopping; Double
jump; Spring standing; Seven-leagued boots (i.e., long stride

running); Sideways (cantering).

Children aged 11 years and upwards.

Follow my leader (on and over apparatus, etc.) ; Running circle

catch (dodging)
; Jumping games (advanced) ; Skipping games

(advanced); Scotch steps; Morris and jig steps; Hands joined tag;
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Three-legged tag; Races; File and obstacle race; Chalk line or

Ladder jumps; High and long jumps; Tag practice, Bean bag or

Ball or Football ; Hopping football ; Indoor basket ball ; Net ball.

Suggestions for teaching.

Activity can often be made more suitable for cold weather :

—

(i) By starting off with a game or exercise which employs each
player at once.

(2) By increasing the number of files, letting the whole file start

at the same time, or by working as many files together as possible so

that turns come frequently.

(3) By arranging, in games of chase, for two or more children to

act as " He " so that everyone is kept moving.

(4) By not allowing players to stand out and do nothing if they
miss or are touched, but by arranging some other form of penalty,

or a different method of scoring.

If a slippery or frozen surface is combined with cold, then it will

be advisable to avoid all games with much change of position, and
take movements such as free jumping on the spot and dancing steps,

etc. If it is possible to organise sliding, this is an excellent training.

In summer weather it is frequently noticeable that the children,

especially girls, are moving and running about in a languid and
careless way which is altogether valueless. If suitable games are

chosen, and the activity properly graded, it should be possible to

sustain interest and enthusiasm and make the activity serve some
purpose. The games mentioned in Column V of the general

Classification are among those which may be selected in warm weather.

The question of weather is a subject for the play leader carefully

to consider, and one on which he should be sympathetic but not

unduly sensitive, for it has been found by experience that, if the

children enjoy themselves, no complaints arise from them or their

parents about being too hot or getting sunstroke in summer and
catching cold in winter.

Large Numbers of Children in limited Space.

As a general rule it is possible to secure some activity in which
all can share, that is if the room, hall, or playground permits of standing

floor space for all. If the numbers are too unwieldy for any one

game, and the accommodation allows it, the children can be divided

into smaUer teams and play under their own captains. Under these

circumstances the games would almost necessarily be those which

require limited space. The type of game suited to this purpose,

as well as some further suggestions in regard to methods of teaching,

is set out below and also in Column I of the general Classification.

If, however, it is impossible to occupy everyone simultaneously,

rather than allow overcrowding when the purpose of the game is

almost invariably lost, it is better to divide the children into two
sections, leaving one section to play some quiet classroom game
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until their turn comes for the more active game. It is preferable to

keep them all occupied than to have one section merely looking on.

Children aged 5-7 years.

Many games are possible for Infants, as activity for ' them does

not require so much space, and reference to the ordinary lists and to

Chapter VII will bs sufficient.

Children aged 8-10 years.

Jumping plays ; Dancing steps (on the spot) ; Free and caught

;

Casting off (as in Country dance) ; In file, lines changing across side-

ways to command; File races, Relay races; In-and-out the files;

Jumping over the feet; Bean bag passing races; Bean bag catching

races ; Steps.

Children aged 11 years and upwards.

Jumping steps (on the spot) ; Dancing steps (advanced) ; Moving
jumps ; Arch and tunnel ball ; Chalk line or Ladder jumps (one or more
lines for each file) ; Over and under leap frog ; Passing ball races

;

Catching and throwing ball races ; Bouncing ball races ; Zig-zag bean
bag or ball.

Suggestions for teaching.

Attention to the formation and orderly movements of numbers
Is the chief thing for the play leader to remember in this case. The
moving of large numbers to new positions takes time, therefore he
should endeavour to make the most use of one arrangement of the

children and in this one formation to introduce as many games and
features of interest as will hold the attention of all the players for a

considerable time.

For example, 60 players are drawn up in six files of 10.

(1) Activity for all, on the spot, c3n be taken first facing front.

Jumping movements, etc.

(2) Three alternate files can sit down and form an obstacle round
which the other files can run or jump respectively, so that half the

class are active at a time; or, the whole file can run round itself,

when all move together.

(3) The files can change sideways with each other in any way
stated by the play leader.

(4) Jumps can be employed in which the files face or turn in

different directions.

(5) Individuals can run from each file in relay formation, the

second player starting when the first has completed the course. This

formation is not advisable at the opening of a play period, but when
a less active game is desirable it can be employed usefully.

(6) Three or more files can maintain their position,^sitting or

standing or kneel sitting, while the rest scatter. This gives some
fixed points from which the others can more easily judge their places.
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(7) The formation can be easily changed into three concentric
circles by first joining the two inner files, top and bottom, then the
two next, and lastly the two extreme files outside these again;
circular chases, etc. can then be played.

It is wise to make use of the more formal arrangement, because
the dodging and catching which form part of free games are impossible
in a small space under these conditions. This docs not exhaust the
arrangement or changes in formation, but is merely suggestive of one
method in dealing with large numbers.

Advanced Players.—The following games and exercises are also

suitable for use in limited space. They are more difficult and require

more skill than the games already suggested :

—

Reel steps ; Morris jigs
; Jumps on the spot (advanced) ; Moving

jumps ; Ball exercises ; Obstacle run (time) ; Chalk line jumps (time)

;

Long jump (competition) ; High jump (competition) ; Running
jumps (several times round); Hopscotch bouncing; Moving target;

Hopping football; Bean bag, Ball, Football passing; Birds and
cats touch ; Pig in the middle (circular) ; Volley ball ; Bouncing
tennis.

This list is given mainly because of the failure of many schools

to provide games which sufficiently test the children's skill and
improve their standard of play. The following methods may be
used to make a game more difficult for older children :

—

1. By demanding a good standard of style, though this must not
be overdone.

2. By increasing the difficulty in muscular co-ordination, e.g.,

jumps in which footwork is combined with hand clapping and changes
of time or rhythm ; or football relay, in and out the files, etc.

3. By putting jumps together in sequences or series, increasing

length or height.

4. By increasing the speed at which the game is played, e.g., in

team contests, by first setting out to beat the other files and later

reducing the time taken to the lowest record, timing with the watch.

5. By demanding greater accuracy of eye and muscle, and again
introducing the competitive element cf two or more groups contesting

against each other for the best team or, if desired, the highest

individual skill.

6. By selecting games such as volley ball, hand tennis, newcombe,
etc., which require quick, accurate movement and co-operation with
fellow players in a comparatively small amount of space.

Games in the Classroom.

It is difficult to give definite advice in regard to the choice of

games, as conditions vary considerably. The teacher should endeavour
to. secure all the available space in the front of the desks by putting

moveable furniture away. The school desks are frequently better

left in position (except, possibly, for quite young children) as many
file games can be played in the aisles between them. If, on the

other hand, sufficient space could be secured for all children to play
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at once, it might be satisfactory to move the desks if practicable.

Though activity indoors must be largely in one position, yet by an
occasional change, plenty of variety of simple movements, and some
competitive stimulus, a valuable play period can be secured.

An obstacle in many schools to active play indoors is the noise

that disturbs other work which may be going on close at hand. The
difficulty can be met sometimes by arranging all the play to take

place at the same time, or possibly by rearrangement of classrooms.

To secure real play is important, especially in the winter season when
opportunities for out-door games may be considerably reduced.

The following games may be used in the classroom :

—

Children aged 5-7 years.

All out of seats, first home still, or first line home; Changing
numbers or seats; Marching and running on the spot; Simple
jumping plays; Hopping on one leg (storks)

; Jack in the Box; Easy
hopping and rhythmic steps; Horses; Trains; Scrambling over and
on to seats or desks.

Children aged 8-10 years.

Walking along forms; Scrambling from desk to desk; Dick)7 bird

hop along forms; Dancing steps; Jumping plays; Chalk line jump
on floor space in front ; Do this, do that ; Command dodging ; Bean
bag catching; Time bean bag; Conqueror on chalk line; Passing

bean bag racing, or Passing ball racing; All up relay; Pirates (two

sets going from one end of room to other on apparatus) : (i) without

touching ground
;

(ii) without being caught by He.

Children aged 11 years and upwards.

Running along forms or seats; Double jump along forms or seats;

Hopping along forms or seats; Jumping games; Dancing steps;

Chalk-line jumps ; Hurly burly ; Time ball (changing desks) ; Obstacle

scrambles; Follow my leader round classroom; File relay race;

Target bean bag (file competitions) ; Ball catch contests ; Hop-scotch
relay.

It will be noticed that some unusual games have been suggested,

e.g., scrambling from desk to desk. It is advisable that only

teachers who have a special understanding of play and who are able

to maintain good discipline should attempt these. Handled satis-

factorily they are an excellent testimony to the powers of a good
play leader. If the children are engrossed in what they are doing,

as they should be, there is thought, effort and control rather than
the romping and careless excitement which is sometimes mistaken
for enjoyment.

Games for Undisciplined Children.

Children who have had little physical training or experience in

playing together in large numbers easily become excited and noisy
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at something new; there are also the unruly children with little

self-control or sense of obedience. In both cases careful handling is

needed. The aim of the teacher should be not to repress any of

the natural enthusiasm and energy of these children, but to train

them to self-discipline and a sense of order and responsibility by
properly graded play.

From the beginning prompt response, either to command or

whistle, should be secured at all times and undue excitement should
not be stimulated. Clear explanations followed by forceful commands
will prove most effective in dealing with these children, lengthy and
wordy corrections should be avoided, and reliance should rather be
placed on suggestions and. criticisms given during the course of the

game. The teacher should also avoid all positions or formations in

which the children can touch each other or are tempted to push each
other about. Sitting or lying should be used with caution, as they
are frequently positions to which the children are unaccustomed and
may cause unruliness. Informal play and games where a large

number move about together are also unsuitable, as they tend to

cause disorder. Play jumps on the spot in which all can join but
where there is little change of position are best employed at first,

thus keeping every player occupied and interested. The more a

teacher can encourage the interest of the individual and secure for

each player an active share in the game, the more readily will the

children respond to his leadership. The following games are suggested

for use :

—

Children aged 5-7 years.

Response to whistle. Running on the spot
; Jumping on the spot

;

Marching round, etc. ; Changing circles or seats (or certain numbers
changing); Play jumps on the spot with hand-clapping; Bean bag
or football catching.

Children aged 8-10 years.

Number bean bag ; In and out the file (big space) ; Courier bean
bag; Relay race by points; Jumping plays; Teacher and class.

Children aged n years and upwards.

Leap frog in a circle ; All up relay ; Time ball ; Relay race, counting

points; Jumping plays (advanced).

Unsuitable Footgear and Clothing.

It frequently happens that the clothing and shoes of the children

must be taken into consideration. Where the children are provided
with rubber shoes, for example, practically any game of skill and
speed can be taken with safety as the danger of falling on a hard
surface is minimised. On the other hand, clogs, badly-soled shoes.

and tight, ill-fitting garments, at once limit the selection of games and
the possible beneficial results. This restriction need not be ex-

aggerated in the mind of the play-leader. Children can often refrain

from falling if carefully trained to take care of themselves, and though
G 2
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heavy shoes may modify the dash and speed of the game, the children

have only to be watched in their own recreation time to realise that

their balance is quickly adjusted to handicaps of this nature.

Addendum on Play Centres.

Children need play and games quite apart from arrangements made for

them in connection with the school. They need complete freedom from school
discipline and relaxation from the necessarily formal atmosphere of the
classroom. Children who have their own nurseries, playrooms, and toys are
provided for in the happiest way, but unfortunately most children have no
nurseries and no place for play except the street. It is for these children that
evening play centres have been formed.

The centres are intended to serve as places where children can meet together
after school hours or on Saturdays and be given opportunities for wholesome
play and recreation under conditions which, as far as practicable, resemble
family play in good homes. The large numbers for which it is necessary to

provide make discipline essential, but the discipline should be wholly different

from that of the school. It should be exercised as far as possible by the children
themselves, and should only be sufficiently strict to secure order and a proper
chance for every child, without preventing individual children from enjoying
themselves as they wish or creating any sense of repression.

Play centres may be staffed partly or entirely by teachers. The advantages
of this include the teacher's capacity to handle large numbers of children and
professional knowledge of games and occupations. There are disadvantages
too, however, and among them the fact that the teacher has been with children
all day and is tired, and may find it difficult in these circumstances to enter
into the true spirit of the play centre ; teachers should not, as a rule, be attached
to centres attended by children in their own classes, as it is better for both
to have a change of association. On the other hand, the teacher may learn

new ways of managing children and may even transfer some of the play centre
customs to the classroom. Organisers and teachers of physical training are

valuable helpers at play centres, instructors of simple handicrafts are needed,
as well as people who like being with children and are prepared to tell them
stories, read to them, or to supervise quiet games and occupations.

The meetings are almost always held in the schools themselves, as other
buildings seldom offer the necessary space or are satisfactory from the hygienic
standpoint. In winter this is the best arrangement, but in summer, even
when the plaj'ground is available, the need is great for accommodation in the
open air, which offers a complete mental rest from the classroom, teaches the
children the joys of being among grass, trees, and flowers, and enables a different

kind of game to be played and new interests aroused.
Care must be taken that the activities of the play centre are properly

balanced, that there is not too great attention to quiet occupations of a rather
formal character on the one hand, or to gymnastics, also formal, on the other.

Many of the children need really vigorous active exercise, and for these country
dancing, running, and competitive games are useful—music should always be
available for the dancing and for musical games as well as for singing. Boys
should be taught boxing and wrestling as well as the proper way of playing
cricket and football. Though boys and girls should sometimes be separated
for games, they should also play sometimes together—the boys will learn

gentleness and forbearance, the girls will learn to " play the game." Children
should be encouraged to develop their own hobbies, to acquire a taste for

reading and being read to; for such games as dominoes, draughts, chess; for

painting and needlework unhampered by the restrictions of the school; for

making articles of wood and other material, using only the simplest materials
and tools.

Emulation there should be among the children and a desire to do any
task they choose whole-heartedly and well. But there should be no attempt
to stimulate attendance artificially through prizes or buns. If the occupations
are not in themselves sufficiently interesting to attract the children there is

something seriously amiss in the organisation, and the whole scheme should be
reconsidered and revised.
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CHAPTER V.

THE ARRANGEMENTS OF THE CLASS.

Order movements consist of turnings, steps or jumps forward
backward or sideways, and the various other movements needed
for forming the class into files, ranks, and circles.

These movements provide the means of placing the class expedi-

tiously in the most convenient formations for carrying out the various

exercises. As their physical training value is negligible (though

their disciplinary value is high when they are smartly performed)

the simplest have been chosen so that they may be easily learnt

and quickly performed. The endeavour should be made to reduce

to a minimum the time occupied in the lesson with mere formations

;

the order movements, therefore, should be carefully taught and
practised during the initial lessons, so that there may be no loss of

time due to corrections and repetitions subsequently.

On the command " Fall in " the children should take their places

in one fine arranged according to height. As a rule, the shortest

should be at the right of the rank or in front of the file, but these

places may be occupied by the team leaders irrespective of their height.

A class is said to be in ranks when the children stand side by side

;

in files when they are one behind the other. A rank is converted
into a file by turning the class to the right or left, a file into a rank
in a similar manner.

Turning.

A turning is a movement taken to change the direction in which
the class faces. It may be done with a jump or on the heel and toe.

Jump turns are suitable for young children and need no description.

Command :

With a jump—right {left) turn!

In turning to the right, a quarter circle is turned on the right

heel and left toe, raising the left heel and the right toe. To complete
the movement, the left foot is brought to the position of Attention

beside the right foot with marked step. To turn to the left similar

movements are made, raising the right heel and the left toe.

Command :

Right {or left)—turn, 1-2.

On i, the heel and toe are raised and the turn is made and the

toe is lowered ; on 2, the rear foot is brought to Attention.

In turning about, the class turn a half circle in a similar way.

Command :

About—turn, 1-2.
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Stepping forward, backward or sideways.

One or two steps forward or backward are taken, beginning

with the left foot.

Command :

One {two) step forward {backward)—march, 1-2.

On i, the left foot is placed forward; on 2, the right foot is

brought to the position of Attention.

Stepping sideways is performed to the command :

One {two) step to the left {right)—march, 1-2.

Jumping instead of stepping sideways is more suitable for young
children.

Class Formations in Ranks.

The Rank formation is commonly used, particularly in boys'

departments. Formation in Files is somewhat easier to carry out

correctly. Either method may be used to get the class into position.

In numbering in twos, the leader on the right numbers " one,"

the next child " two," the next " one," and this is continued down
the line, each child turning the head quickly to the left when
speaking, and to the front again immediately afterwards.

With older children the front rank only should number, each

child in the rear rank taking the same number as the one directly

in front of him.

With younger children both ranks may number separately.

Command :

From the right in twos—number!

To open ranks after numbering, the front rank takes one (or

two) steps forward, and the rear rank one (or two) steps backward.
The " ones " then take a step forward and the " twos " a step

backward, so forming four lines. Closing ranks is performed in

the reverse order.

Commands :

(To open ranks.)

Front rank a step forward, rear rank a step backward—march

!

Ones {or twos) a step forward, twos {or ones) a step backward—
march

!

(To close ranks.)

Ones a step backward, twos a step forward—march I

Front rank a step backward, rear rank a step forward—march]

For older children the commands may be given as

—

With one step open {or close) ranks—march!
Ones {or twos) o-ten {or close) ranks—march!
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In Standards V, VI, and VII, the command may be given as—
Class, open (or close) ranks—march!

To straighten the lines, the children, with the exception of the

leader on the extreme right of the class, turn their heads to the

right and move by short steps until they are in line with the leader

and at regular distances from each other (about one hand's breadth
at the elbow). When this has been done the heads are again

turned to the front.

Commands :

Eyes right and lines-

Eyes—front !

-straight

.

Class in two Ranks.

12121212 1212
O F3 r~l EZ3 CDn lZ3 LD ETJ E3 CD ED

Opened Out and turned to the Right.

5 9. 2 2 2 2
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The following are more simple, but equally effective, methods of forming

ranks :

—

(a) One rank.

The children stand one beside the other, their elbows not quite touching.

If the children are dispersed, the rank can be formed by placing a selected

leader in the required position and then commanding : In one rank {on the

left of the leader)—fall in! All then run and form up on the left of the leader.

With a class that has had some training, the teacher can place himself where
the right of the line is to be, but turned in the opposite direction to that in

which the rank is to face, and then command : 1 ,i front of me in one rank —
fall in ! The leader runs and places himself in front of and facing the teacher,

the others forming up on his left. This is also a quick way of moving an already

formed rank from one place to another.

(ft) Two ranks.

Two ranks are formed by turning two files to the right or left.
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Extended ranks.

Take hands! From the right—extend! The child at the nam
end of the rank stands still, the others run sideways from him until

the arms are loosely extended. Hands down!
The extended rank may be closed up on either end on the command

On the right—close! The child at the named end of the rank stands

still, the others close in on him quickly until they regain their usual

positions in rank.

Extended ranks changing places.

Change ranks—march! 1-2-3-4. At i, the front rank take a
step with the right foot diagonally backward and to the right, the

rear rank a step with the left foot diagonally forward and to the left

;

at 2, the front rank bring the left foot to the right, the rear rank
bring the right foot to the left. Front and rear rank now stand

beside each other. At 3, the front rank take a step with the left

foot diagonally backward and to the left, the rear rank diagonally

forward and to the right ; at 4, the feet are brought together again.

The ranks have now changed places.

Formations for demonstration.

The teacher may sometimes find that in teaching a new exercise

to a class opened out he can be better seen and heard by adopting
one of the following methods : (a) sitting the children down cross-

legged in their places, this is more suitable for younger children;

(b) forming the class in one rank, or in two ranks, facing each other

and wide apart, the children running direct from their places.

Backs to the wall (or walls)—run! The teacher then demonstrates
in front of or between the ranks. This method is most suitable

when the children can run back to their places in " class opened out
"

without loss of time. Back to your places—run !

Class Formations in Files.

When numbering with the class in files, the leader of the file

on the right numbers " one," at the same time turning his head
over his left shoulder. The numbering is continued down the fine

in a similar way.
To open files, the two files take two short steps away from one

another, the " ones " then take one step to the right, the " twos
"

one step to the left.

Commands :

(To open files.)

With two steps, open files—march !

Ones (or twos) a step to the right, twos (or ones) a step to the left—
march

!

(To close files.)

Ones a step to the left, twos a step to the right—march!
II Uh two steps, close files—march!
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In the upper standards the commands may be shortened, as

with opening and closing ranks.

The following methods are easy to teach and may be used instead of those

described above :

—

One file.

Command :

In one file
—fall in

!

The children stand one behind the other with a distance between them
equal to about the length of the arm, the child in front is called the " file

leader." Before giving the order to fall in the teacher can place the selected

file leader in the required position, and then give the order : Behind the leader, in

one file—fall in ! With a class that has had some training he can place himself

where the head of the file is to be, but turned in the opposite direction to that

in which the file is to face, and command : In front of me in one file—fall in !

The file leader runs and places himself close in front of and facing the teacher,

the others forming up behind him. This is also a quick way of moving a file

already formed into another position (" Moving file by reforming on Teacher ").

As soon as the file is so reformed the Teacher can begin to change his position,

the file endeavouring to keep the formation on him (" Hunting the Teacher ").

Two files.

Command :

In two files—fall in

!

Two files are formed, one side-step apart.

Opening files.

With beginners and young children, the file leaders can be placed with a

distance of five side-steps between them, or chalk marks can be made on the

ground for them to stand on. To open two files, command : With two jumps,
open files—go! (for younger children), or With two steps, open files—march'
The files jump or step away from each other. The class is now in " open files."

Closing files.

This is similar to opening files, substituting in the commands the words :

" Close files " for " Open files."

Breaking lines.

The children in one file or two open files, take one side-step or jump alternately

to the left and right, the file leader always moving to the left.

Commands :

(i) Pointers—out!

At this order the file leader raises his left arm sideways, the child behind
him then raises his rigM arm sideways, then the next child raises his left arm,
and so on, alternately "to the back of the file. In teaching this to two files,

speed and interest will be obtained by allowing one file to race against the other

as to which can first complete the movement correctly.

(ii) One step to the hand—march. {One jump to the hand—go !)

All take one side-step (or jump) in the direction in which the arm is pointing.
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(iii) Arms—down!

The arms are lowered quickly to the sides. With a trained class the arm
may be lowered as the step is completed.

The class is now in " open order " for exercise. The children should notice

their places in this formation with reference to each other and surrounding
objects, so that they can disperse and re-form without a formal re-opening.

Much time can be saved in this way.

Re-forming lines.

To re-form the files from class " opened out."

Command :

With a jump, re-form lines—go!

Re-form lines—march

!

All take one side-step or jump back into the file.

Covering in file.

Command :

Cover

!

At this order the file leader stands still, the others move quickly

to left or right until they are exactly behind him. The order to

cover can be given when the class is " opened out," care must then

be taken that the children do not move forward towards the leaders,

thus reducing the spaces. Quickness in covering in file may be
secured by the teacher making the file cover on himself. He quickly

changes his position a short distance to the right or left, the class

covering on him without further commands.

Taking distance in file.

The distance between the children in file can be checked or increased

by commanding : Distance forward—take! The file leader stands still,

the others move backwards and raise their arms forward until the

finger tips just touch the shoulders of the child in front; they then
halt. When the movement is completed the arms are lowered at the

command, Arms—down!

Files holding hands.

The class in two files ; each child takes the hands of his neighbour

in the opposite file.

Class Formation in Circles.

One file forming a circle.

Turn the class into rank formation on the command Left (right)—turn! (With a jump, left (right)—turn!) Then: Take—hands!
All take hands. Form a circle! The two ends of the rank run and
join hands, and all open out the circle until the arms are loosely

extended. If the hands are not to be held during the exercise,

command Hands—down! The arms are dropped to the sides. The
class is now formed in " circle," or " circle holding hands."
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A large circle can be formed for free running, etc., by simply
spreading the class out round the playground, with plenty of room
between the children.

Two files forming a circle.

Command :

Form a circle!

At this order the files turn towards each other, the children of each
file take hands, and the two children opposite each other at the ends
of the lines also take hands. Open out! The children run backwards
until the arms are loosely extended and the circle formed. When
first teaching this formation the files may be turned towards each
other by separate commands.

Two files forming a double circle.

The class is first turned left or right into two ranks ; then command :

Form a double circle! At this order the children of the front rank
take each other's hands, the children of the rear rank place their

hands on the shoulders of the children in front of them. Run! All

keeping their hold, run round to form the circle as described for

one file.
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CHAPTER VI.

ADAPTATION OF PHYSICAL EXERCISES TO SPECIAL
CONDITIONS.

The general scheme of physical training already described and
the Tables of Exercises apply primarily to ordinary town schools

where each class or standard has its own separate teacher and the

general conditions as regards accommodation are normal. Some
further guidance is desirable first, in regard to cold v/eather, when the

children need particularly stimulating exercises to warm and rouse

them, and, secondly, when the lesson has to be taken in a class-room

instead of a playground or hall. Thirdly, consideration must be
given to a type of school, chiefly found in country districts, where the

numbers of children are so small that each teacher has two or more
classes under his charge, and it is impossible to grade the children

satisfactorily for physical training.

(i) Cold Weather.

Cold weather is not in itself a reason for taking the physical training

lesson indoors, but it makes it important to ensure that the children

do not become cold while doing easy formal exercises involving little

or no real effort. To avoid this one of the following plans may be
adopted :

—

(a) Take the usual lesson but introduce " breaks " frequently, at

least between every two ordinary exercises, and always begin the
lesson with enough marching, running, jumping, etc. thoroughly to

warm the children. This is the best method.
(b) Omit the ordinary table and devote the whole period to

jumping, running, games. This may be advisable occasionally, but
should not be the general rule.

(c) Begin the lesson in school but use the playground for the more
active part of the lesson.

The following lesson, which is somewhat contracted, illustrates

the arrangement which may suitably be followed :

—

1. Running, give variations such as " run with stepping," " counter-running,"
" running with clapping," " turning about on whistle," etc. Then run to
" open order " and continue running on the spot till the order " Halt."

2. Breathing.

3. (Upward bend, heels raise.) Arms stretching sideways with astride
jumping double beat.

4. (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways with heel raising and knee bending
to numbers. Break—run to wall and back.

5. (Astride, arms sideways) quick trunk turning from side to side.

6. Skip jump alternate high and low. If a game, choose one in which all

keep moving.
7. Breathing exercise.
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(2) Lessons in the Classroom.

No lesson taken in an ordinary classroom can be fully satisfactory,

but if no more suitable room is available, and conditions do not
permit the use of the playground, it is much better to make the best
of the classroom than to omit the lesson. The fact that no better
accommodation is to be had should, indeed, never be accepted as a
reasonable excuse for the omission of physical exercises.

Preparation for the lesson should be made by opening doors and
windows, arranging the furniture so as to provide as much free space
as possible, and, if necessary, by sprinkling the floors with water to
avoid raising dust. The children should adapt their dress in the
usual way by removing collars, unbuttoning sleeves, etc.

The lesson itself should follow as closely as possible the ordinary
plan; care must be taken that it is not too long, and that frequent
changes of position are given as the usual " breaks " are not
practicable. Part of the time may be occupied in dealing with
special points which it is perhaps less convenient to practise in the
playground, as, for example, {a) securing improvements in positions

and movements which are not as correct as they should be; (b)

teaching and practising new movements, especially the more difficult

Trunk exercises ; and (c) explaining a new game, dancing step or march
formation, with the aid of the blackboard.

The following is a typical lesson for classroom use :

—

i. (Sitting position.) Head turning. Quick movements such as " inside
desks," " outside." Turns to commands, " north, south, east, west," etc.,
" sit," " stand," " back to back," etc.

2. (Upward bend) Trunk bending forward.
(Sit, hands on lap) Head pressing backward.

3. (Astride, upward bend.) Alternate arm punching forward or upward.
4. (Hips firm.) Leg raising sideways.

5. (Arms sideways.) Arm flinging. Class standing turned half left or
right.

6. Prepare to jump.
7. (Sitting, head rest) Trunk turning.

Class might now sit in good position during a few minutes' talk about an
exercise, or dress, or breathing, or game, etc.

Classroom games are possible and on no account should this recreative part
of the lesson be omitted. No noise or undue disturbance such as would annoy
other classes at work is necessary if the game is suitably chosen.

(3) Rural Schools.

Physical training is required by country children as much as

by town children though for slightly different reasons. They have
more opportunities of being in the fresh air and sunshine and of

exercise out of doors, but their general carriage is often bad, their

movements are apt to be awkward and their general habit of mind
somewhat unresponsive. The exercises taught should therefore be
selected specially with a view to correcting ungainly posture or

clumsy movements, to encouraging mental rather than muscular
effort, to inculcating a sense of rhythm and to teaching good marching.
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Games should be chosen which call for alertness and offer opportu-

nities for co-operation and for leadership.

The Tables of Exercises cover a period of seven years, so that

starting with the first lesson in Standard I, the child should learn each
table in turn before leaving school at the age of 14. In small schools

this plan cannot be followed, as classes and standards are not
separated under different teachers. Certain modifications must
therefore be introduced which will vary in degree with the size of

the school.

The teacher must first realise that owing to children of varying
ages and ability working together in the physical training lesson, it

will not be possible to make as much progress as when children are

properly classified, and that it is no reflection on himself or the children

if they do not complete the whole scheme. The older pupils should

be judged by the way in which they do the exercises, and the lesson

in general considered from the point of view of its spirit rather than
its exact position in the list of tables. Is the class alert, vigorous ?

Is it learning ? These should be the questions.

Although the more advanced exercises may not be reached, a
great variety of simple exercises, games, jumps, and marches is

available, and the work need never be lacking in freshness and
interest, and real physical value for all the children. No attempt
should be made to advance beyond the point where the younger
children are able to follow.

Arrangement of the Lessons.—In rural and small schools the scheme
of lessons should be adapted to the staffing arrangements, the average
age of the children, and the length of time they remain in one group.
The foUowing examples are typical of the way in which classes may
be grouped in these schools :

—

1. Two teachers-

Group I. Group II.

Standards - - - Infants to Std. I. Std. II. to Std. VII.
Approximate age - - 5 to 8 years. 8 to 14 years.

Remain in group - - 3 years. 6 years.

Group I should cover in a year the tables suggested for infants

and Standard I taking alternate tables.

Similarly Group II should cover each year the tables for Standards
II and III, with games, etc.

2. Three teachers—
Group I. Group II. Group III.

Standards - - Infants to Std. L Std. II. to Std. IV. Std. V. to Std. VII.
Approximate age - 5 to 8 years. 8 to 11 years. n to 14 years.
Remain in group - 3 years. 3 years. 3 years.

Group 1 should cover tables set for infants and Standard I.

Group 2 should cover tables set for Standards II and III.

Group 3 should cover tables set for Standards IV and V>
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3. Four teachers—
Group I. Group II. Group III. Group IV.

Standards - - Infants. Std. I. to Std. III. to Std V. to
Std. II. Std. IV. Std. VII.

Approximate age - 5 to 7 years. 7 to 9 years. 9 to 11 years. 11 to 14 years
Remain in group 2 years. 2 years. 2 years. 3 years.

Group 1 should take lessons suggested for infants only.

Group 2 should cover tables set for Standards I and II.

Group 3 should cover tables set for Standard III.

Group 4 should cover tables set for Standards IV and V.

In schools where children remain for several years in one group,
there is a danger of the older scholars becoming stale and losing

interest. To prevent this one or other of the following means may
from time to time be adopted, though none should be used with
sufficient frequency to become stereotyped :

—

(a) Older children may be selected to act as team leaders and
pick their own teams for inter-team competitions and games.

(b) They may be responsible for their own games while the teacher
takes those children by themselves who have recently been moved up.

(c) They may take younger children for games whilst the seniors

have more advanced work with the teacher.

The older children may also be used as leaders, two couples at

each end of the files (irrespective of ordinary arrangement of the
children) where they are well seen. It is not unsuitable for a child

of eight or nine years to learn partly by imitation as would occur
here. Again, they may face their files and act as models to the
class. Tests should be organised from time to time to stimulate

interest, and in these the seniors should be expected to do the more
difficult movements.

In mixed schools, if the older boys and girls are separated for

physical training it will be still more difficult to classify the children

satisfactorily, the relative advantages and disadvantages of the
arrangement can be best judged by the teacher, and no arbitrary

rule can be laid down.
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CHAPTER VII.

PHYSICAL EXERCISES FOR CHILDREN UNDER
SEVEN YEARS OF AGE.*

The suggestions made in previous chapters in regard to physical

training apply mainly to children between 7 and 14 years of age

attending the Boys' and Girls' Departments in Elementary Schools.

It is also necessary to consider children who may be attending

Nursery Schools (between 2 and 5 years) or Infant Departments of

Elementary Schools (between 3 and 7 years). Nursery Schools,

which are likely to increase considerably in number, offer excellent

opportunities for making a beginning in physical education, in view

of their smaU size, informal character, and the importance assigned

to health and hygiene. On the other hand, the daily routine of

a weU ordered Nursery School affords so many facilities for physical

development that the commencement of definite lessons in physical

exercises may be deferred until later than is desirable in Elementary
Schools.

It is sometimes said that no definite physical training is needed

for little children, that they obtain plenty of exercise through their

ordinary play movements. Anything in the nature of formal

gymnastics is, of course, wholly out of place, but on the other hand,

modern conditions, especially in towns, do not tend to encourage

the intelligence, brightness, activity and individuality which should

characterise little children. There are many advantages in utilising

and controlling the play movements in such a way as to keep, and
indeed considerably increase, their effect of happiness and enjoyment
while accustoming the body and the mind to respond to external

suggestions and stimuli, which gradually and by easy steps train

the intelligence and lead up to the immediate and more accurate

response, physical and mental, expected from older children.

Physical training in the Infant School should prepare the way for

the work in the upper school. Standard I may be regarded as the

transition stage, but here, and perhaps even in Standard II, the

teaching should approximate more closely to that in the Infant School

than in the upper classes. It is better to delay formal teaching

too long than to accelerate its introduction.

Some of the suggestions made in this chapter will not be found
practicable at all times and in all schools. But it is hoped that an
endeavour will be made to follow them .whenever accommodation
and general conditions permit.

* This chapter has been reprinted separately as a pamphlet, together with

30 specimen lessons for children of 4, 5, and 6 years. Some typical positions

and exercises used in these lessons are also described at the end of the present
chapter.
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Distribution of the time given to physical exercises.—Short lessons,

say, 10 to 15 minutes, should be given to little children. As active

movement and frequent change of position are necessary for them,

it is desirable that two daily lessons should be given in physical

exercises, particularly to children under five, one in the morning and
the other in the afternoon. The morning lesson should be considered

the primary lesson and the most important. It should be taken out

of doors whenever possible, so as to secure the full value of the fresh

air, sunshine and freedom. The afternoon lesson may be called the

secondary lesson, and can be taken indoors if more convenient, in order

to obtain the advantages of a clean floor, piano, etc. Where it

is only possible to give one daily lesson, three out of the five given

each week should consist mainly of " primary " work.

The primary lesson should include simple exercises, games,

jumping, running, dancing steps, etc. (see below) ; the secondary

lesson should contain active games, the use of free apparatus, such

as balls, ropes, battledores, etc., dancing, action songs, singing

games and rhythmic movements.

The principal aims of the teaching given to little children may
be set out as follows :

—

(1) To encourage alertness, independent action and a ready

response to unexpected directions.

(2) To maintain flexibility of body and so prevent or reduce

the need for corrective exercises in later years.

(3) To stimulate the respiration and circulation by encour-

aging great activity, so aiding growth and helping to secure

good health.

(4) To encourage a bright, happy, fearless, independent

spirit.

By the time the children leave the Infant School they should

also have had some definite training in the adoption of a good

standing position (though not the position of Attention in detail), be

able to keep definite rhythm in such movements as marching,

running, dancing steps and jumps, and understand the rudiments of

fair-play in games.

Methods of Teaching.

The training in alertness and independent action depends fully

as much on the method of teaching and the response expected as on

the type of work given. It has been said elsewhere that the use of

commands should begin early, and definite response should soon be

expected to easy directions. The first thing perhaps that can be

looked for is a unifonn start in such actions as running, skipping,

sitting, standing, jumping; a definite stop is more difficult, and it is

not until later that a controlled position which requires thought can

be assumed at a given signal. Response to directions given in the

scheme suggested should not in any way overtax the capabilities of

the children if the training has been carefully carried out through all

the classes.

x 17941 H
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Children enjoy responding to a signal, they also enjoy being asked

to do unexpected things quickly, for example, to " see who can be

first." This is excellent training for independent action on the

part of each child. Always to have the same place, the same leaders,

the same routine, to know exactly what is coming next, exerts a

deadening influence on the lesson as a whole.

In order to maintain flexibility of body and to encourage activity,

exercises requiring a free expenditure of energy, such as running,

skipping, jumping, etc., should form the larger part of the lesson.

These are the best exercises for general development that can be

used for children from 3 and 4 years of age upwards. The children

should be encouraged to make effort, to spring as high, to run as

freely as possible. The movements should not be restricted, the

arms, for instance, being always allowed to help the balance and the

spring by natural action. Little children are not so easily fatigued by
free movement as is commonly thought ; short vigorous outbursts of

energy should be followed by a change to a quieter exercise or a game,

or by a short rest. Sitting or lying are the most natural resting

positions. Pauses should generally be avoided, even the short rests

(since they are generally rests from physical exertion only) can be

sometimes used for a description of a game or for a demonstration.

Or the children may listen to a piece of music or song to be used later

for running, skipping, dance steps, etc.

As the exercises given in the lesson have for their chief object

general activity and increase of range of movement, details of correct

form are not required. But in order to secure rightly directed effort

it is helpful to put before the child a definite aim in each movement.
For example : In trunk movements they may be asked " to try and
touch something," or "to look at a certain object "; in arm move-
ments " to stretch as high as possible "

; in a balance exercise " to

try to keep still." The training in balance should not be forced;

the child is rapidly acquiring control, and if exercises are presented

with an accompanying play interest, he will readily put forth the

desired effort. In the Balance Exercises suggested a uniform standard

cannot be expected from each member of the class. It does not

matter greatly if the exercises are too difficult for some of the

children; if they are they will not be performed successfully, but

the effort of trying to do them will give the training desired, and as

these exercises are easy to make recreative there is no fear of lack of

interest arising from undue concentration or from inability to achieve.

Standing position.—The command " Attention !
" is first used in

Standard I. Reference to the description of the position on page 34
will show that it is a difficult one for a young child to assume, and it

is too much to expect a child to attempt to take up the position for

the first time without any preparation. The command " Attention
"

denotes a definite mental attitude fully as much as a definite physical

attitude. Children in the Infant School cannot be expected to

give the mental response that is required. With regard to the position

differentiation must be made between the fundamental points of

a good standing position and the additional points of the position
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of Attention. Training must begin with the fundamental points.

These, as given in the description of the position on page 34,

are

—

1. Knees straight.

2. Body erect. (This means the chest in its natural position,

the back not unduly hollowed at the waist, nor the abdomen pushed
forward. The body inclined neither forward nor backward.)

3. Shoulders down, moderately drawn back, square to the front.

The position is one of readiness and alertness, there should be
no stiffness or strain.

The whole of physical training in the Infant School aims at

developing good position of body, but during the last year, in order

to lead up to the use of the command in Standard I, the children

should be asked consciously to practise a good standing position,

the heels may be together, though this is not a fundamental point.

This must on no account be laboured and the position must not be
held for long without change. It will often be enough to give the

injunction once at the beginning of the class. It should be preceded

by the command " Feet astride—jump !
" then, " Show your best

standing position; feet together

—

jump!" or words to that effect.

The teacher should give some general help and quickly go on to the

next part of the lesson. Occasionally the position should be practised

more than once. The teacher now can overlook her class in sections

and perhaps give some individual help. Three times in succession is

sufficient.

At first it is not wise to try to obtain a definite rhythm in running,

jumping, skipping, etc. The object of these movements is to get

vigorous action and effort. The keeping of a set rhythm implies

control. It is too much to expect little children to make effort in

both directions at first. Then, too, individual capabilities will vary
considerably ; it will certainly act as a restriction to many if a rhythm
is set. In free running, free jumping, the word " free " implies that

each child moves in his own time. Later on, when the children do
run, jump, skip, etc., to a set rhythm the " free " movements should

still have a place in the lesson.

Games with rules, however simple, should not be introduced

unless the children can be expected to understand the rules and keep

them.

The chief means used for developing breathing capacity is by
giving vigorous work which demands increased activity on the part

of the lungs. Definite breathing exercises should be first taken in

the lessons given towards the end of the fifth year. Although
formal breathing exercise should not be taught too early, children

should be encouraged to breathe through their noses with the mouth
closed as soon as they come to school, and any difficulty in breathing

which suggests nasal obstruction should receive special attention and
be referred for medical advice.

h 2
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The Use of Imagination.

Great care in the selection of subjects must be taken if the

stimulus of the imagination is used. In the primary lesson the

physical value of the movement is the all-important object, and
should not be sacrificed to any other consideration. There are many
other directions in which the child may find scope for using his

imagination and dramatic instinct ; for instance in the dramatisation

of stories, poems, etc., which now plays such a large part in the Infant

School time-table.

In the action songs and singing games, which can suitably be used
in the secondary lesson, there is also more scope for the imagination

and dramatic power, but even there the physical value of the move-
ments must not be overlooked. If the imagination is drawn upon,

the children must be allowed to interpret according to their own
experience and ideas; and actions which have little physical value,

or which result in harmful positions, must not be asked for.

The acting of a story, which hitherto has often been the plan used
for a physical exercise lesson, generally results in a number of actions

being performed of practically no physical benefit whatever, such as
" looking out of a window," " waving the hand," " eating and
drinking," " picking up shells/' etc.. etc. On the other hand it is

sometimes possible usefully to dramatise incidents from a story or

nursery rhyme. The following are examples of movements in which
the stimulus of the imagination would probably help to get effort and
interest. It is by no means suggested that these particular examples
are suitable for, or would appeal to, every class of children ; they are

given to show imaginative movements which if realistically performed
will result in vigorous and useful movement.

i. Pretend you are going up eight high steps; at the top turn round, run
down lightly and jump high into the air off the seventh step.

2. Pretend you are a ball being bounced as high as possible.

3. Pretend you are ducks. I am the farmer's wife bringing you food, you
come to meet me, asking loudly for it. (The teacher could show her idea of a
duck waddling, i.e., squatting position with elbows bent to represent wings,

and the children could imitate if they wished or improve upon it.)

4. Pretend you have on the Seven League Boots.

5. A number of animal actions will be found very useful for the smaller

children, e.g., horses prancing and galloping, sparrows hopping, etc.

An exercise may often suggest some object or action to a child,

and become known by a distinctive name. Children will do the

exercise in question correctly and with uniformity, but with added
interest and enjoyment because of the name. This plan is useful

if not forced or used to excess, and often saves a long explanation

each time the exercise is repeated. A few examples of cases in which
the name has proved popular with many children are given below.

It must be understood that the child's imagination is not really

being called into play, but that a more or less definite action in each

case is required. For instance, in " Windmills " the child is not

really pretending to be a windmill, but the large circular movement
of the arms suggests a windmill to him. Other examples are " see-

saw," " threading the needle." and " Jack in the box."
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Teaching by Imitation and Command.

Though the method of teaching by imitation should be largely

used, the method of teaching by command should be introduced

gradually. It is perhaps more accurate to say that it is the response

to command which should come gradually; the use of commands
should begin early, but an immediate and accurate response is by
no means to be expected or desired. A large class of children cannot
be given a stimulating primary lesson if it is conducted throughout
in a conversational tone. It is perhaps a little difficult to determine

when the conversational tone passes into the commanding tone, but
directly a teacher uses such a phrase as those given below, and such
phrases can be used with the youngest children, she is initiating the

child into responding to command.

Example : (i)" All of you come over to me quickly I
" or,

(more definitely) " Run !

"

or, (2)
" Stretch your arms above your head—up ! down !

"

It is interesting to note that many teachers use a definite signal,

such as a chord on the piano or a whistle, to which they expect accurate

response, who do not use a command, i.e., the voice, to give the

signal. The use of the whistle is invaluable for games, in playgrounds

especially, as a signal to stop or begin, but the children should be
accustomed to the voice as well. It is a more descriptive means,

can be less abrupt and sudden than either the chord or the whistle,

and it leads to more intelligent response.

Since the children learn chiefly by imitation it is essential that

the teachers should enter into the lesson with appreciation of the

enjoyment felt by the children in their movements and games. They
should be ready to illustrate when necessary, and should constantly

work and play with the children. Apart from the general help this

is to the class, it is often helpful that someone taller than the children,

who can easily be seen, should actively direct the games and, when
they are new, take the principal part. The value of the children

themselves taking the principal part in a game, or acting as leader,

in the training of initiative, leadership, and un-selfconsciousness is

undoubted and should not be overlooked, but it must also be
remembered that the game often " hangs fire " in such cases, and the

physical value to the other children is considerably lessened. For
instance, in games of chase such as " The Gardener and the Scamps,"
"What is the time, Mr. Wolf?" "Black Peter," etc., twice the

interest and physical activity is excited if the teacher is sometimes

the principal figure ; she is easily seen, and being bigger and stronger

naturally brings out greater ingenuity and speed on the part of the

children.

Use of Music.

Music plays a valuable part in the physical education of a child;

in all rhythmic movement, rhythmic games and dancing it is essential,

and therefore it should be used for a great deal of the work done in

the secondary lesson. In the primary lesson there is little need for
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music, or opportunity for its use. A musical accompaniment is by
no- means suitable for most of the exercises and movements, in fact

they would lose character and effect if performed continuously to

music. There are some, such as running, marching, skipping,

jumping, etc., which can be performed rhythmically with advantage,
and occasional music will add to the pleasure of the children. Besides
these there are games of general activity such as " Musical Circle,"
" Ninepins,',' " Pop goes the Weazel," " Musical Bumps," etc., which
are much more enjoyable with music, and it should be used for them
whenever possible. There are few singing games active enough to

warrant their being included in the primary lesson; but these

particular games, or an active dance or illustration of a nursery
rhyme, when well known, may suitably be taken at the end of the
lesson. Out of doors, a violin, a mouth-organ, or a song may take
the place of a piano.

Repetition.

All teachers know that young children love repetition. This is

as true of repeating an action, or imitation, or game as it is of hearing
a story. Children will expect repetition and be disappointed if they
do not have it. This is of great aid to the teacher, and though she
must not trade on it, she need not be afraid of repeating movements
and games which are found to be the most useful as a means of

training, and the most enjoyed by the children.

At the same time the lessons must show variety, they must have
that feature of unexpectedness that is of such value. No one lesson

must be just like another; the main features may be the same, but
the arrangement, the breaks and the games (for there is a large variety

of what might be called athletic games suitable for little children)

should give variety and fresh interest.

Progression.

In connection with the introduction of the more formal work, it

will be noticed that the same movements constantly recur in the
Infant School lessons, in the tables for Standard I, and even for

Standard II. There is not a large number of useful or suitable

movements for these beginning stages, because progression, in perhaps
the most commonly accepted meaning of the word, i.e., increased
difficulty, is so "slow that it may be almost ignored. What is needed
is a certain number of movements all of practically the same degree
of difficulty which alternate with one another and are practised over
and over again. The progression lies in the child doing the exercises

better and gaining more from them. The chief aim of the exercises

is functional, i.e., to stimulate the functions of the body, to exercise

the large muscles and to keep the joints flexible, to make the children

happy and bright, and such exercises are sufficient for this purpose.
Running, for instance, is one of the best developmental exercises for

the child of five as it is for the man of 20, and so with a number of

other distinctive types.
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Formations.

The object of a " formation " is to give every child room to move
without interfering with any other child, and to ensure that all the
children can see the teacher. The tendency of small children is to
crowd together; this should be corrected as early as possible, and,
within reason, the more room each child has the better. The use of

formations should be introduced gradually, and only simple forms
should be taken in the Infant School. Variety is essential, and in

each lesson formations should be easily made and easily broken
again. Used properly they are a valuable means, first, of giving
children a sense of direction and spacing, secondly, of training each
individual to respond quickly, and to interpret simple commands
intelligently, and, thirdly, to give the first feelings of co-operative
work. If mis-used they may lead to several dangers, for example,
waste of time required for active exercise, too great a demand for

concentration and co-operation from the children, or monotonous
mechanical work.

Formations are most necessary for actions done " on the spot ";

for progressive movements such as running, skipping, etc., the children

should be allowed to go where they please over playground or hall,

the teacher continually encouraging them to find space for themselves.

This free movement should have a place in every lesson, even when
the children can march or run in single and double file.

Some examples of typical formations may be given here :

—

(i) The ring.

The following methods may be used in forming a ring :

—

(a) The children should run from any place they happen to be in
and form a ring by holding hands. No particular places are required.
This is the quickest and most useful way.

(b) The children may march or run in single file, with chain grasp
if desired, to form the circle. The leader joins up with the last child.
All face the centre, marking time until the command to stop is given.

(2) The flank line.

(a) The children run and line up along a wall, or,

(b) Place their toes on a chalk line.

To form a flank line without a guiding mark is difficult, but it can be taught
in the following way :

—

The children first line up along a wall, the teacher in the middle of the line.

She then, by herself, moves forward a little way, stops, extends both her arms
sideways, and tells the children to run up and make a line level with her. This
she can repeat several times. Later on she can, still using her arms as a guide,
call the children from any place in the playground to make a long line facing her.

(3) The single file.

Place the leader in position and call the class into a straight file, one behind
the other. The teacher should stand at the top of the file and lift her arms
forward to indicate the straight file.

(4) The double file.

This is similar to the single file, two lines being formed instead of one.
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(5) Open ranks.

First divide the class into groups, then place the leaders of each group in

position (it is a good plan to draw a chalk mark for each one). Call each group
in turn into file behind their leader. Later let the groups run to places at one
command.

To get correct spacing let the children turn to left or right with a jump and
then hold hands, the leaders standing absolutely still, the others move sideways
until their arms are fully stretched.

Special points to remember.

(1) Let the children run to any place in ring, line or file; if partners are
needed let the children choose them.

(2) Spacing must be patiently taught; constant reminders are needed.

(3) Never touch the children to put them into position. Indicate clearly
where the children are to stand, and then expect them to follow out the
directions.

(4) Always help the children by indicating the direction when " Right "

and " Left " are used, and so prevent mistakes.

Suggestions as to how to group the Children.

It is useful, even with the youngest children, to divide the class into groups
for the lesson. The teacher should quickly decide how many groups she requires,
and estimate how many children there will be in each group, for example, four
groups with ten children in each group. She should then call the children into
a ring or flank line, divide off the first ten, give them a group name and tell

them to run off together to some specified part of playground or hall. In the
same way the rest of the class may be divided.

Each group should have a special place, or " home," for example :

—

(1) Give each group a corner of the room as a home.

(2) Draw four chalk lines denoting a large square. Each group has
its own line.

(3) Each group makes a separate ring :

—

(a) In the corner, or in the middle of each side of the room.

(b) Round marks chalked on the floor.

(c) Round posts, e.g., four chairs or four leaders.

To impress the group names more firmly on the children's minds it is wise to
make use of them at once. For example :

—

(a) Free running about room, at a signal each group runs to its

own " home. '

(b) Any two groups change places.

The following among other group names may be used :

—

(a) Colours. b) Animals. (c) Nations. (d) Tinkers, tailors, sol-

diers, sailors, etc.

Typical Lessons for Little Children.

For children under four years of age the suggestions given here
should be followed, but it is scarcely necessary to prescribe any special

arrangement of the lesson. From four years onwards the lesson
should gradually become more definite in form until at seven or eight
years the lesson should be similar to those given in the Tables for
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other children. The following arrangement of exercises and games will

be found suitable :

—

Class 2.

(5 years old.)

As in Class 1 with
following differences :

—

1. No definite prac-

tice or standing posi-

tion.

2. Breathing exer-

cises in last term only.

3. No definite Arm
movement.

Class 3.

(4 years old.)

As in Class 2 with
following differences :

—

The lessons should not
be so full, but the same
type of movement should
not be omitted in two
consecutive lessons.

Class 1.

(6 years old.)

Introduction to Lesson.

Including free play,

Signal for silence. Stand-
ing position. Free
movement. Formation.
Breathing exercise.

Trunk Movement.

Arm Movement.

Balance.

Marching, Running and
Jumping.

Games.

Quiet ending.

The order of exercises suggested for Class I need not be rigidly

followed. Movements may sometimes be combined, sometimes a
group may be omitted. Care should be taken that there is due variety

and harmony in the lessons, that frequent " breaks " and changes of

formation are introduced, and that types of exercises omitted in

one lesson should be included in the next.

Description of Exercises and Positions which may be used in the Infant
Lessons when conditions are suitable.

Kneeling.
When told to kneel the class take the position informally and in the easiest

way. The body should be at right angles to the floor, fully stretched, the knees
a little apart to make the balance steadier, heels together, toes under or stretched

as the child prefers.

Kneel sitting.

Sit on the heels.

Cross-legged sitting.

Fig. A.

Children stand on their toes,

give a little jump up and come
down to a sitting position on the
floor with crossed legs (like a
tailor). They then hold their toes

pulling the legs well up to the body.
The knees should be flattened as

much as possible and the backs
held straight. (Fig. A.)

In Rest, cross sitting the hands
are placed on the floor to partially

support the body.
The term " grow " is used to

encourage the stretch of the body
in positions in which it is difficult

to maintain it, i.e., in cross sitting

and kneeling. It is useful some-
times for the teacher to hold her
hand a little way above a child's

head and ask her to try and touch
it with the top of her head.
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Long sitting.

The children sit with legs

together straight out in front

—knees stretched, back
straight—the position is diffi-

cult to hold correctly and
must not be maintained long.

It is too difficult for little chil-

dren, and they are apt to lean

back and so throw strain

on the abdominal muscles.
(Fig. B.) As a rule " Rest,
long sitting " is used in the
Infant School as the return
position from the Trunk for-

ward bending exercises.

Stride, long silting.

This is similar to the
above, but with the feet

apart. Fig. B.

Rest, long sitting.

As a relief from the above positions the hands are placed on the floor on
either side and the knees slightly bent.

Crook sitting.

The knees are bent and slightly parted, the heels are kept together, the
feet flat on the ground. The knees arc clasped, the hands passing round the
outside of the legs. (Fig. C.)

Fig. D.

Head and Trunk Exercises.

In taking Trunk movements especially, the teacher of young children must
know the correct form and total effects aimed at in teaching older children so
that she may adapt the exercises intelligently. The main aim of the movements
in the Infant School is to increase flexibility and range of movement ; a complete
bending of the whole spine is required.

In the Trunk bending group the types of movement given in the Infant
School are described in Chapter III ; any variation of these found in the tables
needs no further explanation. Little children will probably find the downward
bending exercises easier to perform than older children, and vigorous efforts can
be asked for.

Whenever standing or long sitting is used as a starting position the legs

must be well stretched, (Fig. D.)
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To obtain a steady base for exercises taken in kneeling, standing and
sitting positions care should be taken that one knee, one foot or one hip is not
raised from the floor. (Figs. E and F.)

Fig. F.

Arm Stretching.

In Arm stretching exercises the important point is the effort made in
stretching. In the " upward stretch position " the stretching effect should
be felt up the whole body; in " sideways stretch," across the chest. Needless
to say these effects should not be asked for as such.

Fig. G.

(i) " Upward (or sideways) stretch in one count."
The hands pass quickly up the sides of the body, the
fingers touching the outside of the shoulder in passing,
and are then stretched vigorously in the required
direction (the arms practically pass through the
" Bend " position). Return in same way.

(2) "As small as possible."

" As tall as possible."

" As broad as possible."

The children crouch down and make themselves
very small, then they stretch up as high as they can,
then they jump their feet apart and stretch their arms
out sideways.

Balance Exercises.

(1) Knee backward bend, holding foot.

The foot is raised behind, the knee being fully
bent; the hand clasps the instep or the ankle.
(Fig. G.)
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(2) " Thread the needle."

The child clasps the hands together, then raises one
leg and puts it through the ring so formed, then bends
down and stands on that leg and steps through with the
other one. (Fig. H.) He should finish in an upright
standing position with the hands still clasped and now
hanging behind. " Unthread the needle " in reverse

order.

The exercise can be used in stages as a balance
exercise.

Stage I.
—"Thread" one foot, then stand upright

with arms straight, holding the leg. Leave go.

Stage 2.—-Repeat, and after showing the straight

standing position " unthread " the leg.

Stage 3.—The whole exercise, when the effect is

largely to obtain suppleness.

This exercise can be done in sitting and lying

positions, and in this way forms excellent abdominal
exercises.

Fig. H.

(3) Knees full bend with hand support.

The knees are bent well outward, the fingers just touching the ground
between the knees ; the arms are straight and the back as straight as possible.

(Fig. I.)

(4)
" See-saw."

The children face each other in twos and take hands ; whilst one stands

steady and supports, the other goes down to knees full bend position and up
again. Reverse and repeat. Later, as a progression, both can worktogether,
one going up as the other goes down.

(5)
" Stork."

The children stand on one leg, tucking the other up under the body.

(6) Stand on one leg, touch floor with hand, then stretch up.

Suggested method. Lift knee up in front, stand still, then bend forward
and touch floor, letting the raised foot come up behind, stretch up again,

resuming first position. The children can touch with both hands if desired.

Jumps, etc.

" Rabbit Hop."

The children take " knees full bend "

position and place their hands on the floor

between their feet. To jump, they first move

their hands forward and then bring their feet

close up to their hands with a little spring.

The movements should follow each other

quickly. (Fig. I.)
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" Ears up."

The children sit up in the " knees full bend " position and bring their
hands to the sides of the head, the ringers pointing upwards to represent ears,
hands turned in or out. (Fig. J.)

" Crow Flop."

This exercise consists of little jumps in " knees full bend " position. The
arms may be free, or the backs of the hands placed on the hips. The children
should try to keep their backs straight, i.e., to " sit up." Short periods only
should be taken with standing or sitting as rests in between.

" Kangaroo Jump."

The children close the feet and place the hands together in front of the
chest, the fingers pointing forward. They then bend the knees and hips a
little, and spring forward, keeping the hands and feet together. The aim is to
get a series of long bounds with slight pauses between in which to gather spring.
This is rather a strenuous jump. (Fig. K.)

Fig. J Fig. K.

" Jack in the Box."

The children crouch down; on the word "spring" they spring into the

air as high as possible, flinging the arms up realistically and stretching the

whole body. They generally return at once to the crouching position. A
favourite way of taking the jump is for the children to chant all together in

the crouching position " Jack—in—the—Box—jumps—up

—

1J

the word, " this " they spring. (Fig. L.)

-like—this !
" at

" Bear walk " (or " Cat walk ").

The children walk on hands and feet, keeping the body low and stretching

the limbs in turn.
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Drums."

The children in " lying " or " rest, long sitting " position, keep their legs
straight and drum their heels on the ground. " Little drums, big drums," by
increasing the noise, i.e., the vigour of the movement. The children can beat
out a short tune if desired.

Crawling Exercise.

The chief benefit of this exercise lies in the full stretching of the limbs.
(Fig. M.)

Fig. M.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE TABLES OF EXERCISES WITH INTRODUCTION.

Introductory Note to Tables of Exercises.

The length of the ordinary lesson in physical training is about
20 minutes, and experience has shown that it is not always easy to

do full' justice to all the exercises of the Table; the tendency has
been to devote too much time to the earlier groups and too little to

the recreative exercises. In order to overcome this difficulty and to

secure ample time for games, etc., a slight modification of the existing

Table scheme is suggested :

—

1909 Syllabus.

1. Introductory and breathing
exercises.

2. Trunk bending backward and
forward.

3. Arm bending and stretching.

4. Balance exercises.

5. Shoulder-blade exercises.

[Abdominal Exercises.]

6. Trunk turning and bending
sideways.

7. Marching, running, jumping,
games, etc.

8. Breathing exercises.

and "")

1919 Syllabus.

Introductory, running
breathing exercises.

Head pressing backward,
Trunk bending forward.

Arm exercises (bending and
stretching and shoulder
blade)

.

Balance and leg exercises.

Trunk turning and bending
sideways.

Marching, running, jumping
games, etc.

Breathing exercises.

J

•u
J

The Introductory Group of the new arrangement contains the same
exercises as before, but running is also included. In Group 2, " Head
pressing backward " has been substituted for " Trunk bending
backward." Group 3 includes arm stretchings and shoulder-blade
exercises ; the effect of these two groups as carried out in Elementary
Schools is very similar. Arm movements are so frequently used as

starting positions that there is ample opportunity for practice.

Group 4 includes not only the Balance Exercises proper, but some
leg exercises, and occasionally formal jumping. Group 5 consists of

trunk turning and bending sideways. Abdominal Exercises in the
strict sense have not been included because of difficulties of accom-
modation, etc., but many of the exercises in Group 6 and elsewhere
have similar effects. The first five Groups should occupy approxi-
mately half the lesson, leaving about an equal amount of time
for recreative exercises and games.

" Breaks " between Exercises.

The restraint imposed by formal exercises on the natural desire

for free movement, and the close attention required for their per-
formance, rapidly become irksome to children, especially the younger
ones. Immediate relief may be given by some free brisk movements,
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taken informally. It is therefore desirable to allow at least one
" break " during the course of these exercises, or several for young

children, when for a few moments the children carry out active

movements of a recreative character. Renewed effort may be

expected after the " break."

The class should preferably disperse, but a quick lively movement
in their places will sometimes suffice. If dispersed, the children

should run direct from their places in " open order," and back to

them again when the class re-forms, without the formality of closing

and opening the class. This in itself forms a useful break, and should

be taught as soon as a formal method of opening the class is employed.

(I) Practice Formations.

i

.

Disperse and run back to places.

2. Line up against a wall.

3. Line up in two ranks facing each other but wide apart.

4. Form file behind a leader who is told where to place himself.

5. Form two files in front of teacher, who rapidly changes his position.

(II) Other Methods of Dispersing.

1. Run to touch a wall and back to places.

2. Run from one corner of playground to another. " See who is first."

3. Run anywhere—-stop in a specified attitude at whistle.

4. Files, or partners, run and change places.

5. Files race round one another.

6. Catch partner before he reaches the wall.

7. Race across playground.
8. Form circle holding hands, run round, change direction at the whistle.

Use hopping, long-striding, skipping, galop step, skip jumps forward, rabbit

hop, crow hop, etc., for any of the above.

Example : Make a line against the wall. Ready—run ! See how
far you can get with three hops on the left leg, two skip jumps forward,

and four long strides—Ready—go !

(III) Exercises on the Spot.

1. Sit, stand, kneel, turn right round, etc., at whistle. " See who can be

first."

2. Jumps to face different directions.

3. Six jumps as high as possible in your own time.

4. " Thread needle," etc.

Any easy jump, dancing step, or fancy march previously learnt and well known
which will answer the purpose.

The above movements may be used as " breaks "
; many others

can easily be devised, and frequent changes are needed in order

that the stimulus of the break may be retained. Since the break

is to occupy only a brief interval, the movements employed need

to be either well known to the class, or so simple as to require

no definite teaching.

The initial running (Group 1) is intended generally to stimulate

respiration and circulation, and to prepare the body for the physical

exercises to foUow. It should be brisk, preferably informal, and

occupy not more than a minute. It may take a variety of forms,

e.g., running in a large circle round marks, the children widely

spaced and chasing and trying to pass each other, a race " all
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against all " from one wall to another, running and jumping at a

given signal.

The children then form up as rapidly as possible and, after a

breathing exercise, commence the exercises without delay. Time
will be saved if the children are taught to fall-in in Open Order

without the formality of opening out the class; if, however, for the

sake of discipline, a formal opening is thought desirable at the

beginning of the lesson, it should not usually be necessary to repeat

this in the same lesson, e.g., when the class re-forms after a " break
"

or Game.
In short lessons of 20 minutes to half an hour it is unnecessary to

stand the children at ease after every exercise; indeed, a change of

movement, as by passing to the next exercises or by means of a
" break," often gives the required relief. If, however, a pause is

considered desirable, the children should immediately stand at ease.

Method of Using the Tables of Exercises.

Seventy-two Tables are provided for the 7 years normally spent

in the Public Elementary School. About 10 Tables are therefore

available for each year, and each Table will be in use roughly one

month. To avoid the monotony that might arise from the use of

a single set of formal exercises for so long a period, two or three

different exercises are frequently included in each of these groups.

This also provides the teacher with a varied choice of exercises to suit

different conditions. These alternative exercises are marked a, b, c,

and only one in each group should be used in any lesson. Changes

should be made from lesson to lesson, so that the work may be kept

as fresh and varied as possible. If the changes are regularly made,
there should be ample time during the currency of a Table to teach

all the exercises given in it. Where Only one exercise appears

in a group, variety may be secured by returning occasionally to

exercises of the same- group already practised.

The General Activity Exercises provide for boys and girls.

For the most part, they are suitable for both or can be made so by
slight modifications. Some exercises are obviously unsuited to girls.

Certain exercises which involve lying, sitting or kneeling on the

ground must be omitted when the conditions are unsuitable, and
exercises from the same group substituted. For further details

as to the use of this group of exercises see Appendix B.

The First Table.

The first few lessons to beginners cannot well be framed in

accordance with the general Table Scheme, because all the exercises

are new to the class and the essential order movements and class

formations that make organised class work possible have to be

taught. To assist the teacher in these introductory lessons,

Table 1 has been expanded into seven separate lesson-programmes,

which may be taken as they stand in successive lessons until the

seventh is arrived at. Here, the preceding exercises are gathered up,

x 17941 1
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and this programme should be used as an ordinary Table until Table 2

is reached.

The Names of the Exercises in the Tables are followed by the

Commands, and any notes and hints on teaching that may help to

make clear the special character of the exercise or particular effort

required of the class. Where necessary, references are given to the

page in Chapter III., where the description of the exercise may be
found, and to the preceding Table in which the exercise appears.

The name of the starting position of an exercise is placed in brackets

before the name of the exercise itself. The commands for taking the

starting position, and for returning to the position of Attention at

the completion of the exercise, are also enclosed in brackets. This is

thought to be more convenient to the teacher than the former plan

of giving the name of the exercise before that of the starting position.

Changing from one Table to the next.

The whole of a new Table should not be taken up in one lesson,

because there will be so much teaching of new exercises that the

Table will not be got through. A group at a time from the new Table
should be incorporated in the old Table until the complete change has
been effected.
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
7 to 8.

LESSON 1.

1. Form Class in one line at a wall. Size the Class.

Backs to the wall—run!

Select two file leaders and place them in position 5 steps apart (on marks).

Form two open files on the file leaders.

(Children go alternately to left and right files.)

Practice whole class running to wall and back to open files.

To the wall—run! To places in files—run!

Attention. Stand at ease.

Atten—Hon! Stand at—ease!

Covering in files. Taking distance if required.

Cover! Distance forward—take! Arms—down!

Breaking and re-forming lines.

Pointers—out! One jump to the hand—go! Arms—down!

With a jump, re-form lines—go!

2. "As small as possible, as tall as possible " (page 121).

As small as possible, as tall as possible—down! Up! etc.

3. Knee full bending (page 50).

Knees full—bend! Knees—stretch! The heels are raised as

the knees are bent.

4. Marking time.

Mark—time! left, right. Stop!

(Begin with left foot; instant halt on command.)

Rapid march in large circle, instant halt on signal or command.

Forward—march! left, right. Stop!

(Step off with left foot, keep time.)

Racing in 4's, or " all against all."

5. Re-form in two open files (place leaders).

To your places in files—run!

6. " Bouncing balls."

(Small rapid jumps with nearly straight knees.)

7. Breathing.

Breathe to numbers—1-2.

I 2
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LESSON 2.

1. Free running in large circle. Instant halt on signal.

Running—go ! Stop

!

Run to form one line at wall; place leaders on marks; run to open

files.

'

Back to the wall—run ! Leaders on the marks—run ! To your

places in files—run !

Attention. Stand at ease.

Run to wall, back to files, to form a large circle, and back to files.

To the wall—run! To your places—run! Make a circle—
run! To your places—run!

Marking time.

Covering in files on the Teacher.

(One file at a time, Teacher moving right and left.)

Break lines.

Feet placing astride with a jump.

With a jump, feet astride—place! With a jump, feet together

—place !

2. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles.

[With a jump, feet astride—place!) Grasp the ankles—
down! Up! etc. (With a jump, feet together—place!)

3. Hips firm (slowly).

Hips—firm! Hands—down!

4. Knee full bending.

5. One step sideways.

By numbers, one step to the left—march, 1-2.

6. Racing in 4's.

Re-form open files.

" Bouncing balls."

Turning right and left with a jump (as a game).

With a jump, left—turn! etc. Windows! Door! etc.

7. Breathing.
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LESSON 3.

1. Free running in large circle. Stop. Place leaders. Run from circle

to open files.

Attention. Stand at ease.

Covering. Breaking lines.

Turning right and left with jump.

Turning about with jump.

With a jump, about—turn!

"As small as possible, as tall as possible."

Run to wall or to form a large circle and back to open order.

To the wall—run! To your places in open order—run!

Marking time.

Hips firm. (Class counting to io.)

Hips firm and hands down, count to 10—begin!

(Teacher assists in counting in order to secure vigorous movements.,

2. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles.

3. Arm stretching upward (in one movement).

A rms—up ! A rms—down !

4. Knees full bending.

5. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp one ankle.

With a jump, feet astride—place! Grasp the left ankle—
down! Up! Right ankle—down ! Up! etc.

One step sideways. (Teacher counting, then class counting.)

By numbers, one step to the left—march, 1—2. Repeat to

the right, counting aloud—march! {1-2.)

6. Rapid march in circle; instant halt on signal.

Game.

7. Breathing.
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LESSON 4.

1. Free running in large circle. Run from circle to two open files without

placing leaders.

Attention. Stand at ease.

Covering. Breaking lines.

(a) Turning left, right, and about with jump.

(b) Hips firm (class counting to io).

(c) Feet placing astride with jump.

(Break.)

2. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles.

3. Arm stretching upward (in one movement).

4. Sit down cross-legged and spring up to Attention.

Sit like a tailor—down! Stand—up!

5. (a) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp one ankle.

(b) One step forward.

By numbers, one step forward-—march, 1-2.

6. Marching with instant turning about on signal.

Running in large circle, taking free jump over marked space.

A running game.

7. Breathing.

Trunk bending downward to

grasp one ankle.
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LESSON 5.

1. Running and forming files as in Lesson 4.

Feet placing astride with jump.

2. Head turning.

Head to the left—turn! Head forward—turn! etc,

(Break.)

3. Arm swinging sideways.

Arms sideways—swing! Arms downward—-swing!

4. Grasp one foot behind, later : hop on spot. (Informal.)

5. (a) (Astride.) Trunk and head turning.

(With a jump, feet astride—place !) Trunk to the left—
turn! Trunk forward—turn! (Encourage the children

to turn as far as possible; " Look right behind," etc.)

(b) One step forward (class counting).

One step forward, count aloud—march! (1-2).

6. Forming a circle from two files. Then Dance round in circle, holding
hands.

With a jump inwards—turn! Take hands! Open—out!

Marching with instant turning about on signal.

" Bouncing balls," moving forward and backward.

Racing in 4's.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Grasp one foot behind.
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LESSON 6.

1. As lesson '5.

" As small as possible, as tall as possible."

2. Quick head turning.

Quickly, head to the left—turn! etc.

3. Arm swinging sideways.

Arms sideways—swing! With a slap on the leg, arms
downward—swing !

4. Running on the spot; stop on the toes at whistle or command.

Running on the spot—go! Stop!

5. (a) (Astride.) Trunk and head turning;

(b) One step sideways (class counting).

6. Running in large circle, taking free jump over a marked space.

Circle holding hands; dance sideways.

Racing.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Trunk and Head turning.
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TABLE 1.

1. As lesson 5.

" As small as possible, as tall as possible."

Marking time.

2. (a) Quick head turning (in 4 counts).

Quick head turning by numbers—1-2-3-4.

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles.

3. (a) Arm stretching upward in one movement;

(b) Arm swinging sideways.

4. (a) Running on the spot, stop on the toes at whistle;

(b) Sit down cross-legged and spring up to attention;

(c) Knee full bending.

5. (a) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp one ankle;

(b) One step backward.

By numbers, one step backward—march, 1—2.

6. Running in large circle, with free jump over a marked space.

Marching with instant turn about on signal.

Astride jumping.

A stride jumping—begin ! Stop ! (Informal.)

Tug of war with one hand.*

(Files in centre of playground, pull back to wall.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Cross-legged sitting.

* See p. 62. Also Suggestions in regard to Games.
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TABLE 2.

1. Running. Breathing.

Forming two open files on Teacher.

/// front of me in one file
—fall in!

(One file is formed at a time. Before giving the command, the
teacher places himself where the head of the file is to be, and
for the first practice can place the file leader in front of himself.)

(a) Under bend position.

Hands under arms—place! Hands—down!

(b) Astride, arms sideways position.

With a jump, feet astride and arms sideways—swing! Feet
together and arms downward—siving!

(c) Skip jump.

Skip jump—begin! Stop!

2. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to touch toes.

(With a jump, feet astride—place!) Touch the toes—down!
Up!

3. (a) Arm bending upward.

Arm—bend! Arm downward—stretch! Later: Arm bend-
ing and stretching downward to io

—

begin, 1-2 . . . 10.

(b) (Arms sideways.) Arm swinging downward and upward with leg

slapping.

(Arms sideways—swing!) Arm swinging down and up, with
a slap—swing! Repeat—swing! etc. (Arms downward—
swing!)

4. (a) Heel raising.

Heels—raise! Heels—lower! Later : Heel raising to io—
begin, 1-2 . . . 10.

(b) Marching on toes on a line, at signal turn about.

(Free step; turn about without stepping off line.)

5 (a) (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways.

(With a jump, feet astride—place! Hands under arms—
place!) Trunk to the left—bend! Upward—stretch! etc.

(With a jump, feet together and hands—down!)

(b) One step backward (class counting).

6, Two files holding hands, marching and marking every third step.

Take hands! Marking every third step, forward—march,
1-2-3, 1-2-3, etc. Stop!

Running, at signal all jump as high as possible and continue running.

Stepping stones, jumping from one foot to the other,

"Jack in the Box" (page 123).

"Rabbit hop" (page iz?.).

Game.

7. Breathing,
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TABLE 3.

1. Running. Breathing.

Moving files by re-forming on Teacher.

(After forming in two open files, re-form the files separately in

any position on command : In front of me—fall in! Later :

" Hunting the Teacher " can be practised, page 103.)

Running to wall from open order and back to places.

To the wall—run! Back to your places in open order—run!

(a) Astride, Arms upward position.

With a jump, feet astride and arms sideways and upwards—
swing! With a jump, feet together and arms sideways

and doivnward—swing!

(b) Astride jumping.

[Heels—raise!) Astride jumping—begin! Stop!

2. Trunk bending downward with hands behind thighs.

Trunk downward-—bend! Trunk upward—stretch!

(Try to touch knees with forehead.)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways.

(Arm upward—bend!) Arms sideways—stretch! Arms—
bend! etc. Later : (Anns upward—bend!) By numbers,

arm stretching sideways—1—2, etc.

(b) Elbow circling.

Raise the elbows! Elbow circling-—begin! Stop!

4. (a) Heel raising and knee full bending.

Heels—raise! Knees full—bend! Knees—stretch! Heels—
lower

!

(Hands go behind thighs ; sit upright.)

(b) Galop step, at whistle stop on toes and count to 10.

5. (Under bend, Kneel-sitting.) Trunk turning.

(Kneel down! On the heels—sit ! Hands under arms—
place!) Trunk to the left—turn! Trunk to the right—
turn! etc. Trunk forward—turn! (Stand—up!)

6. Marching on the toes.

(In files. Start with heels raised, begin with left foot, keep time

;

instant halt.)

" Bear walk." (page 123.)

(Walking on hands and feet with nearly straight knees.)

"Jumping the brook."

(" Follow my leader " in single file, zigzag course.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 4.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Feet closing and opening.

Feet—close! Feet—open! Later : Feet closing and opening
to 10 (11)—begin, 1-2, etc.

(b) Skip jump, moving forward.

Skipjump movingforward—go! Stop! With a jump, about—
turn! (Repeat.)

2. (a) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward with hands behind thighs.

(Try to put head between the knees.)

(b) "Indians at Pow-wow."

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways. (Teacher, later class,

counting to io.)

(b) Arm swing sideways and upward with clap above head, and swinging
sideways and downward with slap on leg.

Arm sideways and upward with a clap—swing! Sideways
and downward with a slap—swing! Repeat—1—2.

4. (ai Heel raising (class counting to io)

;

(b) Skip jumps by numbers, at 8, then jump to crouch position, then
hands on knees.

Skip jumps by numbers, at 8, then hands on the floor—go!
Hands on knees—place! Stand up!

5. (a) Tug of war with one hand. (Pull to wall.)

(b) (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways. (Table 2.) •

6. Marching with long steps.

With long steps, forward—march! left, right.

Skipping step.

Skipping step—begin! Stop!

Ladder jump, from one foot to the other.

(Three or four lines equally spaced. Free jump on and between
the lines.)

Rabbit-hop race over short marked distance.

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 5.

1. Running. (" Run like a wooden man.") Breathing.

Place file leaders one step apart. Form two (close) files at the run.

Opening and closing files with two jumps.

With two jumps, open files—go! With two jumps, close

files—go !

Breaking lines.

(a) Quick head turning.

Quick head turning to the left—one! To the right—two!
Repeat—1-2, etc. Head forward—turn!

(b) Astride jumping.

(Command stop ! as the feet are brought together.)

2. (a) "Indians at Pow-wow " (page 45).

(b) (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending forward.

{With a jump, feet astride—place! Hands under arms—
place!) Trunk forward—bend! {Head back! Look up!
Back straight!) Trunk upward—stretch!

3. (a) Alternate arm punching, forward.

{For punching arms—bend!) Punching forward— begin,
1-2, 1-2, etc. Stop! {Arms—down!)

(b) Free arm circling (slow).

Free arm circling slowly—begin! Stop!

4. (a) (Arms sideways.) Quick leg raising sideways and lowering.

{Arm sideways—swing!) Leg swinging sideways, left—
one ! Right—two ! {With a slap, arms downward—
swing!) (Swing the leg high and down without a pause.)

(b) Hopping on the spot, at whistle stop and hug knee to chest.

(Practise hopping on each leg.)

5. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to touch opposite foot.

{With a jump, feet astride—place!) Right hand touch the

left toe—down ! Up

!

6. Marching with 4 light steps and 4 heavy steps.

With 4 light and 4 heavy steps, forward—march ! Stop!

Race from cross-legged sitting to wall and back to cross-legged sitting.

Running, at signal all jump, landing on both feet, and continue running.

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 6.

1. Running. Breathing.

Skip jump moving forward and backward.

Skip jump forward—go! Stop! Skip jump backward—
go ! Stop

!

2. (a) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles (pull).

(b) Warlike lunge outward.

For punching, arms—bend! Warlike lunge to right—
punch! To the left—punch!

3. (a) (Arms upward.) At whistle, swing arms sideways and downward
and up again.

(With leg slapping; later quietly.)

(b) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching upward.

(Arms upward—bend! Arms upward—stretch! Arms—
bend! etc. Later: Repeat—1-2.

4. (a) Hopping on the spot, turning round.

(Free style, 7 or 8 hops on each foot. Grasp raised foot behind
with opposite hand.)

(b) "Hug the knee."

(Raise one knee and draw it up to the chest with the hands.)

5. (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Marching in 1 and 2 files, and wheeling £ and h circle.

Left (right)—wheel! Left (right) about—wheel!

Ladder jump, from one foot to the other.

(Equal spacing of line; free run and jump into space only.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Hug the knee.
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TABLE 7.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jumping by numbers, at 8th jump to cross-legged sitting.

Astride jump by numbers, at 8 to cross-legged sitting—go!

(b) Feet closing and opening (class counting to io or n).

2. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles (pull).

(Get head between the knees.)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arms stretching upward (by numbers).

By numbers, arm stretching upward—1-2, 1-2, etc.

(b) Arm swinging sideways and upward.

Arm swinging sideways and upward—1-2, etc.

4. (a) Heel raising and knee bending.

Heels—raise! Knees—bend! Knees—stretch! Heels—lower!

(b) Quick leg raising sideways with arm swinging sideways.

'Leg and arm swinging sideways, left leg—one! Right leg-
two! (Leg and arms are swung sideways and downward
without a pause. Swing the leg high.)

5. (Astride.) Trunk and head turning.

6. Marching on the toes.

Skip jump high and low.

Skip jump high and low—begin! 1 and 2 and 1 and, etc.

" War dance."

Stepping stones, jumping from one foot to the other.

(Two series of stones; " there and back.")

" Jumping the brook " sideways.

(Single jump, " follow my leader "
; later jump from side to side.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles.
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TABLE 8.

1. Running. Breathing.

Skip jump high and low, turning left (right) at each high jump.

2. Trunk bending downward to touch toes (or floor).

(Touch with fingers or knuckles.)

3. (a) Elbow circling.

(b) (Upward bend.) Quick arm stretching sideways and slow bending.

Quickly, arm sideways—stretch! Slowly, arms—bend!
Repeat—1-2.

4. (a) Mark time with high knee raising.

With high knee raising, mark—time! Stop!

(b) " Hug the knee " and hop on the spot.

5. (Astride.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

{With a jump, feet astride—place!) Touch the floor to the

left—down! Up! To the right—down! Up! To the

left—1. To the right—2, etc. (Raise opposite heel.)

6. Skipping step in file, turning about on whistle.

Racing with a jump in the course, or from lying-down start.

Giant strides, jumping from one foot to the other.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Trunk bending sideways to

touch floor.
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TABLE 9.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Heel raising (class counting to io or n).

(b) Astride jumping moving forward.

Astride jump forward—begin! Stop! Wit It a jump, about—
turn! (Repeat.)

2. (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending forward.

Later : (Astride, Under bend, Trunk forward.) Quick head turning

(4 counts).

(With a jump, feet astride—place! Hands under arms—place!

Trunk forward—bend!)

By numbers, quick head turning—1-2-3-4.

3. (a) (Arms sideways.) Arm circling spirally.

(Arms sideways—raise!) Arm circling small to large—
begin ! Stop ! (A rms—lower !)

(b) (Upward bend.) Slow arm stretching upward, quick bending.

4. (a) (Heels raise.) Quick knee bending with arm swinging sideways.

(Heels—raise!) Quick knee bending and arm swinging
sideways—1-2, etc. (Heels—lower!)

(b) Skip jump, at whistle jump to crouch position, then change to

hands on knees.

5. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to touch opposite foot.

6. Skipping step in slow time with high knee raising.

Skipping step with high knee raising—begin! 1 and 2 and,

etc. Stop

!

Marching (with special attention to good carriage).

Running high jump (very low rope ; free form ; in single file, later

in pairs).

Ladder jump, off both feet together.

(Equal spacing of lines; Jump on to lines and spaces, or spaces

only.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

x 1794r S.
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TABLE 10.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Feet closing and opening (rhythmically).

Feet closing and opening—begin! Stop!

(b) Free arm circling quickly with heel raising.

Free arm circling quickly with heel raising—begin! Stop!

(The heels are raised and lowered with the arms.)

2. (a) "Indians at Pow-wow."

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward with hands behind thighs.

(" Put the head between the knees! ")

3. (a) Arm swinging forward and stretching downward (later : Arm
raising forward).

Arms forward—swing! Arms—bend! Downward—stretch!

Repeat—1-2-3 (later: Arms forward—raise!)

(b) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching upward (sideways) (downward),
rhythmically or to command.

4. (a) (Astride, Hips firm.) Knee bending.

[With a jump, feet astride and Iiips—firm!) Knees—bend!
Knees—stretch! (The heels are raised as the knees are
bent.)

(b) [Hopping charges.]*

(Class in two extended ranks facing each other a few feet apart.)

5. (a) Tug-of-war with one hand (pull to wall).

(b) Two steps sideways (later, class counting).

Two steps to the left—march! 1-2, 1-2.

Two steps to the left, counting aloud—march.

6. Marching with long steps, also with short steps.

Game.

7. Breathing.

* Exercises in [ ] are only intended for use under suitable conditions. For
description see Suggestions in regard to Games.
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
8 to 9.

General Activity Exercises which may be carried forward.

Tables
Running in large circle, taking free jump over marked space - 1(4)

Ladder jump, from one foot to the other (lines equally spaced) - 6

Ladder jump, off both feet together (lines equally spaced) - - 9
" Stepping stones," jumping from one foot to the other - - 2, 7
" Giant strides," jumping from one foot to the other ... 8

' Jumping the brook " forward (" Follow my leader," zigzag course) 3
" Jumping the brook " sideways (" Follow my leader," zigzag

course) ..........
7

Running high jump, free form, low rope, file or pairs

Racing in 4's, from cross-legged or lying start, with a jump • - 1, 5, S

Tug of war with one hand (pull back to wall) - - - -1(7)
[Hopping charges] - - - - - - - - - 10(4)

A dance or dance step may be taught or practised.

K '.
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TABLE 11.

1. Running. Breathing.

Skip jump, 4 on spot, 4 turning round about, and repeat turning opposite

way.

(Counting 16.)

(b) Marking time, and halting in two movements.

Mark—time! Class—halt! 1-2. (Later: moving forward
slightly at each step, and class counting for halt.)

2. (a) Head dropping forward and stretching upward.

Head forward—drop! Head upward—stretch! (Draw chin
strongly in as head is raised.)

(b) (Under bend, Trunk forward.) Quick head turning. (Table 9.)

3. (Arms forward.) Arm swinging backward and forward.

{Arms forward—swing!) By numbers, arm swinging back-

ward and forward—1-2. (Head high, back straight.

Swing the arms downward and backward, then forward.)

4. (a) Upward jump (free form).

Upward jump—go! Again—go! (" Jump as high as

you can.")

(b) (Arms sideways.) Quick leg raising sideways and lowering. (Tables.)

5. (Under bend.) Slight trunk bending sideways with deep breathing.

Slight trunk bending sideways with deep breathing, to the

left—11 Upward stretch—2! To the right—3! Upward
stretch—4! Repeat—1-2-3-4.

(Breathe in while bending, out while stretching.)

G. Running. " Follow my leader." Marching.

Running in large circle, and jumping to touch object with head or

hand.

(Each child in passing jumps to touch an object held by the teacher.)

Obstacle race. (The obstacles are short jumps marked by lines.)

" Bear Walk" (page 123).

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 12.

1. Running. Breathing.

Opening files with 2 steps. (Teacher counting, later the class.)

With 2 steps open files—march/ 1-2, 1-2. With 2 steps

close files—march ! 1—2, 1-2.

(a) Astride jumping moving forward by numbers, at 8 jump to cross-

legged sitting.

(b) Introduction to halting from marching in 2 movements. (Later,

class counting.)

Right foot forward—place ! Class—halt, 1—2.

(At i a step forward with left foot, at 2 right foot up to left.)

2. (a) (Astride.) Head dropping forward and stretching upward. (Table 1 1
.

)

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles (pull).

3. (a) Arm stretching sideways (upward).

Arm sideways {upward)—stretch, 1-2. Arms downward—
stretch, 1—2.

(b) Alternate arm punching forward (Table 5).

4. (a) Heel raising and knee bending (Table 7).

(b) [Hopping charges (Table 10).]

5. (a) (Under bend, Kneeling.) Quick trunk turning.

Kneel—down! Trunk to the left—turn! To the right—
tarn! etc.

(b) Two steps forward. (Later, class counting.)

Two steps forward—march, 1-2-3.

6. Marching, and halting in 2 movements.

Forward—march! Class—halt, 1-2. (Later, class counting.)

(This exercise to be taught after 1 (b) has been learnt.)

"Stepping stones," hopping on one foot.

(The " stones " fairly close together at first.)

"Jumping the widening brook."

(" Follow my leader " backwards and forwards, beginning al

narrow end and working to the other.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 13.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Turning left and right on heel and toe. (Later, class counting.)

Left—turn, 1—2.

(b) (Heels raise.) Quick knee bending with arm swinging sideways

(Table 9).

2. (a) (Astride, Hips firm.) Head bending forward.

Head forward—bend! Head upward—stretch!

(Press neck back and draw in chin before bending.)

(b) (Astride, Upward bend.) Trunk bending forward.

(
With a jump, feet astride and arms—bend !) Trunk forward—
bend! etc.

3. (a) Arm turning outward. (Later with deep breathing.)

Arm turning outward—1, 2. (Breathe in as the arms turn

outwards, and out as the arms turn inwards.)

(b) (Arms sideways.) Arm circling spirally (Table 9).

4. (a) Prepare to jump.

Prepare to jump—1-2-3-4. (1. Bend and stretch the

knees to "heels raise"; 2. Bend the knees; 3. Stretch

the knees; 4. Lowering the heels. Body erect through-

out.)

(b) Toe placing sideways. (Later tapping toe on ground.)

Left toe sideways—place I Recover—place ! (Later : Left

toe sideways—-place! Tapping—begin! Stop!)

5. (a) Tug-of-war with one hand.

(b) (Under bend.) Slight trunk bending sideways with deep breathing
(Table 11).

6. Marching, marking every third step.

Marking every third step, forward—march! Marching—
change! Class—halt, 1-2. (At the word " change "

stop marking the step.)

"Long-Legged Rabbits."

(Take crouch position, then straighten knees as much as possible

Rabbit hop thus, a very short distance.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 14.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Low skip jump, 4 moving to left and 4 to right.

Skip jump, 4 to left and 4 to right—go!

(Count 4 each way.)

(b) Practise one and two steps forward, backward, and sideways.

(With or without class counting.)

2. (a) Head bending forward (Table 13).

(b) Trunk bending downward with hands behind thighs (Table 3).

Trunk downward—bend! Trunk upward—stretch!

(c) "Indians at Pow-wow."

3. Arm stretching sideways and swinging downward with a slap.

Arms upward—bend! Arms sideways—stretch! With a

slap, arms downward—swing! Repeat by numbers—
1-2-3.

4. (a) Forward jump (free form).

Forward jump—go! (Jump high rather than far.)

(b) (Astride, Hips firm.) Heel raising.

With a jump, feet astride and hips—-firm! Heels—raise!

Heels—lower

!

5. (Under bend) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Skipping maze.

Giant strides, hopping on one foot.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Under bend, Trunk bending sideways.
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TABLE 15.

1. Running. Breathing.

Forming ranks on Teacher.

In front of me in one rank—fall in ! Eyes right and lines—
s tra ight ! Eyes—fro nt

!

(Before giving the command the Teacher places himself where the
right of the rank is to be, and for the first practice can place the
Leader in front of him. Form each half of the class separately,

5 steps apart ; then turn to files and break lines.)

(a) Astride jump with arm swinging sideways.

Astride jump with arm swinging sideways—go! Stop!

(b) (Astride, Hips firm) Knee bending (Table io).

(Bend the knees well outwards.)

2. (a) Head dropping backward and stretching upward.

Head backward—drop! Head upward—stretch!

(Draw chin in strongly while stretching up.)

(b) Hands on thighs.

Hands on thighs—place! Hands—back!

3. (Upward bend) Arm stretching sideways.

4. (a) Prepare to jump (class counting).

Prepare to jump, counting aloud—go!

(b) Toe placing forward (later, tapping toe on ground).

Left toe forward—place! Recover—place! (Later: Tap-
p i ) ig—begin ! Stop I)

5. (Under bend) Trunk turning.

Trunk to the left—turn! To the right—turn!

6. Marching with 4 steps on the toes and 4 marked steps.

With 4 steps on the toes and 4 marked steps forward—march!
March ing—change

!

[Tug of war in ranks.]

(Ranks face each other and take hands in zigzag.)

Running broad jump over marked space.

(One at a time, land on both feet and bend the knees well.)

Game.

7. (Hands on thighs) Deep breathing.

(Teach this after the exercise in 2 (b) has been learnt. Breathe
in and press with hands, breathe out and relax pressure.)

Press and breathe in—1. Relax and breathe out—2. Repeat
—1-2.
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3.

4.

5.

TABLE 16.

Running. Breathing.

Forming two ranks on leaders, turn to files and break lines.

On the leaders, in two ranks—fall in

!

(Place the leaders on marks 5 steps apart.)

Skip jump, 4 on spot, 4 turning round about, and repeat, turning

opposite way (Table 11).

(a) Head bending forward (Table 13).

(b) (Upward band) Trunk bending forward.

Arm swinging or raising) forward and stretching downward (Table 10).

(a) Upward jump or forward jump (free forms).

(b) Heel raising and knee full bending.

Heels—raise! Knees full—bend! Knees—stretch! Heels—lower!

(Body and head erect, hands pass behind thighs.)

(Astride, Single head rest) Trunk bending sideways to touch knee.

{With a jump, feet astride—place! Left hand on the head!)

Touch the knee with the elbow—bend! Stretch! etc.

Arms—change! (Repeat to right.) (Hand—down!
jump, feet together—place!)

With a

6. Marching with 4 steps on the toes and 4 with high knee raising.

Stepping stones, jumping with both feet together.

" Crab walk " (The same as " Bear Walk," but moving sideways).

Game.

7. Breathing.

Head bending forward.
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TABLE 17.

1. Running. Breathing.

Extending ranks.

Take hands! From the right—extend! On the right—close!

From the left—extend! Hands—down! On the left—
close !

(Turn to ranks from open files.)

Low skip jumps in different directions.

{e.g., 4 right, 4 forward, 4 left, 4 backward.)

Turning about on heel and toe (later, class counting).

About—turn, 1-2.

2. (a) Head dropping backward and stretching upward.

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward and grasp ankles (pull).

[With a jump, feet astride—-place!) Grasp the ankles—
bend! Trunk upward—stretch!

3. (Upward bend) Arm stretching upward.

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Marking time with high knee raising (Table 8).

(b) (Hips firm, Knees bend.) Skip jump; on whistle jump to knee
lull bend.

{Hips—firm! Heels—raise! Knees—bend!) Skip jump
—go!

(Good balance.)

5. (Astride.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor (Table 8).

6. Ladder jump, hopping on one foot.

(Lines evenly spaced, jump into spaces only.)

Walking race.

Game.

7. (Hands on thighs.) Deep breathing.

(Table 15.)
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TABLE 18.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Arm raising sideways with palms up.

With palms up, arm sideways—raise! Arms—lower!

(Thumbs back.)

(b) Feet closing and opening with hips firm.

Feet closing and opening with hips firm—begin, 1-2, etc.

2. (a) Slight head pressing backward.

Head backward—press! Head upward—stretch!

(b) Trunk bending forward with arm raising sideways.

With arm raising sideways, trunk forward—bend! With
arm lowering, trunk upward—stretch! Repeat by numbers—1-2. (Rather quickly at first.)

3. (a) (Arms sideways with palms up.) Head rest.

(With palms up, arms sideways—raise!) Head—rest!

Arms sideways—stretch! etc. (Arms—lower!) (Take
slowly, elbows well back.)

(b) Free arm circling, slow or quick (Table 5).

4. Prepare to jump. (Class counting.) (Table 15.)

(Heels raise.) Quick knee full bending with arm swinging sideways.

(Heels—raise!) Knees full bend and arms sideways—
swing! Knees stretch and arms downward—swing!

Repeat by numbers—1-2. (Quick movement.)

5. (Astride, Single head rest.) Trunk bending sideways to touch knee
(Table 16).

6. Figure marching, maze, etc.

Skip jump forward to a line, then jump off both feet over another line.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Head pressing backward.
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5.

6.

TABLE 19.

Running. Breathing.

(a) (Astride, Hips firm.) Heel raising (Table 14).

(b) " War Dance " on the spot.

(a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

{Hands on thighs—-place!) Head backward—-press! Head
'upward—stretch! etc. {Hands—back!) (The hands press

as head goes back, and relax as head is raised.)

(b) (Feet close, Under bend.) Trunk bending forward.

{Feet close and hands under arms—place!) Trunk forward—
bend! etc.

(Upward bend.) Arms stretching upward and downward.

{Arms upward—bend!) By numbers, arms stretching upward
and downward—1—2—3—4.

(a) (Hips firm.) High knee raising.

Left knee—raise! Knee—lower! Right knee—raise! Knee—lower! Repeat by numbers—1-2-3-4.

(b) Upward jump and forward jump. (Free form.)

(Astride, Under bend.) Quick trunk turning (from side to side).

Trunk to the left—turn! Trunk to the right—turn! By
numbers, to the right—11 To the left—21 etc. Forward—
turn .'

Marching with knee raising.

With knee raising, forward—march

!

"Rabbit Hop" sideways (page 122).

Game.

7. Breathing.

Class—halt, 1-2.

Hands on thighs,

Head pressing backward.
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TABLE 20.

1. Running. Breathing.

(Hips firm, Knees bend.) Skip jump; on whistle jump to knees full
bend (Table 17).

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) Trunk bending down to touch toes (floor).

(Touch with fingers or knuckles, or palms of hands.)

Touch the toes {floor)—bend! Upivard—stretch!

3. (a) (Arms forward.) Arm swinging backward and forward (Table 11).

(b) (Upward bend.) Arms stretching downward (sideways) (upward).

4. (a) Prepare to jump.

(b) (Hips firm, Knees bend.) Arms bend and hips firm.

{Hips—-firm! Heels—raise! Knees—bend!) Arms—bend!
Hips—firm! etc.

5. (Astride.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

6. Marching in ranks. (At first holding hands.)

"Jumping the widening brook" sideways.

(" Follow my leader," jump sideways to and fro, start at either
end.)

Hopping race.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Arms forward.
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
9 to 10.

General Activity Exercises which may be carried forward.

Tables.
Running in large circle, and jumping to touch object with head

or hand ......... n
Ladder jump, from one foot to the other (lines equally spaced) - 6

Ladder jump, off both feet together ------ g
Ladder jump, hopping on one foot - - - - - - 17
" Stepping stones, " j umping from one foot to the other - 2-7
" Stepping stones," hopping on one foot - • - - - - 12

" Stepping stones," jumping off both feet together - - 16
" Giant stride," jumping from one foot to the other - - 8

" Giant stride," hopping on one foot - - - - - - 14
" Rabbit hop," knees as straight as possible - -13
" Hare run," as a race ........ xi

" Jumping the brook," forward (" Follow my leader ")
3

" Jumping the brook " sideways (" Follow my leader ") 7
" Jumping the widening brook " forward (" Follow my leader ") - 12

" Jumping the widening brook " sideways (" Follow my leader ") - 20, 22

Racing from sitting and lying start, hopping, walking - 5, 9, 8, 17, 20

Tug of war with one hand (pull to wall) - - - - - 1(7)

[Tug of war with one hand (between lines) ----- 13]

[Tug of war in ranks - - - - - - - - 15]

A dance or a dance step may be taught or practised.
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TABLE 21.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Running on the spot and halting in 4 movements.
Running on the spot—go! Class—halt, 1-2-3-4.

(Later moving forward slightly at each step, and with class counting.)

(b) Feet placing astride in 2 movements.
By numbers, feet astride—-place, 1—2. By numbers, feet

together—place, 1-2.

(The feet are placed with a light stamp; later with class counting.)

2. (Feet close.) Trunk bending forward with arm raising sideways (Table 1 8)

3. (a) (Arms sideways.) Arms across bending.

{Arms sideways—raise!) Arms across—bend! Arms—
fling!

(b) Alternate arm punching forward (Table 5).

4. (a) (Hips firm, Heels raise.) Quick knee full bending and stretching.

{Hips—-firm! Heels—raise!) Knees full bend and stretch—go ! Repeat—go

!

(Bending and stretching without pause.)

(b) Upward jump (correct form).

By numbers, upward jump—1-2-3.

(At 1 knee bend and jump, land in good balance, at 2 knees stretch,

at 3 heels lower. Jump high, look forward.)

(C) (Hips firm, Knee raise.) Foot bending and stretching.

{Hips—-firm! Left knee—raise!) Foot—bend! Stretch!

etc. By numbers, feet change—-place , 1-2. (Repeat the
foot bending.)

5. (a) [Tug of war with linked elbows.]

(b) (Astride, Single head rest.) Trunk bending sideways to touch knee
(Table 16).

{Feet astride—place, 1-2. Right hand head—rest!)

6. Relay race.

Ladder jump.

(5 to 7 lines equally spaced and circle beyond. Jump from foot

to foot and into circle, landing on both feet with knees well bent.)

Running broad jump over marked space.

(Land on both feet. One at a time, or in extended ranks.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 22.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, 3 low on spot, 3 high moving forward.

(b) Feet placing astride with hips firm (later, with arms bend).

By numbers, feet astride and hips—firm, 1-2. Feet together

and hands—down, 1-2.

(Hands move on second movement of feet.)

2. (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles, hips firm, trunk
upward stretch.

(Feet astride—place!) Grasp the ankles—bend! Hips—firm!
Trunk upward—stretch! etc. (Feet together—place!) (In

stretching upward, flatten the back as soon as possible.)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways and downward.

By numbers, arm stretching sideways and downward—
1-2-3-4.

(b) Arms across bending.

Arms across—bend! Hands—down!

4. (a) (Upward bend.) Heel raising and knee full bending.

(b) Forward jump (correct form).

Bv numbers, forward jump—1-2-3.

(c) (Heels raise.) Knee bending with arm raising sideways (slowly).

5. (Astride, Under bend.) Quick trunk turning (from side to side)

(Table 19).

(By numbers, feet astride and hands under arms—place, 1-2.)

6. Running high jump (free form over low rope, landing in a circle).

(Land on both feet in a circle marked on far side of rope. The
circle should be fairly large at- first.)

Stepping stones, "Go as you please.
1"

Running and halting in 4 movements.

Running—go! Class—halt, 1-2-3-4 (later with class

counting).

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 23.

1. Running. Breathing.

Hopping on spot with free leg forward.

(The free leg slightly raised with straight knee and pointed toe.)

2. (a) Head pressing backward. (Table 18.)

(b) (Astride, Upward bend.) Trunk bending forward with arm stretching

sideways.

(Feet astride and arms—bend!) Trunk forward bend and
arms sideways—stretch! Trunk upward stretch and arms—bend! Repeat by numbers—1-2, etc. (Feet together

and arms downward—stretch, 1-2.)

(The trunk movements moderately fast.)

3. (Single arm upward.) Arm changing with forward swing.

(Left arm forward and upward—swing!) Arms—change! etc. ;

or, Arm changing by numbers—1-2.

(As one arm swings forward and upward, the other swings forward
and downward.)

4. (a) Upward jump (correct form).

(b) (Toe forward, Hips firm.) Slight leg raising forward.

(Hips—firm! Left toe forward—place!) Leg—raise! Leg—lower! (Common fault to lean back.)

(c) (Arms sideways, Knees full bend.) Quick knee stretching with
arm swinging upward.

(Heels raise and arms sideways—swing! Knees full—bend!)

Knees stretch and arms upward—swing! Knees full bend,

and arms sideways—swing, etc.

(Palms of hands can be turned up in starting position.)

5. (Astride, Under bend.) Quick trunk turning (from side to side).

6. Marching with turning about in 4 movements.

Right, about, turn—1-2-3-4 (later with class counting).

(Begin the command as left foot comes to ground. Say : left,

right, left, right, right, about, turn, 1-2-3-4, all in rhythm of

marching.

[Somersault.]

Game.

7. Breathing.

x 17941 L
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TABLE 24.

1. Running (e.g., in circle, with 3 or 4 jumps of unequal width).

Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, high and low alternately, with i turn on each high

jump.

(Count to 8.)

(b) Feet placing astride with arms bending across.

By numbers, feet astride and arms across—bend, 1-2. By
numbers, feet together and arms—down, 1—2.

2. (a) (Upward bend.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Across bend.) Trunk bending forward.

(By numbers, feet astride and arms across—bend, 1-2.)

Trunk forward—bend!

(Keep the elbows well up.)

3. (Upward bend.) Quick arm stretching upward and slow bending.

Arms upward—stretch! Arms—bend!

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Leg raising forward.

Left leg forward—raise! Leg—lower! (Common fault to

lean back.)

(b) (Hips firm.) Toe placing backward.

Left toe backivard—place! Recover—place! (Knee and
ankle well stretched, body erect.)

(c) (Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee bending.

5. (a) "Kick the hand sideways."

Left arm sideways—swing! kick! kick! (Game form, keep
the hand high.)

(b) (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Tapping step.

Tapping step—begin! left, 2-3-4, right, 2-3, etc.

Ladder jump, from foot to foot.

(7 lines equally spaced with circle beyond. Free run, jump on
lines only, and into circle landing on both feet.)

Jumping the swinging rope.

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 25.

1. Running. Breathing.

Astride jump to 4, skip jump to 4, etc.

(Heels raise.) Knee bending with slow arm stretching sideways.

Knees bend and arms sideways—stretch! Knees stretch

and arms—bend! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles, hips firm,

trunk upward stretch. (Table 22.)

3. Arm swinging forward and upward, sideways and downward.

Arms forward and upward—swing! Sideways and down-
ward—swing! .Repeat by numbers—1-2.

4. (a) (Foot forward.) Forward jump.

{Left foot forward—place!) Forward jump—go, 2—3.

(Foot about 2 foot lengths forward, weight on front leg; then
quick knee bend and jump forward landing on both feet.)

(b) (Hips firm, Knees full bend.) Quick head turning (by numbers).

(c) "Kick the hand sideways."

5. (Head rest, Kneeling.) Trunk bending sideways.

(Kneel—down ! Head—rest !)

6. Running jumps over row of 3 or 4 low objects.

(More can be added later; jump from foot to foot.)

Obstacle race.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Head rest, Kneeling, Trunk

bending sideways.

L 2
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TABLE 26.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) High stride jumping.

(Jump high, slower rhythm, short time only.)

(b) Feet placing astride with arm swinging sideways.

By numbers, feet astride and arms sideways—swing, 1-2.

Feet together and arms downward—swing, 1-2.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Hips firm, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward.

(Hips—-firm! Trunk forward—bend!) Trunk downward—
bend! Trunk forward—stretch! etc. (Trunk upward—
stretch !)

(Try to touch head to knees, then flatten the back by raising the
head first.)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways and upward.

By numbers, arms stretching sideways and upward—1-2-3—4.

(b) Alternate arm punching forward.

4. (a) (Toe sideways, Hips firm.) Leg raising sideways.

(Hips—firm! Left toe sideways—place!) Leg—raise! Leg—lower! etc.

(b) "Kick the hand forward."

(Raise one arm forward, kick with foot of same side.)

(c) (Hips firm, Knees full bend.) Head turning. (Table 25.)

5. (a) (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite

heel raising.

Right heel raise and trunk to the left—bend! Heel lower

and trunk upward—stretch! Repeat to the right, by
numbers—1-2.

(b) Tug of war with one hand.

6. Ladder jump. (" Seven jumps.")

(Begin with a foot on first line, and increase the speed ; later

jump off last line into circle, landing on both feet.)

Hop up to line and over marked space, landing on both feet.

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 27.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) "War dance" on the spot.

(b) (Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee bending.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arms sideways with palms up.) Trunk bending forward.

(With palms up, arms sideways—raise!)

3. Arms sideways.) Arm flinging.

(Arms sideivays—raise!) Arm flinging—1—2.

4. (a) Upward jump. (Table 23.)

(b) (Foot forward.) Forward jump. (Table 25.)

(c) (Hips firm, Knee raise.) Foot bending and stretching. (Table 21.)

5. (a) Warlike lunge outward.

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Quick trunk bending sideways.

(Feet astride and arms sideways—swing, 1-2.) Trunk
bending sideways quickly, to the left—1. Upward—2.

To the right—3. Upward—4. Repeat—1-2-3-4.

•

6. Countermarching.

Countermarching to the left (right)—march! Class—halt,

1-2.

Galop step forward, 4 alternately, 4 on each foot.

Standing high jump over low rope (free form).

Short race by jumping off both feet together.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Hips firm, Knee raising.
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TABLE 28.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump with rebound at each landing.

(Astride jump with rebound—go, 1 and 2 and, etc.)

(b) (Hips firm, Heels raise.) Quick knee full bending and stretching.

(Table 21.)

Knees full bend and stretch—go!

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Upward bend, Trunk forward.) Arm stretching sideways.

By numbers, arm stretching sideways—1—2, etc.

3. (Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways and upward. (Table 26.)

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Alternate knee raising.

[Hips—firm!) Left knee—raise! knee—lower! Right knee—raise! knee—lower! Repeat—1-2-3—4.

(b) With one step, Forward jump.

With one step, Forward jump, left foot—go, 1-2-3. (Later

with class counting.)

(Step and jump, land on both feet, good balance. Practise with
one foot only and change at each lesson.)

(c) "Kick the hand forward." (Table 26.)

5. (a) (Head rest, Kneeling.) Trunk bending sideways. (Table 25.)

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

6. Ladder jump (" Seven Jumps.")

(Begin with named foot on first line, change foot at each lesson.)

Leap frog. (Class in two concentric circles.)

[Somersault. (Try two consecutively.)]

Game.

?. Breathing.
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TABLE 29.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Spring step on the spot.

Spring step on the spot—go! Stop!

(b) Astride jump moving forward to 8, Skip jump moving back-
ward to 8.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Upward bend.) Trunk bending forward with arm stretching

sideways. (Table 23.)

3. (Arms sideways.) Arm flinging. (Table 27.)

4. (a) Upward jump (class counting).

(b) With one step, Forward jump (class counting).

With one step, Forward jump, left foot—go!

(c) (Hips firm, Heels raise.) Slow knee full bending and stretching.

Knees full bend and stretch, slowly—begin ! Repeat—begin

!

5. (Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Marching with changing step.

With change of step, forward—march! left 2—3, right 2—3.

Running broad jump, land on one foot and jump into circle.

(Jump over marked space, not too broad, land on one foot and
jump into circle, landing on both feet.)

[Wheelbarrows. (Class in two extended ranks.) ]

Game.

7. Breathing.

Upward bend, Trunk Bending

forward with arm stretching

sideways.
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TABLE 30.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jumps, 2 high with rebound, 3 low, and rebound.

(Rhythm : 1 and 2 and 1-2-3 and.)

(b) Feet closing and opening with arm stretching downward.
Feet close and arms—bend! Feet open and arms down-
ward—stretch! Repeat by numbers—1—2, etc. (Later
with class counting to io or n.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles, hips firm,

trunk upward stretch. (Table 22.)

3. (Upward bend.) Arm stretching upward and downward.

4. (a) With two steps, Forward jump.

With two steps, Forward jump, left foot—go, 1—2-3-4.

(Count 1-2 for steps and spring, 3-4 for knee stretching and heel

lowering.)

(b) Upward jump.

(c) (Hips firm, Knees bend.) Arms bend and hips firm.

(Hips—firm! Heels—raise! Knees—bend!) Arms—bend!
Hips—firm! etc. (Table 20.)

5. " Warlike lunge outward."

6. Ladder jump. (" Seven jumps.") (Table 28.)

Standing broad jump (from mark).

(2 or more files
;
jump as far as possible.)

Standing high jumps over row of low ropes,

(2 or 3 ropes.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
10 to 11.

General Activity Exercises which may be carried forward.

Tables.

Ladder jump, off both feet ....... 9

Ladder jump, hopping on one foot - - - - - - 17

Ladder jump, from one foot to the other and into circle - - 21, 24

Ladder- jump, " Seven jumps," named foot on 1st line, and into

circle .......... 26, 28
" Stepping stones," from one foot to the other - - - 2, 7
" Stepping stones," hopping on one foot - - - - - 12

" Stepping stones, " off both feet together - - - - - 16

" Stepping stones," " Go as you please

"

- - - - 22
" Giant strides," from one foot to the other .... 8

" Giant strides," hopping on one foot - - - - - 14

Jumping the swinging rope ....... 24

Running jumps over row of low objects ----- 25

Hop up to line and over marked space, landing on both feet - 26

Running broad jump, land on one foot and jump into circle - - 29

Standing high jump, free form, over 1 to 3 ropes - - - 27, 30

Standing broad jump, as far as possible from line - - - 30

Racing, from sitting or lying start, hopping, walking, jumping off

both feet - - - - - - - - 17, 20, 25, 27
" Jumping the brook," forward and sideways, " Follow my leader" 3, 7
" Jumping the widening brook," forward and sideways, " Follow
my leader "- - - - - - - - -12, 20, 22

Tug of war with one hand, pull to wall or between lines - - 1, 13

[Tug of war in ranks ........ jtj]

[" Wheelbarrows"-------.. 27]

Leap frog (concentric circles) - - - - - - - 15

[Hopping charges 10, 12]

[Somersault, single or double standing start - - - 23, 28]

A dance or dance step may be taught or practised.
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TABLE 31.

1. Running (e.g., Running in large circle with jumps, over low rope,

to touch object, over marks, etc.) Breathing.

(a) Astride jump, turning left or right at each third jump.

(b) Feet placing astride with head rest.

By numbers, feet astride and head—rest, 1—2. Feet together

and arms—down, 1-2.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Hips firm, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward. (Table 26.)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching upward and downward, twice in

each direction.

By numbers, arm stretching upward and downward twice in
each direction—1-2, 1-2, 3-4, 3-4.

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee bending (rhythmically).

Heel raising and knee bending—begin, 1-2, etc. Stop!
(Moderately quick movements, distinct pauses between
them.)

(b) With three steps, Forward jump.
With three steps, Forward jump, left foot—go, 1-2-3-4-5

.

(c) (Hips firm, Heels raise.) Head turning.

5. (Under bend.) Quick trunk turning.
By numbers, trunk turning quickly—1-2-3—4.

6. Marching with marking every 5th (7th) step.

Running high jump over rope with named foot.

(Start with rope low, take the jump off the left foot in first lesson,

off the right in the next, and so on. To secure the named foot

being used the rope can be placed at end of a " Seven jumps,"
and the jump started with named foot on 1st line.)

Game.

7- Breathing.

Hips firm, Trunk

forward.
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TABLE 32.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Extended ranks changing places (page 102).

Take hands! From the right—extend! Hands—down!
Change ranks—march, 1—2—3-4.

(Diagonal steps, closing the feet on each; the rear rank passes to

left, the front rank to right.)

(b) Skip jump alternately high and low, moving forward.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Feet close, Across bend.) Trunk bending forward.

(Feet close and arms across—bend"!)

3. (Across bend.) Arm stretching forward.

(A rms across—bend !) A rms forward—stretch ! A rms across—bend! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

4. (a) (Heels raise.) Knee full bending with a jump.

(Heels—raise!) With a jump, knees full—bend! With a

jump, knees—stretch! etc. (Heels—lower!) (Take a small

jump and come to knees full bend, jump and come to

heels raise.)

(b) (Toe sideways.) Leg and arm raising sideways.

(Left toe sideways—place!) Left leg and arms sideways—
raise! Leg and arms—lower! Raise! Lower! etc.

Feet change—place, 1-2.

5. (Astride, Head rest.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Marching on the toes.

Game.

7. Breathing.

Across bend.
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TABLE 33.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, moving forward to 8, backward to 8.

(b) (Hips firm.) Quick heel raising and knee bending (rhythmically).

(Table 31.)

2. (a) (Upward bend.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Upward bend, Trunk forward.) Arm stretching sideways.

(Feet astride and arms upward—bend! Trunk forward—
bend!) Arms sideways—stretch! Bend! etc.

(c) Trunk bending downward to grasp ankles.

(" Touch head to knee.")

(Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways and upward, twice in each
direction.

4. (a) (Toe forward, Hips firm.) Knee raising.

(Hips—firm! Left toe forward—place!) Left knee—raise!

Toe forward—place! Repeat—1-2, etc. Feet change—
place—1-2.

(b) Forward jump (correct form).

(c) (Astride, Hips firm.) Knee bending.

Knees—bend ! Knees—stretch !

(Knee bending with simultaneous heel raising. Keep body erect,

bend knees outward.)

5. (a) [Tug of war,] or Warlike lunge outward.

(b) (Astride, Under bend.) Slow trunk turning from side to side.

6. Running, change to spring step.

Running—go! Spring step—change! Running—change

1

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 34.

1. Running. Breathing.

Astride jump, with I turn at each 5th jump.

(Count to 8, then turn.)

2. (a) Head bending forward. (Table 13.)

Head forward—bend ! Head upward—stretch

!

(b) (Across bend, Trunk forward.) Arm stretching forward.

{Arms across—bend! Trunk forward—bend!) Arm stretch-

ing forward—1-2, etc.

3. (Arms sideways.) Arm flinging. (Table 27.)

4. (a) (Hips firm, Knees full bend.) Skip jump.

Sk ip jump—go ! stop

!

(Small hops, body erect; can also turn round, advance, etc.)

(b) With 3 steps forward jump. (Table 31.)

(c) (Astride, Hips firm.) Knee bending.

5. (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel
raising (from side to side).

To the left—bend! To the right—bend! Bending to left and
right—1, 2, 1, etc.

6. " Stork march."

Stork march, left foot—begin, 1-2-3-4.

(1. knee raise, 2. knee stretch forward, 3. foot place forward and
weight transferred to it, 4. a pause.)

Leap frog (in circles or extended ranks).

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 35.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, 2 high with rebound, 3 low, and rebound. (Table 30.)

(b) Foot placing sideways.

Left foot sideways—place ! Recover—-place ! (Later : By
numbers, feet change—place, 1-2.)

2. (a) Head dropping backward and stretching upward. (Table 15.)

Head backward—drop! Head upward—stretch!

(b) (Astride.) Trunk bending downward with hands behind thighs.

{Feet astride—place!) Trunk downward—bend! Head between

knees! Hips—firm! Trunk upward—stretch! (Take
hips firm, begin the upward stretch with the head, and
flatten the back as soon as possible.)

4.

Alternate arm punching upward.

For punching arms—bend!

Stop

!

Punch ing upward—begin !

(a) (Hips firm, Heels raise.) Quick head turning.

(b) Kick the hand forward or sideways.

(c) (Heels raise.) Knee full bending with a jump. (Table 32.)

5. (Under bend.) Slow trunk turning.

6. Spring step.

Jumping the swinging rope (swinging fast and slow).

[Pushing contest.]

Game.

7. Breathing.

Hips firm, Foot placing sideways.
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TABLE 36.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Spring step on the spot (Table 29), or High Stride jumping.
(Table 26.)

(b) (Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee full bending.

(By numbers, moderately quickly.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) Quick trunk bending forward with arm swinging forward and
upward.

Trunk forward bend and arms forward and upward—swing!
Trunk upward stretch and arms forward and downward—

swing!

(Moderately quick, bend well forward, keep head up : " Look at the

hands as they go above the head ! ")

3. Arm stretching upward, swinging sideways and downward with slap.

Arms—bend! Arms upward—stretch! With a slap, sideways
and downward—swing! Repeat by numbers—1-2—3.

4. (a) Upward jump with hand-clap above the head. (" Reach well up ! ")

(b) (Astride, Hips firm.) Knee bending.

(c) Knee raising with arm raising forward.

Left knee and arms forward—raise! Knee and arms—
lower! (Later : By numbers, feet and arms—change, 1-2.)

5. (Astride, Head rest.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. [Running somersault and stand up.]

(One at a time. Short run; jump up after turning over.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 37.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump with arm swinging sideways. (Table 15.)

Astride jump with arm swinging sideways—go! Stop!

(b) Foot placing sideways with arm bending upward.

Left foot sideways and arms upward—bend! Recover and
arms downward—stretch! Repeat by numbers—1-2. (Then
repeat with right foot.) Later : Foot placing sideway with

arm bending upward, left foot—1-2. Right foot—3-4.

Later still : Left and right foot—1-2-3-4.

?.. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arms sideways.) Trunk bending forward with hand turning.

Arms sideways—raise! Hands turn and trunk forward—
bend! Hands turn and trunk upward—stretch! Repeat
by numbers—1-2.

3. (Across bend.) Arm stretching forward. (Table 32.)

4. (a) (Toe sideways, Hips firm.) Leg raising sideways. (Table 26.

(Raise leg high.)

(b) With two (three) steps, Forward jump. (Table 34.)

(c) (Upward bend, Knees full bend.) Arm stretching sideways.

{Arms—bend! Heels—raise! Knees full—bend!) Arm
stretching sideways—1-2.

5. (a) Kick the hand sideways.

(b) (Astride.) Arm punching forward with quick trunk turning.

(Page 62.)

(Feet astride—place! For punching, arms—bend!) Punching
forward with Trunk turning—begin! stop! (Turn shoulders

as far as possible; body not to lean forward.)

6. Hopping with knee raised, 4 hops alternately on each foot.

Giant strides, jumping with both feet together.

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 38.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump with rebound at each landing. (Table 28.)

(b) Toe placing forward with head rest.

Left toe forward and head—rest ! Recover and hands-—down !

Repeat with right foot—1-2.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Across bend, Trunk forward.) Arm stretching forward.
(Table 34.)

3. Arm stretching upward and downward.

By numbers, arms upward—stretch, 1-2. Arms doivnward-
stretch—1-2. (Later without counting.)

4. (a) (Hips firm, Knees full bend.) Skip jump. (Table 34.)

(b) Upward jump with knee lifting.

With knee lifting, upward jump—go! (Bring feet up as

high as possible, body inclined a little forward, free arm
movements. " Jump over the moon.")

(c) (Astride, Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee bending.

(Body erect, raise heels as high as possible as the knees bend.)

5. (Astride, Under bend.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel

raising (from side to side). (Table 34.)

6. Spring step on spot, getting higher to 8.

(The rhythm of counting gets slower as the legs are raised higher.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

c 17M1 W
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TABLE 39.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump, moving forward to 8, backward to 8.

(b) (Upward bend.) Foot placing sideways with arms stretching upward.

(Arms—bend!) Left foot sideways and arms upward—
, stretch! Recover and arms—bend! Repeat by numbers—
1-2. (Repeat with right foot.) Later : Foot placing

sideways and arm stretching upward, left foot—1-2. Right

foot—3-4. Later still : Left and right foot—1-2-3-4.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) Trunk bending downward to touch floor. (Table 20.)

3. (a) (Arms sideways.) Arm flinging in one movement.

Arm flinging, in and out—1-2.

(b) Arm stretching upward, swinging sideways and downward. (Table

36, but without slap.)

4. (a) Forward jump.

(b) (Toe forward, Head rest.) Knee raising. (Table 33.)

5. (Astride, Head rest.) Trunk turning.

6. Marching, with Single change of step.

Forward—march! Change—step, 1-2-3.

(Call " change " on left foot and " step " on right.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Astride, Head rest, Trunk turning.
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TABLE 40.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) (Astride, Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee bending (rhythmically).

Heel raising and knee bending—begin! Stop!

(Movements moderately fast, with distinct pauses between them.)

(b) Astride jump moving forward, with rebound on each landing.

2. (a) (Hand on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Hips firm, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward.

(Hips—firm! Trunk forward—bend!) Trunk downward—
bend! Trunk forward—stretch! etc. (Trunk upward—
stretch!) (" Put the head between the knees." Begin
the stretching forward with the head, " Unroll.")

3. Alternate arm punching upward. (Table 35.)

4. (a) "Star jump" (free form).

Star jump—go! (Arms and legs thrown out sideways,

feet together for landing.)

(b) (Upward bend, Knees bend.) Arm stretching sideways.

(c) Upward jump, with knee lifting.

5. (Feet close, Single head rest.) Trunk bending sideways.

(Feet—close! Right arm head—rest!) Trunk to the left—bend! Trunk upward—stretch! etc. Arms—change!

Trunk to the right—bend!

6. [Wheelbarrow race (short).]

[Tug of war, skip jumping with knees full bend.]

Game.

7. Breathing.

m 2
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
11 to 12.

General Activity Exercises which may be carried forward.

Tables
Running and free jumping, various combinations - - - - 31

" Giant strides," foot to foot, hopping, off both feet - - 8, 14, 37
" Stepping stones " - - - - - - - 2, 7, 12, 16, 22

Jumping the swinging rope, swing fast and slow 35

Standing high jumps over 1 to 3 ropes ..... 27, 30

Racing, walking, hopping, jumping off both feet, obstacle, relay,

wheelbarrow--------- 21, 25, 40

[Somersault, single or double, standing start - - - -23,28]

[Somersault, single and stand up, running start .... 36]

[Tug of war with one hand - - - - - - - 1, 13]

[Tug of war, hopping ........ 40]

[Tug of war in ranks .... ... 15]

[Pushing contest, hands above head ------ 35]

Leap frog (concentric circles or extended ranks) - - - - 15, 34

A dance or dance step may be taught or practised
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TABLE 41.

1. Running. Breathing.

[Tell off teams and team leaders.*

Attention and stand at ease by teams.*]

(a) (Astride.) Jumping with heel clicking.

Jump and click the heels—go ! Repeat—go ! Later : Heel-

clicking 4 (8) times—go! (Click heels and come back
to astride.)

(b) Feet placing astride with arm stretching sideways.

By numbers, feet astride and arms sideways—stretch, 1-2.

Feet together and arms downward—stretch, 1—2. (Later
without counting.)

2. (a) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending forward.

3 (a) (Arms sideways with palms up.) Neck rest.

(With palms up, arms sideways—raise!) Neck—rest! Arms
sideways—stretch! (Take slowly, elbows and head well

back.)

(b) (Upward bend.) Single arm stretching upward.

(Arms—bend!) Left arm upward—stretch! Left arm—
bend! Right arm upward—stretch! etc. Repeat by num-
bers, left arm—1-2. Right arm—3-4. Later : By num-
bers, single arm stretching sideways—1—2—3-4.

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Leg raising forward.

Left leg forward—raise! Leg—lower! (Raise leg high;

body stretched up. Common faults : leaning backward
or bending forward.)

(b) Foot placing forward.

Left foot forward—place ! Recover—place

!

5. (Astride.) Arm punching forward with quick trunk turning. (Table 37 )

6. Marching and halting with \ turn.

Forward—march! Turning left (right), class—halt, 1-2.

Running high jump.

(Good form, rope higher, head up in jump, quiet landing.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

* For suggestions as to the "Team " systems, see Appendix B*
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TABLE 42.

1. Running. Breathing.

[Attention and stand at ease by teams.*

Teams turning together in different directions.]*

e.g.., Numbers 1 and 3 to left, numbers 2 and 4 to right—turn!

(a) Skip jump with rebound, with J turn at each 4th jump.

(b) (Hips firm, Knees bend.) Arms bend and hips firm. (Table 20.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Across bend, Trunk forward.) Arm stretching forward. (Table

34-)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Arms stretching forward.

Arms forward—stretch! Arms—bend! Repeat by numbers
—1-2.

(b) (Upward bend.) Single arm stretching sideways.

Left arm sideways—stretch! Left arm—bend! Right arm
sideways—stretch! Bend! Repeat by numbers, left arm—1-2. Right arm—3-4. Later : By numbers, single

arm stretching sideways—1-2-3-4.

4. (a) (Arms sideways with palms up, Heels raise.) Knee bending with
arm raising upward.

(With palms up, arms sideways—raise! Heels—raise!)

Knee bending and arm raising—1-2, etc.

(b) (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways and heel raising.

Left foot sideways—place! Heels—raise! Heels—lower!

Recover—place! Repeat by numbers—1-2-3-4. (Repeat
with right foot.) Later : Foot placing sideways and
heel raising, left foot—1-2-3-4. Right foot—1-2-3-4.

Also with class counting.

5. (Astride, Upward bend, Trunk turn.) Arm stretching sideways.

(Feet astride and arms—bend! Trunk to the left—turn!)

Arm stretching, etc.

6. Slow marching.

Slow marching—begin! left, 2; right, 2, etc.

|Tug of war, hopping on one foot.]

Ladder jump.

(5 to 7 lines spaced irregularly, jump on lines only.)

Game.

7. Breathing,

* For suggestions as to the "Team " systems, see Appendix B.
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TABLE 43.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) High astride jumping, moving forward.

(b) (Arms sideways.) Heel raising and knee bending.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) Quick trunk bending forward with arm swinging forward and
upward. (Table 36.)

3. (a) Neck rest.

Neck—rest ! Hands—down !

(b) Arm stretching upward and downward (or other two directions)

.

By numbers, arm stretching upward and downward—1-2-3-4.
Repeat—1—2-3-4, etc. Later :

—

begin ! 1-2-3-4, etc.

4. (a) Prepare to jump.

Prepare to jump—go!

(b) (Arms sideways, Knees full bend.) Arm flinging.

5. (Feet close, Single head rest.) Trunk bending sideways. (Table 40.)

6. Oblique high jump.

(Begin with i, 2 and 3 steps, and a low rope.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Neck rest.
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TABLE 44.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump with rebound, to left and right on alternate jumps.

(b) Feet placing astride with arm stretching upward.

By numbers, feet astride and arms upward—stretch, 1-2.

Feet together and arms downward—stretch, 1-2.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Hips firm.) Trunk bending downward.

Trunk downward—bend! Trunk upward—stretch!

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Slow arm stretching forward and quick bending.

By numbers, slow arm stretching forward and quick bending
—1-2.

(b) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching sideways (rhythmically).

(Arms upward—bend!) Anns stretching sideways—begin!

Stop!

4. (a) Slow marching with high knee raising and stretching forward.

(b) Heel raising and knee bending, with arm raising sideways and
upward.

Heel raising and knee bending with arm raising sideways and
upward—1-2-3-4. (i. Heels raise and arms sideways;
2. knees bend and arms upward.)

(c) (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways and heel raising.

Foot placing sideways and heel raising, left and right—
i-2~a . . . 8.

5. (a) Tug of war with one hand (between two lines).

(b) (Head rest.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Running in large circle, and jumping to touch object with both hands.

(Each child jumps high in turn to touch object held by teacher.)

* Game.

7. Breathing,
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TABLE 45.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, to side on each fourth jump.

(b) (Astride, Hips firm.) Heel raising and knee bending (rhythmically).

(Table 40.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Across bend, Trunk forward.) Arm stretching forward. (Table 38.)

Arms forward—stretch! Arms across—bend!

(a) (Upward bend.) Alternate arm stretching upward and downward.

(Arms—bend!) Left arm upward, right arm downward—
stretch! Arms—bend! (Repeat with arms reversed.)

Later : Begin ! Stop

!

(b) (Single arm upward.) Arm changing with forward swing. (Table 23.)

(Left arm forward and upward—swing!) Arm changing—
1-2, etc.

(Both arms swing together.)

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Knee raising and stretching forward.

Left knee—raise! Knee—stretch! Knee—bend! Knee—
lower

!

(b) Upward jump with arm swinging sideways.

With arm swinging sideways, upward jump—go!

(Swing arms to shoulder level, and to sides in landing.)

(c) (Hips firm, Knees full bend.) Clap hands above head.

(Quick clap above head and return to hips firm.)

5. (Astride, Head rest.) Trunk turning from side to side.

6. [Introduction to hand standing

:

(Hands on floor, kick up heels, knees well bent, head thrown back).]

Ladder jump, hopping.

(Lines irregularly spaced.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 46.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) (Astride.) Jumping with heel clicking. (Table 41.)

(b) (Toe sideways.) Hopping with rebound on alternate feet with leg

swinging sideways.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Feet close.) Quick trunk bending forward with arm swinging
forward and upward. (Table 36.)

3. (Upward bend.) Arm stretching in two directions.

e.g., Arm stretching sideways and upward—begin! Stop!

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Leg raising sideways.

(Hips—firm!) Left leg sideways—raise! Leg—lower!

(b) Star jump (free form). (Table 40.)

(c) (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways and heel raising and knee
bending.

Left foot sideways—place! Heels—raise! Knees—bend!
Knees—stretch! Heels—lower! Recover—place! Repeat
by numbers—1-2-3-4-5-6. (Repeat with right foot.)

Later : Foot placing sideways and heel raising and knee
bending, left foot—1 . . . 6. Right foot—1 . . . 6.

5. (Astride, Hips firm.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel raising.

(Table 34.)

6. Jumping the swinging rope (running to meet the rope).

Game.

7. Breathing.

Upward bend.
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TABLE 47.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump moving forward to 8, astride jump moving backward
to 8.

(b) (Upward bend.) Arm stretching upward and sideways with heel
raising.

With heel raising, arm stretching upward and sideways,

by numbers—1-2-3-4. (Heels are raised as the arms
are stretched, and lowered as the arms are bent.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward. (Table 26.)

(b) (Hips firm, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward to grasp

ankles.
Grasp the ankles—bend! Hips firm and trunk forward—

stretch !

3. (a) (Arms upward.) Arm parting.

{Arms upward—stretch!) Arm parting—1-2.

(b) (Arms sideways.) Arm flinging.

4. (a) (Hips firm, Heels raise.) Knees bend, change to head rest, knees
full bend, change to hips firm.

(Hips—firm! Heels—raise!) Knees—bend! Head—rest!

Knees full—bend! Hips—firm! Knees—stretch! Heels—lower

!

(b) (Hips firm.) Moving forward with leg raising sideways.

Moving forward with leg raising sideways—begin, 1—2-1,

etc. Stop!

(Raise left leg, then place foot just in front of right foot, and raise

right leg, etc.)

(c) Upward jump with arm swinging forward and upward.

With arm swinging forward and upward, upward jump—go!

(Swing arms as high as possible, press back head at same time.)

5. (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk turning.

6. [Pushing wrestle.]

(Right arm round waist, left arm over shoulder of opponent
between lines 5-6 feet apart.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 48.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) " War dance " on spot.

(b) Feet closing and opening with head rest.

Feet close and head—rest! Feet open and hands—down!
Repeat by numbers—1-2. (Later with class counting
to io or n.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Arm flinging.

(Keep arms well up in sideways position.)

3. (Upward bend.) Arm stretching in 3 directions.

e.g., Arm stretchingforward, sideways and upwards— 1
or, begin!

(a) (Hips firm.) Lunging outward in 3 counts.

Feet full—open! By numbers, left foot lunge outward—
1-2-3.

(At i place foot outward full distance, at 2 bend knee and incline

body, at 3 spring back to recover.)

(b) Upward jump with leg swinging sideways.

With leg swinging sideways, upward jump—go

!

(Get legs as wide apart as possible, with knees straight.)

(c) Heel raising and knee bending with arm raising sideways and
upwards. (Table 44.)

(Astride, Hips firm, Trunk turn.) Arm changing to head rest.

{With feet astride, hips—firm! Trunk to the left—turn!)

Head.—rest, Hips—firm! etc. Trunk to the right—turn!
Head—rest, etc.

6. Swinging step (on spot and moving forward).

"Hop, step, and jump."

[Somersault over a back.]

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 49.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Hop on spot with toe forward, high knee raise and feet change.

(The toe tapping and knee raising can be done twice before changing

feet.)

(b) Astride jump with rebound at each landing. (Table 28.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arms sideways.) Trunk bending forward with hand turning.

(Table 37.)

3. (Arms forward.) Arm swinging sideways with palms up.

Arm swinging sideways, with palms up—1-2.

(Palms up as arms swing sideways, palms towards each other as

arms are swung forward.)

4. (a) Prepare to jump.

(b) (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways and heel raising and knee

bending.

Foot placing sideways and heel raising and knee bending,

left foot—1 . . . 6. Right foot—1 . . . 6.

(c) (Hips firm.) Leg circling forward and sideways.

Leg circling forward and sideways, left leg—1-2-3.

(At 1 raise leg forward, at 2 swing it sideways, at 3 lower it.)

5. Tug of war with one hand.

(Astride.) Arm punching, forward with quick trunk turning. (Table 37.)

6. Marching, with change to marching with knee raising.

Forward—march! With knee raising—change! March-
ing—change

!

(Change to slower rhythm with knee raising.)

[" Slide the log." (Lift and lowfcr only.)]

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 50.

1. Running. Breathing.

(Upward bend.) Foot placing sideways with arm stretching upward.

Foot placing sideways with arm stretching upivard, left and
right foot—1-2-3-4. Later :

—

begin ! Stop

!

2. (a) Head bending forward.

Head forward—bend! Head upward—stretch!

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Arm circling spirally.

Arm circling small to large—begin! Stop!

3. (Across bend.) Slow arm stretching forward and quick bending across.

Slow arm stretching forward and quick bending across—1-2.

4. (a) Upward jump with leg swinging sideways.

(Can take 2 or 3 times in succession as free practice.)

(b) Lunging outward with toe pointing.

Feet full—open

!

By numbers, leftfoot lunge outward with toe pointing—1—2—3—4.

(At 1 the toe is placed outward, at 2 the foot is moved outward
and lunge position taken, at 3 recover to toe outward position,

at 4 attention position.)

(c) Leg raising sideways with arm raising sideways and upward.

With arm raising sideways and upward, left leg sideways—
raise! Arms and leg—lower! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

5. (Feet close, Head rest.) Trunk bending sideways (side to side).

Trunk to the left—bend! To the right—bend! etc.

6. [Lying leg wrestling.]

High and broad jump. (" Fence and Ditch.")

(A mark on floor on far side of rope to be cleared. At first rope
quite low and short distance marked. Land on both feet.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
12 to 13.

General Activity Exercises which may be carried forward.

Tables
Running and free jumping, various combinations - - - - 31

" Stepping stones," various methods - - - - 2, 7, 12, 16, 22

Jumping the swinging rope, swing fast and slow, running to meet
the rope - - - - - - - - - - 35, 46

" Hop, step, and jump " - - - - - - - - 48

Running high jump, good form, rope higher - - - - 41

Running oblique high jump, landing on one foot - - - - 43

Standing high jump--------- 44

Standing broad jump - . - - - - - - - 44

" Giant strides," foot to foot, hopping, off both feet - - 8, 14, 37
[Somersault, single or double, standing start - - - 23, 28]

[Somersault, single and stand up, running start .... 36]

[Somersault over back -.--.... ^g]

[Tug of war, crow hopping, or hopping on one foot - - 40, 42]

[Tug of war in ranks - - - - - - - - 15]

[Hopping charges - - - - - - - - - 10]

[Pushing wrestle - - - - - - - - - 47]

[Lying leg wrestling 50]

[Hand standing - - - - - - - -
45]

A dance or dance step may be taught or practised.
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TABLE 51.

1. Running. Breathing.

(Toe forward.) Hopping with feet changing.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Arm flinging.

3. Arm stretching in two directions.

e.g., Arm stretching forward and sideways—1 . .—begin! Stop!

(Table 48.)

Later

4. (a) (Upward bend.) Leg raising sideways with slow arm stretching

upward.
Arms upward stretch and leg sideways—raise! Arms bend

and leg—lower! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

(b) Twice upward jump.

Twice upward jump—go!

(c) Quick heel raising and knee bending with arm changes.

e.g., Heels raise and hips—firm! Knees bend and head-
rest! Knees full bend and hips—firm! Knees stretch and
arms sideways—swing! Heels lower and arms downwards
-—swing !

5. (Upward bend, Trunk turn.) Arm stretching sideways.

6. [Cartwheel.]

Game.

7. Breathing.

Attention!
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TABLE 52.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump with rebound, to left and right.

(Jump high with slower rhythm.)

(b) Foot placing sideways with arm swinging sideways and upward.

Left foot sideways and arms sideways and upward—swing!
Recover and arms sideways and downward—swing! Repeat
by numbers, left foot—1—2. Right foot—3-4. Later : Foot
placing sideways with arms swinging sideways and upward—
begin ! Stop

!

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Hips firm.) Trunk bending downward.

Trunk downward—bend! Trunk forward—stretch! Trunk
upward—stretch !

3. Arm stretching in three or four directions.

4. (a) Lunging outward.

Feet full—open! Left foot lunge outward—place! Recover-

place !

(b) (Hips firm, Knees bend.) Quick head turning.

Head turning by numbers—1-2-3-4.

5. (Astride, Hips firm.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel

raising. (Table 46.)

6. Running high jump in file.

(Children running in file jump as closely to each other as possible.

Rope rather low at first. Land on both feet and run on without
pause.)

["Slide the log" (Slide the "log" forward a short distance.)]

Game.

7. Breathing.

* 17941
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TABLE 53.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Upward jump with hand-clap above head. (Table 36.)

(b) Turnings and steps forward, backward and sideways.

(Precision and steadiness.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Hips firm.) Trunk bending downward.

Trunk downward—bend! Forward—stretch! Upward—
stretch !

(Put head between knees.)

3. Double Arm punching upward.

For punching, arms—bend! Double arm punching upward—begin! Stop! (Both arms punch together, punch as

hard as possible, look up to hands.)

4. (a) (Hips firm.) Leg circling sideways and forward.

Leg circling sideways and forward—1-2-3.

(At 1 raise leg sideways, at 2 carry it forward, at 3 lower it.)

(b) (Arms sideways with palms up, Heels raise.) Slow knee bending

with arm raising upward. (Table 42.)"

Knees bend and arms upward—raise! Knees stretch and
arms sideways—lower! Repeat by numbers—1-2,

5. Tug of war with one hand or other free exercise.

6. ["Lift the sack. "J

Running oblique high jump (landing on both feet).

Game.

7. Breathing.

Trunk bending downward.
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TABLE 54.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Tapping step.

Tapping step—begin! left-2-3-4, right-2-3-4.

(b) (Feet close, Upward bend.) Feet opening with arm stretching
sideways.

{Feet close and arms—bend!) Feet open and arms sideways—stretch! Feet close and arms—bend! Repeat by num-
bers—1—2, etc. Later : Feet opening and closing with arm
stretching sideways—begin! Stop!

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Upward bend, Trunk forward.) Slow arm stretching sideways
with palms up.

By numbers, slow arm stretching sideways with palms up—
1-2, etc.

3. Arm swinging forward and upward, forward and backward.

Arms forward and upward—swing! Arms forward and
backward—swing! By numbers—1—2. (Head up, back
straight; swing arms forward, downward and backward
as far as possible, without hunching the shoulders.)

4. (a) Lunging outward.

(b) (Hips firm.) Quick heel raising and knee full bending.

(c) Upward jump with arm swinging forward and upward. (Table 47.)

5. (Astride, Arms sideways.) Quick trunk bending sideways.

6. Slow march with leg raising sideways. (Compare Table 4 7 ; 4(b).)

Slow march with leg raising sideways—begin, 1-2, 1-2, etc.

Ladder jump : "Seven jumps " landing on last line with both feet

and jumping forward into circle.

(This teaches correct " take off " for vaulting and leap frog.)

Game.

Breathing.

N 2
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TABLE 55.

1. Running. Breathing.

Astride jump to 4, then turn about with a high jump.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Hips firm, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward to touch floor.

Touch the floor—bend! Hips firm and trunk forward—
stretch! Repeat by numbers—1-2. (Touch floor with
fingers, knuckles, or palms.)

3. (Upward bend.) Arm stretching in 3 directions, three times in each

direction.

e.g. : Arm stretching sideways upward and downward three

times in each direction—begin!

4. (a) (Arms sideways.) Leg raising sideways and arm circling spirally.

{Arms sideways—raise!) Left leg sideways—raise! Arm
circling small to large—begin! Stop! Leg—lower! Right

leg—raise !' etc.

(b) (Astride, Heels raise, Upward bend.) Quick knee bending, with arm
stretching sideways.

(Feet astride and arms—bend! Heels—raise!) By numbers
knee bending and arm stretching sideways—1-2. (Lift the
heels as high as possible while bending the knees, keep
shoulders back.)

5. (Arms sideways, Trunk turn.) Arm flinging.

(Knees straight, feet firm on ground.)

Leap frog.

(In good style, jump strongly with head up, legs wide apart, jump
before touching the " back.")

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 56.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump with rebound, with
i
turn at each fourth jump. (Table 42.)

(b) Arm stretching upward and downward with heel raising.

Heels raise and arms upward—stretch! Heels lower and
arms downward—stretch! Repeat by numbers—1-2-3-4.

(Heel raising on second, i.e., stretching movement, of arms.)

2. (a) Head dropping forward and stretching upward.

Head forward—drop ! Head upward—stretch

!

(In stretching up draw in chin and stretch neck strongly.)

(b) (Foot forward, Hips firm.) Trunk bending forward.

(Hips—firm ! Left foot forward—place !) Trunk forward—
bend! etc.

(Change feet and repeat.)

3. (Arms forward.) Arm swinging sideways with palms up. (Table 49.)

4. (a) (Astride, Hips firm, Heels raise.) Single knee bending.

(Feet astride and hips—firm! Heels—raise!) Left knee—
bend! Left knee—stretch! Right knee—bend! etc.

(b) Upward jump with \ turn (later with \ turn).

Turning left, upward jump—go! Later : Turning left about,

upward jump—go !

(c) (Hips firm.) Leg circling forward and sideways. (Table 49.)

5. [(a) Cartwheel.]

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

Touch the floor, trunk to the left—bend! Trunk upward—
stretch! (Bend direct to side, keep arms in line with

shoulders, one knee bent, opposite heel not raised.)

6. Jumping the swinging rope (rope swung higher and higher).

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 57.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Upward jump with arm swinging forward and upward. (Table 47.)

(b) (Toe forward.) Hopping with feet changing.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Arm circling spirally. (Table 50.)

3. (Upward bend.) Slow arm stretching forward and upward, and quick

bending.

Slow arm stretching forward and upward, with quick bending—
1-2-3-4.

4. (a) (Head rest.) Knee raising and stretching forward. (Table 45.)

(b) (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways and heel raising and knee
bending.

Foot placing sideways and heel raising and knee bending,

left and right foot—begin, 1-6, 1-6, etc. Stop!

5. (Across bend, Trunk turn.) Arm changing to head rest.

Head—rest! Arms across—bend! etc.

6. Slow march forward and backward on the toes.

Heels—raise! Slow march forward—begin! On the toes,

class—halt, 1-2. Slow march backward—begin! On
the toes, class—halt, 1-2. Heels—lower!

Running oblique high jump in file {see Table 52).

Game.

7. Breathing.

Across bend, Trunk turn.
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TABLE 58.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, to side on each fourth jump. (Table 45.)

(b) (Head rest.) Quick heel raising and knee bending (rhythmically).

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Across bend, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward to grasp

ankles.
Grasp the ankles—bend! Trunk forward stretch and arms

across—bend! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

3. (Upward bend.) Slow arm stretching upward with heel raising, quick

arm bending with heel lowering.

Slowly, heels raise and arms upward—stretch! Quickly,

heels lower and arms—bend! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

(a) Twice upward jump. (Table 51.)

(b) Lunging outward and touching the ground.

With touching and recovering, left foot lunge outward—
place! Right foot—place! etc.

(Lunge, touch floor with both hands, spring back to attention.)

(c) (Arms sideways with palms up.) Leg raising sideways with arm
raising.

[With palms up, arms sideways—raise!) Left leg sideways

and arms upward—raise! Leg and arms sideways—
lower!

5. (Astride, Arms sideways.) Quick trunk bending sideways from side to

side.

Trunk to the left—bend! To the right—bend! etc.

6. Running high jump landing on one foot and running on.

(Low rope at first.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 59.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Prepare to jump.

(b) Astride jump moving forward, with rebound on each landing.
(Table 40.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arm sideways, Trunk forward.) Arm flinging in one movement.
(Table 48.)

Arm flinging, in and out—1—2.

3. Arm stretching in 2 or 3 directions (rhythmically).

4. (a) "Stork march."

Stork march, left foot—begin, 1-2-3-4.

(i, knee raise; 2, knee stretch forward
; 3, foot place forward

and weight transferred to it
; 4, a pause.)

(b) Heel raising and knee bending with arm stretching upward and
downward.

Heel raising and knee bending with arm stretching upward
and downward—1-2-3-4. (Can be done quickly or
slowly.)

5.

6.

(Astride, Arms sideways, Trunk turn.) Arm flinging,

["Empty wheelbarrows."]

Game.

7. Breathing.

Arm stretching upward.

1

i 1
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TABLE 60.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump to 4, then turn about with a high jump.

(b) (Hips firm, Knees full bend.) Skip jump with quick head turning.

[Hips—firm! Knees full—bend!) Skip jump with head

turning—begin ! Stop! (Turn head quickly from one

side to the other at each hop.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Foot forward, Under bend.) Trunk bending forward. (Table 56.)

[Left foot forward and hands under arms—place!)

3. (Upward bend.) Alternate arm stretching upward and downward
(rhythmically)

.

Alternate arm stretching upward and downward—begin!

Stop!

(Begin with left arm upward.)

4. (a) Lunging outward and touching the ground. (Table 58.)

(b) (Astride, Knees bend.) Heel lowering and raising.

(Feet astride—place! Heels—raise! Knees—bend!) Heels—lower! Heels—raise! etc.

(Slow movements ; heels raised as high as possible ; of small value

with stiff boots or clogs.)

(c) Twice upward jump with leg swinging sideways. (Table 50.)

With leg swinging sideways, twice upward jump—go!

5. [(a) Cartwheel, or Tug of war with one hand.]

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

(Table 56.)

6. [Running Somersault to spring up and run on.]

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE-GROUP FOR CHILDREN AGED APPROXIMATELY
13 to 14.

General Activity Exercises which may be carried forward.

Tables.
Running and free jumping to touch object with both hands or

head

Running and free jumping, various combinations - - - - 31

" Giant strides," various methods - - - - -8,14,37
" Stepping stones," various methods - - - 2, 7, 12, 16, 22

" Hop, step and jump--------- 48

Jumping the swinging rope, various methods - - 35, 46, 48, 52

Running high jump - - - - - - - - - 41

Running high jump, in files ------- 52.

Running high jump, landing on one foot . . . . . 58

Running oblique high jump, landing on one foot - - - - 43

Running oblique high jump, landing on both feet 53

• Running oblique high jump, in files - - - - - - 57

Standing high jump, also over row of ropes, etc. - - - - 44

Standing broad jump --------.. 44
Leap frog in circles, ranks or singly ----- 15, 34, 55
" Jumping the widening brook " forward, sideways - - 12, 20, 22

[Somersault, standing or running start - - - 23, 28, 36, 52]

[Somersault over back -------- 48]

[Tug of war, with one hand, hopping on one foot, crowhopping, in

ranks - - - - - - - - 1, 13, 15, 40, 42]

[Hopping charges - - - . ... 10]

[Pushing wrestle - - ......
47]

[Lying leg wrestling------- - 50]

" Empty wheelbarrows " - - - - - - - - 59]

[" Lift the sack"----.---. 53]

[" Slide the log"----.,..-. 52]

A dance or dance-step may be taught or practised.
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1.

2.

3.

TABLE 61.

Running. Breathing.

Upward jump with knee lifting. (Table 38.)

With knee lifting, upward jump—go!

(a) Head bending forward.

(b) (Astride, Trunk forward.) Alternate arm punching forward.

(Feet astride—place! For punching arms-

forward—-bend!) Arm punching forward—

Alternate arm stretching upward and sideways

—bend

!

-begin

!

Trunk
Stop!

(Upward bend.)
(rhythmically)

.

(Begin with left arm upward ;

—

I Stop!]

4. (a) (Neck rest.) Leg circling forward and sideways. (Table 49.)

(b) (Arms sideways, Knees bend.) Arm flinging.

5. (Astride, Across bend.) Quick trunk turning and arm flinging in one

movement.
With a jump, feet sideways and arms sideways—swing!)

Quickly, trunk to the left—turn! Arm flinging in and

out—1-2. To the right—turn! Flinging—1-2! Later

rhythmically : Left—1-2. Right—1-2, etc.

6. Running high jump in files, landing on one foot.

(If the rope is long enough or there are two ropes, two equal files

formed up facing the rope can race each other in jumping
and re-forming in same places.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Arms sideways, Knees bend.
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TABLE 62.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Upward jump with arm swinging sideways. (Table 45.)

(b) Swinging step on the spot.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Upward bend, Trunk forward.) Slow arm stretching sideways with
palms up. (Table 54.)

3. Arm swinging forward, stretching sideways, and swinging downward.

Arm swinging forward—1. Stretching sideways—2-3.

Swinging downward—4. Repeat—1-2-3-4. Later: Arm
swinging forward, stretching sideways and swinging down-
ward—begin, 1-2-3-4, etc. Stop!

4. (a) (Astride.) Heel raising and knee bending with arms stretching

upward and downward.

(Quick movements with distinct pauses between them.)

(b) Quick heel raising and knee bending with arm changes. (Table 51.)

(c) (Neck rest, Knee raise.) Leg stretching forward.

5. (Astride, Right head rest, Left hip firm.) Trunk bending sideways with
opposite heel raising.

{Feet astride—place! Right hand neck rest, left hand hip—
firm!) With right heel raising, trunk to the left—bend!
Trunk upward —stretch!- etc. Arms—change! (Repeat to

right.)

6. Marching and halting with a turn about.

Forward—march! Turning about, class—halt, 1—2—3.

(Give halt! on the right foot. 1. left foot forward on ball of foot,

2. turn about, 3. right foot back to left.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 63.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Twice upward jump. (Table 51.)

(b) (Astride.) Jumping with heel clicking. (Table 41.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward to
grasp ankles.

Grasp ankles—bend! With arm swinging sideways, trunk

forward—stretch ! Repeat—bend! Stretch! etc. (Quick
movements.)

3. Arm stretching in three directions, twice in each direction.

e.g. : Arm stretching sideways and downward, forward and
downward, upward and downward, twice each—begin,

1-8, 1-8, etc.

4. (a) (Neck rest.) Knee raising.

(b) (Lunge outward, Hips firm.) Arm changing to Upward bend.

Hips—firm! Left foot lunge outward—place! Arms—bend!
Hips—firm, etc. Recover—place!

(c) (Hips firm.) Heel raising and head turning, knee full bending and
arm changing to Neck rest.

Heels—raise! Head turning by numbers—1-2—3-4. Knees
full—bend! Neck—rest! Hips—firm! Knees—stretch!

Heels—lower! (Repeat.)

5. (Astride, Upward bend.) Trunk turning with simultaneous arm stretch-

ing upward.

Trunk to the left turn and arms upward—stretch! Trunk
forward turn and arms—bend! etc. Repeat by numbers—
1-2-3-4.

6. Marching sideways on the toes (ranks or circle holding hands).

Heels—raise! To the left—march! To the right—march,
1-2, 1-2. Class—halt, 1-2-3. (In changing direction,

command March! as the following foot is brought up to
the leading foot. One more step (1-2) is taken in the old
direction, then change to opposite direction.)

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 64.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Heel raising and knee bending with arm raising sideways and
upward. (Table 44.)

(b) Astride jump, moving forward to 4, jump about, moving forward

to 4, etc.

2. (a) Head pressing backward with arm turning outward.

Arms outward turn and head backward—press! Arms
inward turn and head upward—stretch! Repeat by

numbers—1-2.

(b) (Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Arm circling spirally. (Table 50.)

3. Arm swinging forward and upward, stretching sideways, and swinging
downward.

Arm swinging forward and upward—1. Stretching sideways—2-3. Swinging downward—4. Repeat by numbers—
1-2-3-4. Later; begin! Stop!

4. (a) Upward jump with turning.

(b) (Upward bend.) Leg raising sideways with slow arm stretching

upward. (Table 51.)

(c) (Astride, Hips firm, Heels raise.) Single knee bending. (Table 56.)

5. (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel

raising.

Bending to left and right with heel raising—1-2, 1—, etc.

6. [Pushing contest, arms sideways and fingers interlaced.]

Game.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 65.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) (Hips firm.) Foot placing sideways with heel raising and knee
bending. (Table 57.)

(b) Tapping step. (Table 54.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Trunk forward.) Double arm punching upward.

(For punching arms—bend! trunk forward—bend!) Doable
arm punching upward—begin! Stop! (Table 53 (3).)

3. (Arms forward.) Arm swinging sideways with palms up, bending and
stretching forward.

(Arms forward—swing!) With palms up, arms sideways—
swing! Arms—bend! Forward—stretch! Repeat by
numbers—1-2-3.

4. (a) Star jump.

Star jump—go! (Can also be done twice in succession.)

(b) (Hips firm.) Toe placing backward.

Left toe backward—place! Recover—place! (Knee and
ankle well stretched.)

(c) (Neck rest.) Leg circling sideways and forward.

5. (Across bend.) Quick trunk turning.

6. Game, etc.

7. Breathing.
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TABLE 66.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) (Toe sideways.) Hopping with feet changing.

(b) Astride jump, moving forward to 8, with arm swinging sideways.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backwards.

(b) (Astride, Arms upward.) Quick trunk bending forward with arm
bending.

Trunk forward and arms—bend! Trunk and arms upward—
stretch! Repeat by numbers—1-2.

3. (Upward bend.) Alternate arm stretching upward and sideways,
rhythmically. (Table 6i.)

4. (a) A jumping exercise.

(b) (Arms upward.) Knee raising. Later : (Upward bend, Knee
raise.) Slow arm stretching upward.

(c) (Heels raise, Hips firm.) Slow knee full bending and stretching.

(Table 29.)

Slow knee full bending and stretching—begin! Repeat—
begin

!

5. (Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Marching sideways with change to march forward (in files).

Heels—raise! To the left—march! Change forward—march,
1-2-3.

(Command March! as right foot is closed to left. Another step
sideways is taken with left and right feet, counting 1-2, then the
left foot begins the march forward, counting 3.)

Game.

7. Breathing.

Alternate arm stretching.
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TABLE 67.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Skip jump, 2 high with rebound, 3 low, and rebound. (Table 30.)
(Rhythm : 1 and 2 and 1-2-3 and.)

(b) Foot placing sideways and heel raising, with arm stretching
upward and downward.

Left foot—1-2-3-4. Right foot—1-2-3-4. Later : Left and
right feet—begin ! Stop !

2. (a) (Upward bend.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Across bend, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward to grasp
ankles. (Table 58.)

3. (Upward bend.) Arm stretching rhythmically.

Arm stretching forward—begin! Stop! Sideways—begin!
Stop! etc.

4. (a) (Arms upward.) Leg circling forward and sideways.

(b) (Arms sideways, Heels raise.) Quick knee bending with arm
swinging upward.

Knees bend and arms upward—swing! Knees stretch and
arms sideways—swing! Repeat by numbers—1—2, etc.

(Palms remain up after first swing.)

5. (a) Tug of war with one hand, [or Cartwheel.]

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

(Table 56.)

6. Game, etc.

7. Breathing.

x 17041
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TABLE 68.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Turnings and steps.

(Speed, precision, steadiness.)

(b) Star jump. (Table 40.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) Toe lunging backward.

Left toe lunge backward—place! Recover—place!

(Little weight on toe ; body inclined well forward ; knee of standing
leg turned well outwards.)

3. Arm swinging forward and upward, stretching sideways, and swinging
downward. (Table 64.)

4. (a) (Astride.) Heel raising and knee bending with arm stretching

upwards and downwards (rhythmically).

(b) Slow march with knee raising and stretching forward. (Table 44.)

5. (a) (Feet close, Across bend.) Trunk bending sideways.

(b) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite

heel raising.

6. Game, etc.

7. Breathing.

Toe hinging backward.
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TABLE 69.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump with knee bending.

(b) (Neck rest.) Heel raising and knee bending and hips firm.
(Neck—rest!) Heels—raise! Hips—firm! Neck—rest!

Knees—bend! Hips—firm! Neck—rest! Knees—
stretch! Hips—firm! Neck—rest! etc.

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Hips firm.) Trunk bending downward. (Table 53.)

3. (a) (Upward bend.) Slow arm stretching upward, "pushing and
pulling."

(Slow strong efforts.)

(b) Arm stretching in 3 or 4 directions, rhythmically.

4. (a) Upward jump with turning. (Table 56.)

(b) (Lunge outward, Hips firm.) Arm changing to Upward bend.
(Table 63.)

(c) (Arms sideways with palms up.) Leg raising forward with arm
raising upward.

(With palms up, arms sideways—raise!) Left leg forward
and arms upward—raise! Leg lower and arms sideways—lower!

5. (Astride, Upward bend.) Trunk turning with simultaneous slow arm
stretching upward.

Arms upward stretch and trunk to the left—turn! Arms
bend and trunk forward—turn! Repeat to the right by
numbers—1-2.

6. Game, etc.

7. Breathing.

Lunge outward, Hips firm.

Q-2
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TABLE 70.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Prepare to jump. (Table 18.)

(b) Hop on spot with toe forward, high knee raise and feet change.
(Table 49.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Arms sideways, Trunk forward.) Trunk bending downward to

grasp ankles. (Table 63.)

3. (Upward bend.) Alternate arm stretching forward and sideways,
rhythmically.

4. (a) Leg circling forward and sideways with arm raising forward,
parting and lowering.

Leg circling forward and sideways with arm raising forward,
parting and lowering, left leg—1-2-3. (1. Arms and
leg raised forward. 2. Arms and leg carried sideways.
3. Arms and leg lowered.)

(b) (Astride.) Heel raising and knee bending with arm stretching
upward and downward.

5. (a) (Astride, Arms sideways.) Trunk bending sideways to touch floor.

(b) (Astride, Head rest.) Trunk bending sideways with opposite heel
raising.

6. ["Wheelbarrows that will not go."]

Game.

7. Breathing.

Leg raising forward.
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TABLE 71.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Astride jump, moving forward to 4 or 8, jump about, moving
backwards to 4 or 8.

(b) (Upward bend, Knees bend.) Arm stretching sideways. (Table 40.)

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Foot forward, Hips firm.) Trunk bending downward to grasp
ankle.

Left foot forward and hips—firm ! Grasp front ankle—down !

Hips firm and trunk upward—stretch! etc.

3. Arm swinging forward and upward, and stretching downward.

Arm swinging forward and upward and stretching downward—
1-2-3. Later: Begin! Stop!

4. (a) A jumping exercise.

(b) (Arms upward.) Heel raising and knee bending.

(Arms and trunk perfectly erect throughout.)

(c) (Astride, Neck rest, Heels raise.) Single knee bending.

Left knee—bend! Knees—change, 1-2.

(At 1 straighten left knee, at 2 bend right knee. A continuous
movement from one side to the other.)

5. (Feet close, Across bend.) Trunk bending sideways.

6. Game, etc.

7. Breathing.

Foot forward, Hips firm.
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TABLE 72.

1. Running. Breathing.

(a) Spring step on spot, getting higher to 8. (Table 38.)

(b) Twice upward jump with leg swinging sideways.

(c) (Arms upward.) Foot placing sideways with arm parting.

Foot placing sideways with arm parting—begin! Stop!

2. (a) (Hands on thighs.) Head pressing backward.

(b) (Astride, Trunk forward.) Double arm punching upward. (Table 65.)

3. Alternate arm stretching, or Arm stretching rhythmically.

4. (a) A jumping exercise.

(b) (Hips firm, Toe lunge backward.) Leg raising.

Left toe lunge backward—place! Leg—raise! Lower! etc.

Recover—place

!

(c) (Astride, Arms sideways, Heels raise.) Slow knee bending with
arm raising upward. (Table 53.)

5. (Astride, Upward bend.) Trunk turning with simultaneous arm
stretching upward.

(Slow arm stretching and turning sideways, quick arm bending and
turning forward.)

Slowly, trunk to the left turn and arms upward—stretch!

Quickly, trunk forward turn and arms—bend!

6 Game, etc.

7. Breathing.
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APPENDIX A.

DRESS.

SUITABLE CLOTHING FOR LESSONS IN PHYSICAL EXERCISES.

It is unfortunately not practicable to ask for the adoption of a special and
uniform dress for physical exercises in all schools. Such a requirement would
involve not only the provision of a dress for every child by the parents or by
Education Authorities, but accommodation for changing and storing the

garments. Although a special dress is necessary when advanced gymnastics
are taught, it cannot be said to be essential to the correct performance of many
of the simple exercises which are suitable for use in elementary schools, if the

ordinary dress is modified in such a way as to offer no hindrance to free

movement of the body and limbs. Too little attention has been paid to this

subject hitherto, but it is to be hoped that as the value of physical training is

realised more clearly, teachers and parents will do their best to prevent the

effects of the exercises being lost or reduced on account of unsuitable clothing

which hampers free movement. Within limits, clothing, for example, shoes,

may be regarded as being as necessary to efficient teaching as such apparatus

as balls or bean-bags, and may thus be provided by Education Authorities in

the same way as apparatus for games or exercises.

Shoes.

While the Board consider that suitable shoes are perhaps the most important
part of the dress for Physical Exercises, they are not prepared to say that such

shoes are so essential that they must be provided as part of the School

equipment. In many cases teachers have instructed their classes to make
shoes for themselves, using felt or string soles, the uppers being either knitted

or made of carpet, old stocking tops, etc. These home-made shoes have
answered the purpose very well, though they are not always as durable as

could be wished ; but more systematic arrangements are needed and the provision

of shoes should not be left to the more enterprising teachers. It is suggested,

therefore, that Authorities should draw the attention of parents to the benefits

arising from the use of proper shoes for Physical Exercises. But Authorities

might also keep a store of shoes at the School, and if it were found, when the

time came for Physical Exercises, that some of the children were not suitably

shod for the purpose, the stock of shoes which the Authority keep for the

purpose could be used for making good the deficiency.

Boys.

The best school dress for boys consists of shorts, a belt, flannel shirt and a

jersey or coat. Such a dress is suitable for physical exercises and games. In

any case collars should always be removed and left in the classroom before the

physical exercises lesson and, if " collar drill " is practised to encourage smart-

ness and rapidity, no time need be lost in taking off or putting on collars.

Unless the weather is cold, coats should also be left in the classroom, otherwise

coats and usually waistcoats can be removed in the playground to the command
" Coats off " when the boys are warm after vigorous marching or running.

Sleeves should be unbuttoned and rolled up to the elbow, and if braces are worn
they should be adjusted as a belt. The boys are then ready to carry out the

rest of the exercises and games.
Boys are commonly sensitive to cold, and care should be taken to avoid

giving them reason to fear catching a chill. This can be done by making the

lesson sufficiently active and stimulating to prevent any feeling of cold.
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Girls.

A simple dress suitable for both general school wear and the physical training
lesson consists of a tunic worn over a jersey or blouse and dark knickers. The
tunic and knickers should, if possible, be made of the same material. The
knickers—with a detachable washing lining—are perhaps the most important
part of the girls' dress and should replace petticoats ; they should not be too
ample and should finish above the knee. No form of stiff corset should be worn
and no tight shoulder-straps or garters. Comfortable un-boned washing bodices
can easily be procured and stocking suspenders should be attached to these or
to a well-shaped suspender belt.

Any simple blouse is suitable provided it is not tight in the neck and the
sleeves admit of full arm stretching. In cold weather a jersey may be preferred.
If conditions are otherwise suitable, the tunic may be taken off for physical
exercises and the children allowed to take the lesson in their knickers and
jerseys. This permits entirely unrestricted movement and allows the teacher
to observe the positions more easily.

The hair should always be plaited or tied back, and neatness of hair and
general appearance should be encouraged in every way.

In some schools it may be possible for the girls to make a tunic or knickers
or both for themselves. In other cases, patterns may be provided and material
sold at cost price for making up at home. In yet other cases, jerseys and other
garments may be stocked by the Authority and sold at cheap rates to the
children.
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APPENDIX B.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE GENERAL ACTIVITY EXERCISES
IN THE LESSON.

Whereas it is possible to draw up a definite progressive scheme of formal
physical exercise, this is not practicable with the more recreative General Activity
Exercises. Circumstances and opportunity vary so widely that it is necessary
for the Teacher to determine for himself the choice and arrangement of the
latter exercises. To assist him in framing a suitable programme for this

important part of the Table, which is to occupy approximately half the lesson
time, the following general directions are given :

Games and dances are not named in the Tables, as this tends to stereotype
their use to certain tables; for games and dances suitable for children of any
age reference should be made to the sections dealing with these subjects.
Marching, running, jumping and kindred exercises are given in the Tables, as
they fall into a more definite sequence. The name of each appears only once,
namely, in the Table in which, from a consideration of the children's age, it

may be taught most suitably for the first time. But most of these exercises
can, and should, be used in later Tables, many of them repeatedly. The exercise
or exercises appearing in a Table are not intended to be used alone in that Table,
but to be combined with exercises and games previously learned. In order
to afford the Teacher a quick survey of previous work from which to choose
exercises for inclusion in the current Table, a list of the General Activity
Exercises that may be carried over from one year to the next and subsequent
years is given on a separate page at the beginning of each Group of Tables,
i.e., in front of Tables n, 21, 31, 41, 51, and 61. The names of certain exercises
are placed in square brackets

[ ]. These are chiefly suitable for boys, and are
described in " Suggestions in regard to Games."

A constant endeavour should be made to keep the work fresh, varied and
interesting. In one lesson games might be taken; in the next lesson jumping
and other exercises may be taught and practised ; in the next dancing, marching,
skipping, etc. ; in the next a sports meeting in miniature might be arranged,
in which teams compete against each other in races, jumping and other athletic
exercises. The programme can thus be varied indefinitely.

The choice and arrangement of the exercises, games, etc., will depend to a large
extent upon whether the whole class works together as a single unit, or is divided
into separate groups or teams each working as a smaller unit. Either arrange-
ment has its advantages. Younger children should usually be kept together,
and elder children are more easily instructed in some exercises when taken as a
whole.

The arrangement of the class in separate teams presents the following
advantages : (1) Each child is able to take a more active part in the games and to

obtain more practice in the exercises ; the teacher can still directly control
the whole, as would be necessary during the first three or four years. (2) Greater
variety in the work can be obtained by giving each team a different game or
exercise, and changing the teams round at stated intervals. This is a later

development, and pre-supposes that the games and exercises are for the most
part known to the class, and can be carried out without detailed directions
from the Teacher. A new exercise or game can readily be introduced by teaching
it to the class as a whole, or to each team in turn. (3) A keen team spirit may
be cultivated by arranging competitions between the teams. (4) A sense of

responsibility may be implanted in the natural leaders amongst the children
by appointing them leaders of the teams. This method of working the class

may be termed the Team System.

The practical application of the Team System.

The number of teams will depend upon the size of the class, the available
space, and other considerations, but, as a rule, a class of 40 may be most suitably
divided into four teams. Each team should be given a number or other designa-
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tion. Two teams may sometimes be combined for certain purposes. A team
leader (and a vice-leader in reserve) should be chosen for each team with regard
to his proficiency in the work and his capacity for leadership.

The steps for the introduction of the Team System are given in Table 41.
It will probably be found that the complete system with leaders cannot profitably
be employed before this. For the first year after its introduction the teams
should work under the direct command of the Teacher. But at about the age
of 12, the team leaders may be allowed to command their teams, at first in a
few simple movements, such as calling their teams to attention, and taking
them from the class to the places appointed for the separate exercises. For
example, when the Teacher orders the team to form up for jumping exercises,

each leader calls his team to attention, runs to the allotted place, and commands :

First {second, etc.) team, line here 1 The team then runs and falls in on his

left in one rank (see Order Movements). Gradually the team leaders may be
allowed to give the commands for certain exercises, e.g., in a jumping exercise :

First—ready I Go! Next—go! and so on. Whatever exercise is commanded
by the leaders must, of course, be familiar to the class ; the leaders should not
be entrusted with the teaching of an exercise, although they may be allowed to
give reminders for faulty execution.

It will be necessary for the Teacher to give his leaders some instruction
and guidance in the commanding and handling of their teams, and it will help
them if he occasionally gathers them together for an additional practice. Before
the lesson begins the team leaders should be informed what their teams are to
do in the General Activity Exercises, and how they are to be disposed. It will

greatly facilitate matters if the space available is systematically planned out,
say, for a fortnight's programme, with jumping marks, etc., and any apparatus,
definitely located. By changing the teams round in a definite order from lesson
to lesson, or during a lesson, all the children can obtain practice in the different

exercises. It should be the duty of the leaders, as soon as their teams are formed
up, to provide and place the apparatus required, mark out the jumps, etc ;

and they should themselves perform the exercises first, setting as good an example
as possible. When the Teacher commands: Stop! everyone should at once
stand to attention, and at the command : Change rounds I or Apparatus away

!

Fall in ! the leaders will act accordingly. In competitive team games the leaders
become the captains of the teams.

Example of exercises arranged for four teams of elder boys.

Team 1. Running high jump (rope).

Standing broad jump.
Handstand ing.

Team 2. Running oblique high jump (rope).

Hop, step and jump.
Cartwheel.

Team 3. Leap frog.

Jumping the swinging rope.

Somersault.

Team 4. Racing.
Wrestling.

Suggestion in regard to competitive team games and sports.

The physical and moral training which may be gained through properly
organised games is invaluable, and the natural desire of the child to compete
with his fellows should be fully utilised as part of such training. The teacher
should bear in mind that the educational value of competition lies in cultivating
the right spirit, in teaching the children in all circumstances to " play up, play
the game, and play for the side."

Care must be taken that competition does not lead to overstrain or to one-
sided development. All round athletic ability rather than specialisation in
any one particular activity should be the aim, and the competitions must be
kept well within the capacity of all the children taking part.

Unless a reasonable degree of skill is acquired (and this means careful teaching)
the games and athletic contests will not continue to hold the interest of the
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children. It is often not realised how much of interest and value there is in

many of the simpler team games, such as Captain Ball, when they are played
with real skill. If adequate provision is to be made for children of different ages,

these simpler games are needed besides ' the recognised games of football,

cricket, hockey, etc.

The following conditions, therefore, should govern the conduct of team
competitions :

—

(i) The events, games and athletics, should embrace as wide a range of

activities as possible, and be so adjusted that each child may have a fair chance
of success, if not in one thing, then in another.

(ii) All the class should compete in all the events, the competitors being
matched as far as possible.

(iii) The team, and not the individual, should be regarded as the competing
unit. The individual child must learn to feel that in everything he does, whether
playing a game with his team, or taking an individual part in a race or jump,
he is working for his team, and the honour of his team, not for himself. Any
win, therefore, by an individual child scores one point for his team.

(iv) All events should have equal scoring value.

(v) The scores of each team should be kept, and at the expiration of a stated
period the winning team should be declared. The winning team might be
given a small trophy, such as a flag, to hold until the end of the next period.

Individual prizes should not be given.

NOTES ON THE ORGANISATION OF PLAYGROUND SPORTS.

Racing.

Methods of competing.—Team races may be arranged (a) for individual
scoring, one member from each team racing at a time, the winner scoring one
point for his team, the winning team being that which has the highest score

when all have run ; or (6) by relay, in which one member from each team lines

up for the start of the race, the next member of the team starting as soon as
the first has completed the course, and so on till all have run, the winning team
being that which gets all its members over the finishing line first. Relay races

may also be run by time, the teams running over the same course one after the
other, the winning team being that which completed the course in the quickest
time. This is not so exciting as concurrent running. Any of the following
methods may be employed to start the runners successively in a relay race :

—

When the preceding runner

—

(a) has passed over a defined line, either the starting line or otherwise

;

(ft) has returned to the starting line and touched the next runner
or handed to him some object, such as a short stick or bean-bag;

(c) has reached a defined point from which he throws a bean-bag or
ball to the next runner on the starting line, who must not start until he
has caught it or retrieved if from behind the starting line if he fails to
catch it.

Types of courses.

Owing to the restricted space available in a playground, it is not possible
to arrange a fair race when the competitors run abreast over a course which
includes turns. The inside runner has too great an advantage. When, therefore,
two or more competitors start together on the same course, a straight forward or
there-and-back course must usually be adopted. (See diagrams of straight
courses for individual and relay races.)

A course with turns forming a closed figure, or a circular course, can, however,
be used, if the runners start at the same time from different points on the course,
and all run in the same direction (following each other), each finishing at the
point from which he started. Thus all the runners cover the same course and
take all the obstacles that may be arranged along it. This arrangement is
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probably best suited for two runners at a time, and can be used for relay races.
Three or four may start together if they are spaced well apart, but this will
considerably increase the difficulty of deciding who is the winner in a close race,
because the runners do not finish on the same line. This difficulty of deciding
the winner can be got over (a) by bringing two sides of the course close together,
with a common starting line intersecting both, or (b) by using a starting line

inside the course, the two competitors leaving and returning to it in opposite
directions. This type of course can be of any shape provided it is a closed figure.
Three simple examples are illustrated below. Such courses can be marked out
in various ways; probably the easiest method of doing so is to set marks for
the turning points, with straight runs between them.

The types of courses described above may be represented diagrammatically
as follows :

—

Straight Course.

^ F

-&

Straight forward /J?epe & hacA ftZr/tay
Closed Courses.

A closed course may have any shape, provided the conditions described

above are fulfilled.

a and b start from and finish at their own lines, and run in direction of the

arrows.

a runs to points i, 2, 3, 4, and back to his line.

b runs to points 3, 4, 1, 2, and back to his line.

*T

KJ
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For two runners only :

—

a and b start from the same line but facing
in opposite directions, and finish on this

line but coming from opposite directions.

a runs to points i, 2, 3, 5, 6, and back
to starting line.

b runs to points 4, 5, 6, 2, 3, and back
to starting line.

Turning points should be arranged so

that the runner cannot turn short or is

easily detected by the Umpire if he does
so. The following methods of marking the
turning points are suggested :

—

A wall, post, etc., to be touched.
A rope or other obstacles to be jumped.
A post or other object, or a mark on the ground, to be passed outside.

A circle in which one or both feet must be placed.
An object standing in a circle, to be picked up and carried on, or replaced

differently at the same point.

Obstacles.

The following suggestions are made for obstacles to be used in races :

—

High jump over rope.

Broad jump over marks.
" Stepping Stones."
Ladder jumps.
Somersault.
Crawl under jumping rope without touching it.

Crawl under the legs of others standing astride.

Running along low bench or narrow marked track.

Jumping over a row of low objects (without knocking these over).

Jumping a swinging rope.

Running through a turning rope.

Object or objects to be picked up, transferred to another position, etc.

The Position of the Competitor at the Starting Line.
The competitors may take any of the following positions ;

—

Toeing the line.

Sitting cross-legged.

Lying on back.
Back to line.

The starting and Conduct of a Race.
Care should be taken that all races are started fairly, that the competitors

toe the line, and that none starts before the signal. If any do so, the race
should be restarted. The signal to start may be given by word, whistle, hand
clap, etc. Equal chances for all, and strict impartiality in giving decisions,

are, of course, essential. Any player who does not strictly abide by the rules
should be disqualified at once.

Odd Man.
If two teams are competing against each other and one team has one more

competitor than the other, the odd man may either stand out, or a member
of the opposite team may be chosen to run twice. The selection of the one
to stand out or to run twice should be impartial, as, for example, by some quick
method of counting out.

Other Athletic Exercises.

Among other exercises that may be included in competition are High and
Broad jumps of all kinds, for which the competitors from opposing teams should
be matched as nearly as possible.

Accuracy and speed in catching and throwing cricket or football, rubber ball

or bean-bag, may be tested by using Game 26, " Courier " {See " Suggestions in

regard to Games ").
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APPENDIX C.

SCHOOL DANCING.

The value of introducing dancing into any scheme of physical training as

an additional exercise, especially for girls, and in many cases for boys, is widely
recognised. Dancing, if properly taught, is one of the most useful means of

promoting a graceful carriage with free, easy movements.
Dancing adds greatly to the interest and recreative effect of the lesson, the

movements are less methodical and exact than formal exercises, but more natural

;

if suitably chosen they appeal strongly to the imagination and act as a decided
mental and physical stimulus and exhilarate in a wholesome manner both body
and mind.

Dancing is here, of course, considered solely from the educational standpoint,
and it must be remembered that, though its value is very great, and in some
ways unique, it can never replace the formal training in physical exercises,

but should be used to supplement it.

Dances suitable for teaching in elementary schools require great care and
discrimination in their selection. It is desirable that such dances should consist
of graceful movements, that body and arms, in addition to the feet and legs,

should have their appropriate and co-ordinated actions, and that they should
quite naturally express the joy and spirit of the child and should not be unduly
formal or restrained. Further, it is important that they should be comparatively
simple and easy to teach. Dances which include clumsy inelegant actions, or
which lend themselves readily to boisterous and uncontrolled movements,
should be avoided, as should also those more difficult and stately dances whose
chief excellence lies in the slow restrained manner in which the various movements
are carried out. The latter require specially experienced teachers, and unless

wisely taught are apt to lead to habits of self-consciousness and " posturing,"
which cannot have a healthy mental or moral effect. Dances such as the
Pavane, Minuet or Gavotte are, therefore, not suitable as a rule, neither is it

desirable to teach the ordinary ball-room dancing.
It is not possible in the present Syllabus to deal with dancing in any detail,

but the following suggestions are made to assist teachers in selecting suitable

dances. For descriptions of dances, text-books should be consulted.

Folk and Country Dances.

Folk and national dances of various countries are clearly the type of dance
best suited to the needs of school children. The simple unaffected character
of the movements, the charming and attractive music are not only thoroughly
enjoyed by the children, but help to train them to prefer wholesome and healthy
forms of dancing. The English country and Morris dances naturally make a
special appeal, and their revival during the past 10 or 12 years has greatly

stimulated interest in traditional English dances and has resulted in the
publication of numerous dances which might otherwise have been lost.

The Country Dances are wholly and typically English. They are quieter

and more reposeful than the Morris dances. They are social dances and were
alwavs danced by men and women together. The steps are few in number,
simple in execution, and are quickly learnt.

" The normal country dance step is a springy walking step, two to each bar.

The gallop, waltz, and polka steps are occasionally used, and there are, in

addition, certain steps which are prescriptive in particular figures.
" The steps in the country dance are performed very smoothly and quietly;

the feet should slide where possible, and, if raised, should not be lifted more than
two or three inches from the ground ; while the raised leg must never be thrust
forward as in the typical Morris step."*

* " The Country Dance Book," Part I., by Cecil J. Sharp, p. 26.
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The movements are of the large and massive type and the accompanying
music is both tuneful and rhythmical. Variety depends largely on the many
formations and evolutions which characterise the different dances. A sense of

rhythm and memory are thus developed naturally and at no cost to the general
gaiety of the atmosphere or the liveliness and buoyancy of the movement
itself.

Well-known country dances are Jenny Pluck Pears (round for six), Newcastle
(round for eight), Dargason (longways for as many as will), Hunsdon House
(square for eight), and there are many variations of these and other formations.

The Morris dance was danced by men only In its true form it had nothing
of the lively social character of the country dance. It was a serious and even
solemn dance, something in the nature of a spectacle or pageant. Its chief

characteristic is vigorous controlled movement, it is more difficult to dance well

than the country dance, and far more strenuous.
The movements are few and simple. " The foot, when lifted, is never drawn

back, but always thrust forward. The toe is never pointed in line with the
leg, but held at a right angle to it, as in the standing position. The foot,

therefore, the forward or stepping foot, is lifted as in walking, as if to step
forward, then the leg is vigorously straightened to a kick, so as to make the bells

ring. At the same instant that the forward leg is straightened, a hop is made
on the rear foot ; the dancer alights upon the toe, but lets the heel follow

immediately and firmly, so that he stands upon the flat foot. A good snap-
shot photograph of one in the act of walking, when the forward foot has made
about three-fourths of its stride, gives a perfect illustration of the Morris
dancer's step.

" As with the step, so also with the jump, which in so many cases begins
and ends a measure ; the dancer jumps, roughly, as high as his own foot, holding
when in air legs and body straight, alighting upon the toes, but only so as to

break the shock sufficiently for comfort, then letting the heels come firmly

down. In alighting from the jump, the knees are bent just enough to save
the dancer from injurious shock, and are straightened immediately."*

Familiar Morris dances are Bean-setting, Rigs o' Marlow, Shepherd's Hey,
Laudnum Bunches, etc. In more advanced forms the performance requires a
considerable degree of skill and agility, and the dances cannot, therefore, be
considered so universally suitable as the Country dance. On the other hand
they furnish a most exhilarating form of exercise for the older children—more
particularly the boys—and provide scope for a large amount of individual
dexterity and physical endurance.

The charm lies to a great extent in the ease and control with which vigorous
and powerful movements, such, for instance, as the capers, can be executed
rhythmically and gracefully to music. Regular practice is therefore necessary,
and, on account of the amount of exertion involved, it is essential to confine all

but the simplest forms of Morris dancing to those children known to be
physically sound.

Folk Dances from Other Nations.

Although the recreative effect of Morris and country dances is great, and
although the child does acquire through them additional control over his body
and limbs, yet there is a certain monotony in the movements, and other dances
should also be taught, especially to the older children. There are numerous
forms of the Reel, the Lilt, the Jig; there are national and peasant dances such
as the Welsh Dance ; there are many Continental folk dances, of which the
best-known are perhaps the Scandinavian, which, although consisting of some-
what more formal steps and movements, are yet sufficiently simple for elementary
schools, and which combine the healthy gaiety of the Fnglish country dances
with the more controlled and graceful movements which all educational dances
should furnish.

It is beyond the province of this Syllabus to describe any complete dances,
but a few examples of typical steps taken from various national or folk dances
are given in detail below. They may be taken on the spot, after the class has

* " The Morris Book," Part I., by Cecil J. Sharp, p. 33.
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opened ranks. They should be practised not as an end in themselves, but rather
with a view to subsequent performance of complete dances.

All steps should be as light as possible and the toes and knees must be turned
out—the position of the knees being especially important in all dance movements.
The backs of the hands may be placed on the hips with the wrists turned to
the front; this will be found better than the position of " Hips firm."

Command :

Hands on Hips—place !

Tapping Step.

(a) Hop on the left foot four times ; at the same time extend the right foot

to the front with the knee straight and tap four times on the floor with the point
of the toe, keeping time with the hops on the left foot.

(b) Change the feet with a slight spring and repeat the hopping and tapping.

Crosswise Step.

(a) Start with the feet in the position of attention, give a slight spring and
land with the right foot in front of the left, the feet being slightly crossed.

(b) Repeat the spring and change the feet so that the left foot comes to the
front.

Between each spring bend the knees slightly.

(c) Then repeat three times, without the knee bending.

Repeat the whole step beginning with the left foot in front.

Shuffle Step.

Hop on the left foot twice, giving at the same rime two shuffle steps with the
right foot on the floor in front of the left, the right toe being well turned out.

(Children acquire the correct action more readily if told to imagine a coin on the
floor which must be given two small kicking steps to send it in the direction in

which the toe points when standing at " Attention.")

Repeat the hopping with the right foot, and the shuffle with the left.

Continue the step by changing the feet alternately.

Schottische Step.

Hop four times on the left foot.

(a) On the first hop extend the right foot to the side, with straight knee and
pointed toe.

(b) On the second hop bring the right toe to the heel of the left foot.

(c) Repeat (a).

(d) Repeat (6).

Polka step once to the right.

Repeat hopping on the right foot.

Jig Steps.

I.

—

(a) Lift up the right knee and place the foot dow n in an outward direction

with a stamp.
(b) Bring the instep of the left foot to the heel of the right, at the same time

raising the right knee as in hop march.
(c) Hop on the left foot.

(d) Repeat (c).

Repeat (a) to (d) twice again.

i. Hop on left foot, keeping right knee raised.

2. Drop on to right foot, raising left knee.

3. Drop on to left foot, raising right knee.

4. Drop on to right foot, raising left knee (16 counts).

Repeat stamps beginning with the left foot.
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II.

—

(a) Hop on the left foot four times, at the same time extend the right
foot to the front with the knee straight, and let the foot, with toe pointed, tap
the floor four times, keeping time with the hopping.

(b) Change the feet with a spring and tap four times with the left foot.

(c) Tap twice with the left foot, and twice with the right.

(d) Tap once left, once right, once left and once right. (16 counts.)

III.—Hop on the left foot four times.

(a) On the first hop extend the right leg to the side with the toe and knee
turned in and the heel pointing up.

{b) On the second hop turn the right toe and heel out, placing heel where
the toe was in (a).

(c) Place the right toe to the instep of the left foot.

(d) Place the right heel where the toe was in (r), turning the toe well up.

Repeat hopping with the right foot.

IV.— i. Jump the feet into stride, position.

2. With a spring put the left foot back into place, raising the right knee.

3. Hop on the left foot, shaking the right foot.

4. Repeat 3.

5. Jump the feet into stride position.

6. With a spring put the right foot back into place, raising the left knee.

7. Hop on the right foot, shaking the left.

S. Repeat 7.

9. Repeat 1 and 2.

10. Repeat 5 and 6.

11. Spring on to left foot, with right knee raised.

12. Spring on to right foot, with left knee raised.

13. Repeat 11.

14. Repeat 12. (16 counts.)

Strathspey Steps.

I.—(Starting position : Right foot on the toe at inner side of the left heel,

knee turned out.)

Hop on the left foot four times.

(a) On the first hop extend the right foot to the side with straight knee
and pointed toe.

(b) On the second hop bring the right foot up behind the left leg (height
of calf).

(c) On the third hop bring the right foot up in front of the left leg.

(d) On the fourth hop bring the right foot up behind the left leg.

Repeat, hopping on the right foot.

II.— (Starting position : as in step I.)

Hop on the left foot four times.

(a) On the first hop extend the right foot to side as in step I.

(b) On the second hop bring the right foot up behind the left leg to the
ground.

(c) On the third hop extend the right foot in front of the left.

(d) On the fourth hop bring the right foot up in front of left leg.

Repeat hopping on the right foot.

III.—(Starting position : as in step I.)

Hop on the left foot four times.

(a) On the first hop extend the right foot to the side as in step I.

(b) On the second hop bring the right toe to the left heel.

(c) On the third hop bring the right toe to the left toe.

(d) On the fourth hop bring the right foot outwards straightening the knee
and lifting the foot from the ground.

Repeat with the left leg.

N.B.—In every case the raised knee should be turned well out.

x 17941 P
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Reel Steps.

T.—(Starting position : right foot sideways on the toe.)

i . With a spring place the right toe to the instep of the left, at the same time
bending both knees.

2. With a spring place the left foot sideways on the toe.

Repeat, bringing the left foot to the instep of the right.

II.—-'(Starting position : right foot outwards on the toe.)

i. Swing the right foot back into position, at the same time letting the left

leg swing out behind with the knee, straight.

2. Swing the left leg into place again, letting the right leg swing forward
with a straight knee.

3. Repeat 1.

4. Hop on the right foot and swing the left leg forward.

Repeat with the left leg.

III.— 1. Spring to the right on the right foot.

2. Bring the left foot on the toe to the instep of the right foot and momentarily
change the weight on to it.

3. Change the weight back to the right foot.

Repeat, springing to left on the left foot.

IV.— 1 and 2. Same as in step III.

3 and 4. Same as in 1 and 2 of step II., excepting that the left leg will be
in advance.

Repeat to the left.
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APPENDIX D.

SWIMMING.

Ability to swim is a permanent possession of much practical value. It

makes possible the enjoyment of a particularly invigorating and healthful
form of exercise, attractive in its sporting possibilities for younger people, and
capable of being indulged in with benefit until well on in life. Its importance
for our seafaring population is tragically emphasised by the many lives that are
lost for want of early instruction in swimming.

Whenever practicable, therefore, children should learn to swim, and when
circumstances permit elder children may, with advantage, be instructed in
the methods of rescue and resuscitation of the apparently drowned. The
incentive to take exercise in the water, and the ability to save life from drowning,
will be in proportion to the skill and confidence of the swimmer. It is therefore
important that a good style of swimming should be taught, and that it should
be taught well.

The Breast Stroke.

It is generally agreed that the breast stroke is the foundation of all good
swimming, and that it should be taught first. In rescue work, the breast and
back strokes are of chief importance and of almost equal value. The back
stroke can be acquired with ease after the breast stroke has been learnt, and it

may well be included in a course of swimming instruction. Other swimming
strokes and diving may be taught later as opportunity occurs for the sake of
the interest and enjoyment and the inducement to practise, which come with
increasing mastery of the art.

The most important characteristic of the swimming strokes taught to children
should be the attainment of the maximum progression through the water with
the minimum expenditure of effort. Correct application and economy of
effort is more important than speed. To gain this result, careful attention
must be given to every detail of the movements, so that each movement may
produce the largest propulsive effect and (as far as possible) all retarding
influences may be eliminated. In no other sport are slight departures from
correct style so destructive of results. Even the angle at which the swimmer
lies in the water has considerable effect upon, the force necessary to induce
propulsion. Correct movements, timing, and position are therefore of great
importance, and may be as easily acquired as those which are incorrect,
inefficient, and exhausting. The teacher, therefore, should be fully conversant
with the essentials of a good style, and the best methods of teaching it.

The following breast stroke may be recommended as possessing the required
characteristics.* The description commences with the position of the swimmer
fully extended in the water at the completion of each stroke.

i. Both arms are extended forward, the hands open, palms down, thumbs
touching, fingers together, the legs and feet are closed and fully extended,
the head is lowered with the mouth submerged and the breath is forcibly expelled

;

the whole body is as nearly parallel to the surface of the water and as close to
it as possible, and in this position offers the least resistance to the forward
progress induced by the preceding stroke.

2. The new stroke commences as follows :—Without bending the elbows
-or wrists, the hands are slightly turned out and the arms are swept outward
and downward until they form an angle with each other of about go°, the hands
being about 12 inches lower than in the starting position. At the same time,
the head is raised and a full breath taken.

* Valuable descriptions in detail of the swimming strokes and the methods
of teaching them to children will be found in a handbook issued by the Amateur
Swimming Association entitled " Swimming Instruction— Land and Water
Exercises for Breast and Back Strokes" (Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton Kent &Co.,
Ltd., 4, Stationers' Hall Court, E.C. ; price, one shilling).
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3. The elbows are then brought to the side, and the hands, palms down,
directly to a position in front of the chin. At the same time the knees are bent
outward and the heels drawn up until the legs roughly form a diamond shape,

with the feet pointing sideways.

4. The arms are then extended forward and at the same time the legs are

straightened by kicking out sideways and without pause are forcibly brought
together. The starting position is thus regained, and is held for a couple of

seconds while the body glides through the water, the breath meanwhile being

expelled.

The whole cycle, from the beginning of one stroke to the beginning of the

next, should occupy about 5 seconds, the various movements being combined
in a continuous action. The pause at the end of the stroke is of great importance,

as the full effect of the stroke is then secured and a valuable resting period is

obtained.

Land Drill.

Instruction should include land drill and exercises in the water. Land drill

is a valuable aid in teaching the breast stroke. It familiarises the children

with the correct movements, breathing, and timing, and greatly facilitates the

subsequent process of learning in the water. If the instruction is given wholly

in the water, the children's attention and efforts are dissipated by the endeavour
to keep afloat ; much time is therefore lost, and timid children are much more
likely to become frightened and discouraged. Land drill, therefore, effects a

considerable economy in the use of the available bath accommodation, and
if carried out during the winter months enables full advantage to be taken of

the bathing season.

The land exercises aim at giving automatic precision in the swimming
movements, and produce the best results when taken in frequent short, drills

of about 5 minutes each. A preliminary practice may be taken standing up,

to be followed by exercises lying down, which should reproduce as closely as

possible the actual swimming movements.
Land exercises are not required for the back stroke, because it will be

taught after proficiency in the breast stroke and confidence in the water have

been acquired.

Water Exercises.

The water exercises should be arranged so that the children may assist

each other. This expedites the process of instruction and minimises the

occasions when the teacher requires to enter the water. It also enables the

use of floats and other special apparatus to be dispensed with. A handrail,

however, along both sides of the bath, and as close to the water level as possible,

is a necessity for efficient and rapid class instruction. If the existing handrail

is too high, or no handrail is provided, the defect may be made good by
attaching an iron pipe or wooden spar to the bath side. It must be firmly

fixed in position.

Size of Class.—It will generally be found that, for water practice, a class of 30 is

as large as can be conveniently and efficiently instructed within the time that the

children should remain in the water. It is important for the teacher to remember
that if faults of style, which may be easily corrected in the early stages, are over-

looked they quickly become established and are then difficult to eradicate.
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INDEX.

Subject or Movement. Subject or Movement.

Accommodation -

Adaptation of exercises

Alternate arm punching forward -

,, ,, stretching

,, knee bending -

Apparatus -----
Arm bending and stretching

,, across -

,, upward - - -

changing with forward swing
circling -

flinging ... -

parting -

punching —double

,, quick trunk turning
raising forward -

,, and upward -

,, sideways - - -

,, ,, and upward
stretching forward - 47,

sideways

,, single - - -

upward
swinging --'-.-
turning outward - - -

" As small as possible, as large as

possible
"

- I2i, 129, 134, i

Astride jump -

Balance exercise - - - 8, 49
Bear walk - - - - 123, 137
Body framework - - - -11
" Bouncing balls

"
- - - 130

" Breaks " - - - - 125, 127
Breathing exercises 8, 17, 62, 113, 150
Breathlessness - - 9, 17, 20

Change step in marching - - 08
" Chest lifting " - - - - 43
Circulation of the blood - S, 12, 17
Class formation circles - - - 104

,, ,, files - - - 102

,, ,, for demonstration 102

,, ,, ,, jumps - - 81

,, ,, infants

,, ,, ranks -

Class-room games
,, lessons

,, recreative exercises

Clothing - - - 23,

Cold weather -

Combined starting positions

Commanding

- "7
- 100
- 95
- 107
- 24

7. 213
2, 106

29, 48
- 27

Competition— educational value of 216

Correction of faults

Corrective effect of
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Subject or Movement. Subject or Movement.

Hands on thighs - - 44
Head bending forward - - - 37

„ dropping forward - - 37
,, pressing backward - - 43
,, turning - - - - 38

Health of the child - - 19
Heel raising - - - - 49

„ ,, and knee bending - 50

„ full „ - 50
Hop marches - - - 70
Hop, step, and jump - - - 80
Hopping charges - - - 144
" Hug the knee " - - 51, 140
Hygiene of physical training - 19

,, —school and personal - 21

Imagination, use of

Imitation -

" Indians at pow-wow "

Indoor accommodation
Infant schools

" Jack in the box "

Jumping
,, " free " form -

the brook

,, ,, swinging

,, ,, widenim

Kangaroo jump -

" Kick the hand "

Kidneys, action of

Knee raising

Kneel sitting

rope -

-brook

- 114
- 109, 115

- 45

- 123
" 74
- 75
- 80
- 80

80

- *2 3

53. 154
13. 18

- 51
- 36

Ladder jumps -

" Leap-frog "

Leg circling -

,, raising and lowering

,, ,, forward -

,, ,, sideways -

,, stretching forward
Length and number of lessons

—

Infants -

Older scholars - - - 23,
" Light steps, heavy steps

"

" Long-legged rabbits
"

- -

Lunging outwards -

,, ,, arm punching -

,, toe pointing
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53
52
52
52
5i
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125
69
148

41

42
188

,, ,, touching ground 42

Malpositions - - - 9, 21
Marching 65

,, on the toes - - - 69
,, ,, ,, sideways - 69
,, with knee raising - - 70
,, variations - - - 67

Marking named step - - - 6g
,, time - - - - 66
,, ,, knee raising - - 70

Massive movements
Maze -

Methods of teaching

Mixed schools
Mouth breathing -

Muscles, description
Music - - -

Names of exercises

Nervous system -

Numbers—use of -

Nursery schools -

Nutrition

infants
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68, 74
26, 30
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Overwork 15

Pallor 20
Pause------ 28
Physical training

—
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Developmental effect - 9, 14, 19
Educational effect - 7, 10, 216
Hygiene of - - - 19
Object of - - - - - 6

Physiology : its application to

physical training - - - n
Play ------ 84
Play centres - - - - 98
Playground sports - - - 217
Playgrounds - 22, 92
Playing fields - - - - 23
Positions

—

Across bend - - - - 54
Arms forward - - - 47, 56

,, sideways - - - 46, 56
„ upward - - - 47. 57

Astride 39
Attention - - - - 34
Crouching - - - 36
Feet close - - - - 38
Foot forward - - - - 40
Head rest - - - - 55
Heels raise - - - - 49
Hips firm - - - - 53
Knee bend - - - 50
Knee full bend - - - - 50
Knee raise - - - - 51
Kneeling - - - - - 36
Lunge outward - - - 41
Neck rest - - - - 55
Stand at ease - - - - 35
Toe lunge backward - - - 42
Toe, backward, forward, side-

ways - - 40
Trunk forward - - - -

44
Under bend - - - - 56
Posture - - - - - 21

Progression - - - - - 25
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Subject or Movement.

15.

" Rabbit hop " -

Rank formation -

Rebound in jumping -

Respiration - - -

Rhythm
Rocking ...
" Run like a wooden man " -

Running -

,, jumps - - -

„ maze -

,, with free jumping -

Rural schools -

School dancing
" Second wind " -

" Seven jumps " -

Shoes - - - -

Shoulder blade exercises

Single arm stretching -

Skin, action of -

Skip jump - - -

Skipping exercises

step
" Slide the log " -

Slow marching
,, ,, on the toes -

Sports------
Spring marches -

Standing at ease - - - -

,, jumps -

" Star jump "

Stepping forward, backward or
sideways -

" Stepping stones
"

" Stork march " -
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so
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page

Successful physical training lesson

26, 108
Summer games - - - - 93
Swimming - - - - - 225
Swinging step - - - - 72

Tables of exercises - - - 125
Tapping toe on the ground - - 52
Teaching of exercises - - - 30
Team system - - - - 215
Toe lunging backwards - - 42

leg raising 53
,, placing, backward, forward

and sideways
Trunk bending downward

,, forward

,, ,, sideways
,, turning

Tug of war with one hand
Turning ....

about on the march

Undisciplined children

Upward jump

Voice - - -

" War Dance " -

Warlike lunge
Wheeling
Winter games

Zig-zag marching
running -

- 40
45. 60
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59. 61
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